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1. INTRODUCTION

Inhomogeneous broadening o f spectra is a common phenomenon in 
spectroscopy of doped solids. Due to different surroundings the spectra of a 
transition originating from different probe molecules (atoms, ions, etc.) are 
shifted and in the overall picture the original (homogeneous) transition line is 
convoluted with an often many orders o f magnitude wider inhomogeneous 
distribution o f frequencies. In disordered (amorphous) solids the situation can 
be naturally understood as arising from disorder in the local neighborhood, 
while in ordered solids, such as crystals, defects o f various kind are considered 
as sources of inhomogeneity. There are also systems that fall in between these 
extremes, e.g. incommensurate systems where the modulation o f the periodicity 
of a crystal contributes remarkably to the inhomogeneous distribution.

Depending on the problem, inhomogeneity can turn out to be useful (e.g. 
creating spectral hole burning memories [1-3]) or troublesome (when trying to 
determine the homogeneous linewidth). It also presents considerable interest in 
itself as far as it carries information about the structure o f the solid (type and 
density of defects etc.). Hence, the understanding and description of the exact 
mechanisms of the effect is essential.

It appears that spectral hole burning [4-6], more used as a means of 
eliminating inhomogeneity, can also successfully be used to explore the same 
when combined with external fields like pressure. The so-called pressure tuning 
technique [7-22] -  applying a moderate hydrostatic pressure on a bumt-in hole 
and monitoring the changes in hole parameters -  can reveal a lot o f information 
concerning probe-host interactions. The method is rather sensitive; pressure 
values typical for this kind o f experiments are in order o f 10-100  bar, which can 
be viewed upon as a small perturbation for the system and is easily reached with 
simple devices.

Another, but less sensitive, method of using pressure is measuring the 
pressure-induced changes of the inhomogeneous spectrum as a whole. However, 
the pressures one needs to use in this case are orders o f magnitude greater (in 
kbars) and this may cause technical as well as physical problems (perturbation is 
no longer small).

For correct interpretation o f the experimental results also the underlying 
models are needed. There has been some activity in developing the pressure 
models o f impurity spectra previously (e.g. [7, 15]). The goal o f the current 
thesis is, firstly, to review the existing knowledge, and, secondly, propose and 
analyze some further models for the cases not covered before. We also present 
some experimental results.
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The layout of this work is as follows. In chapter 2 we will outline the results 
essential for deriving further concepts and evaluating some experimental data in 
following chapters. These are the results concerning inhomogeneous effects in 
doped solids, including incommensurately modulated systems, elements of 
elasticity theory and an elementary treatment o f the spectral hole burning.

Chapter 3 is devoted to using the pressure-induced spectral effects to 
explore the inhomogeneity. A general classification o f the corresponding 
models into two broader classes, dispersive and diffusive, is presented. Main 
features o f either of them are discussed. The existing models are systematized 
according to this classification. Original results include a proposed new 
diaelastic model for crystalline matrices, also studied experimentally, and a 
model analysis for the diffusive case. Also, a novel technique is proposed to 
distinguish between the two pressure mechanisms.

In chapter 4 we will extend the results obtained in the previous chapter to 
the incommensurately modulated systems. We discuss experimental data on 
spectral inhomogeneity of chlorin-doped biphenyl. Interesting results are 
obtained both in hole tuning spectra and fluorescence spectra at higher 
pressures, where phase transition from incommensurate to commensurate 
structure is observable.



2. BASIC CONCEPTS

2.1. Statistical theory of inhomogeneous broadening in 
defective solids

In this section we will review a rather general statistical method for calculating 
the inhomogeneous broadening o f electronic transition lines o f impurity spectra. 
Though probably proposed earlier, the method was developed in its final form 
by Stoneham [23]. It describes the situation where impurities (probes) within a 
matrix (host) structure are exposed to some field/ due to a set o f inhomogeneity 
sources, such as defects or disorder in positions of host particles. In what 
follows, we will use the terms “defect” and “defective solid” as general 
references to such inhomogeneity sources and solids where this kind of 
inhomogeneity is prevalent (note that in practice, though, no solid is completely 
free from defects). Assuming a large number o f probe impurities and 
homogeneity o f the host material at the macroscopic level, the probability 
distribution o f the probe transition frequency should well represent the actual 
observable inhomogeneous distribution function (IDF).

The theory is based on three main assumptions:
(i) The defect-created internal field causes a shift E  of the impurity frequency co 
that is linear in field components/:

O} = o)0+E(z) = a 0+ Y dcIf l . (2.1)
i

Here cd0 is the unperturbed frequency and Z incorporates the coordinate set o f 
all defects under consideration. If coQ represents the vacuum frequency o f the 
active transition, E(Z) is often referred to as the “solvent shift” . The (unity- 
normalized) IDF is now generally given by

P*(®)= -E{z))dZ, (2.2)

where P\{Z) is the unity-normalized probability density o f occurrence o f a 
particular configuration o f parameters Z.

(ii) The frequency shifts caused by different defects are linearly superimposed:

£(z) = | > ( z ' ) ’ (2.3)
i= \
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where 8{z )  is the single-defect contribution to the overall shift. We assume here 
that the coordinate set Z consists o f N  similar subsets corresponding to N  
defects, denoted by upper indices: Z =  ( z \  z2, ..., zN). Each of the subsets z1 can 
in turn consist of many, say n, coordinates which we will denote by lower 
indices: z = (z\, zl2, z'„). The space element in (2.2) is thus given by 
dZ = dz]dz2...dzN = dz ]dz]2. . .dz] . ,dzN„. When arguing on a single-defect level, 
upper indices can be omitted.

(iii) There is no correlation in the distribution o f various defects in the 
coordinate space z:

^ ,(2 ) = f b i ( z ' |  (2-4)
;=]

Here p; is the single-defect distribution density, normalized to unity. This lack 
of correlation requires the defect density to be low. In following calculations it 
is more convenient to introduce the density p N normalized to the number of 
defects N:

p K( z ) = N  p ,( z ) .  (2.5)

P k{ z ) expresses the spatial density of defects in the coordinate space. Now the 
IDF is given, by (2.2):

Pit, (®) = ~ ^ w \ d z ' Pfi ( z ,) ... \ d z Np N ( z N )S(a> - m „ -  E ( z ) )  (2 .6)

Using the Fourier representation o f  ̂ -function:

|exp(zxv)ix: (2.7)

and expanding E (Z )  according to (2.3), we have

P,h ((y) = - z -  }<& exp[a(ffl -  ®0 )] “  I ^ P n (z )exp ( -  ixe (z )) ■ (2 .8)

Now we introduce a new function, J(x), so that
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77  I'p n  (z )exp ( -  ixe(z))dz  =  1 -  ^ ,
N  J N

(2.9)

which implies that

j ( x )  = J p N ( z \ 1 -  e x p (-  ixs(z))]dz . (2.10)

With N  becoming infinitely large and using the well-known relation

(2.11)

we get

(2.12)

In calculations it is also often convenient to shift the frequency coordinate so 
that coo will coincide with zero.

To examine the correlation between the frequencies of different transitions 
due to the same sources o f inhomogeneity, the theory can be easily generalized 
to many frequency coordinates [24]. This approach enables one to describe 
many situations regarding techniques like fluorescence line narrowing and 
spectral hole burning.

Calculation o f the joint distribution pih(co\, co2) is quite similar to the above 
deduction. All the assumptions made previously remain valid and the 
calculations are very similar, only two Fourier variables appear because instead 
of one ^-function, as in (2 .2), we now have the product of two ^-functions, one 
for each frequency:

PiM i»®2)= -  EAz))s(a>2 -®02 -£3(z))rfz,( 2.13)

where <y0i an^ cooi are the respective unperturbed frequencies. Analogously to
(2 .12), one gets

)xj + i (co2 - co02)x 2 - j ( x ], x 2)]dxldx2 ,(2.14)

where J  is defined as
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j ( x }, x 2) = j p N (z)[l -  e x p (-  i X! s l (z)  - i x 2e 2 ( z ) ) \ t , (2.15)

where £\(z) and e2(z) are the frequency shifts caused by a defect for the first and 
second transition frequency, respectively. If coi and co2 refer to spectra taken 
under different conditions, there may be other parameters (pressure, for 
example) that £j(z) and e2(z) depend on.

An extension to more coordinates is straightforward and easily made upon 
necessity.

A rather suitable phenomenological way of describing lattice defects in a crystal 
is the so-called continuum approach [25]. The idea is to view the (regular part o f 
the) crystal as a continuous, homogeneous and isotropic medium that is 
generally in a state of stress due to the defects. The situation can thus be 
described by the theory of elasticity. Depending on the defect type, various ways 
of modeling them can be figured out. In subsection 3.2.4 we will use the 
misfitting sphere model for a point defect [26], which we will extend to enable 
for an external pressure exerted on the crystal.

As long as we are viewing pressures and strains that cause only small 
relative deformations (much less than unity), we are going to use the linear 
approximation of the general elasticity theory. In the linear elasticity theory 
(LET), the displacement vector is defined with:

where F0 =  ( x f , x ° , x3°) is the position of some point within an elastic body at 

an initial moment, r (r0,t)  = (x, ,x 2 ,x 3) is the position of the same point at

some other moment t.
The symmetric tensor of infinitely small displacements e is defined:

which, under the assumptions of LET, may also be rewritten as

2.2. Continuum theory of lattice defects

(2.16)
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e‘" 2

du,, du.
+

ck„ äc
(2.17')

* J

Physically, the diagonal components o f the E  tensor express the relative 
stretches of vectors originally parallel to the coordinate axes, while non
diagonal ones give half of the angle change between the vectors.

The stress tensor is generally defined as an entity describing the interaction 
forces between different parts o f the body. Namely, if S  is any surface within the

body and f ( P )  is the interaction force at a point P  on the surface S, the stress 
tensor o  is defined with the expression:

f ( P )  = a n , (2.18)

where n is the normal unit vector o f the surface S  at the point P.
Within LET, a and e tensors are related by the general Hooke's law:

crw = c klmn mn ’ (2.19)

where c is the 4th-order symmetric elastic constant tensor. For isotropic bodies 
it has only two independent components and (2.19) may be rewritten:

< 7w = '^ kie„ + 2 f j e kl (2 .2 0 )

where a and are the Lame constants {p. being the shear modulus and 
k  = (X + 2ju/3y\ the volume compressibility). We will use (2.20) later to derive 
an expression for defect-impurity interaction based on our model of a point 
defect.

2.3. Inhomogeneity in incommensurate systems

Incommensurate systems constitute a rather intriguing class o f solids. In these 
systems, some property o f crystal elements (atoms, molecules) is modulated 
along one or more spatial dimensions with a period that is incommensurate with 
the period o f the reference lattice (i.e. their ratio is irrational). Such a property 
may be atomic position or molecular orientation in structurally incommensurate 
systems, spin magnetization, electron charge density, etc. This way, an 
incommensurately modulated solid lacks the translational symmetry, since no
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lattice translation will map the lattice exactly onto itself. Rigorously speaking, 
such a solid is not a crystal.

Such a spatial modulation gives rise to specific features in the spectra of 
probe impurities in incommensurate solids. The resulting inhomogeneous 
broadening is basically different from the effects considered in the section 2 .1. 
Blinc in [27] has developed the theory o f incommensuracy for nuclear magnetic 
resonance. It also provides the guidelines for our treatment.

The arising o f incommensurate modulation can be viewed as a result of 
freezing o f a soft frequency mode of the system on the change o f its 
thermodynamical parameters. Denoting the modulated quantity by u, the 
modulation in one-dimensional case is given by

u = Azo$<p(x) (2 .21 )

with the phase in the simplest case:

(p (x )= — x + (p0, (pQ= const., (2 .2 2 )
X

where X is the wavelength of the frozen-in mode, incommensurate with the 
lattice period. However, often minimization of the free energy o f the system 
upon phase transition requires higher harmonics of the modulated wave to 
appear, so that <p(x) will not take the simple linear form (2 .2 2 ) but a more 
complicated one governed by the sine-Gordon equation [27]:

<̂ - ~ - a 2 s i n p p  =  0 . (2.23) 
dx~

The resulting shape of (p{x) is staircase-like, i.e. consisting of relatively 
constant-phase regions separated by a regular array of domain walls (“phase 
solitons”) where the phase changes rapidly (Fig. 1(c)). Following [27] we will 
call this type of modulation the “multi-soliton limit” and the case of linear (p the 
“plane wave limit”.

Now let us introduce the probe molecules into an incommensurately 
modulated lattice and let us try to derive the IDF due to incommensuracy. For 
now, let us assume that:
(i) the probe molecules are distributed spatially uniformly along the modulation 
wave, i.e. they do not prefer any particular phase value in their spatial position,
(ii) the value o f the probe transition frequency v depends linearly on the local u 
value. This yields:

14



v  = v 0 + v ] cos  <p(x). (2.24)

We will first deal with the one-dimensional case. Since w(x) is periodic with the 
period X, i.e. u(x) = u(x + nX), where n is an integer, we may view only the x 
values [0 ../I] and project the probe sites from nX<x  <{n+l)X onto the first 
range 0 < x < X with a transition x —> x -  nX , since they give the same phase 
value. The lattice being incommensurate with X, we thus fill the range [0 .. X] 
quasi-continuously and also uniformly, by assumption (i). We now introduce the 
phase density fljp) and the density o f spectral lines pih(v) by

Pih iv )d v  = f{<p)d(p = Cdx  , (2.25)

where C is a constant which can be determined from normalizing conditions. In

b

-1

f(v)

-1

( V - V 0 ) / V 1

Figure 1. The phase as a function of spatial coordinate (a, c) and the resulting 
inhomogeneous distribution functions (b, d) in a doped ID incommensurately modulated 
system. The plane wave limit (a, b) and multi-soliton limit with the number of solitons 
p  = 4 (c, d) are viewed separately. While (c) has only edge singularities, in (d) 4 new 
singularities appear, two of which coincide with edge singularities and two with one 
another at v0.
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case o f the plane wave limit alsoX ^) = const and, normalizing the area o f p,h{v) 
to unity, we get from (2.24), (2.25):

P i M = — -
_ d v  2xvAsm.(p\
2 n —  ! 1

dcp

1 1
(2.26)

The IDF has thus two edge singularities at

(2.27)

(see Fig. 1(c)). In [27] also the case with a quadratic term in (2.24) was 
considered. Adding a term 0.5v2cos2^(x) to (2.24), we get the result that the 
edge singularities in (2.27) are shifted by an amount v2 towards higher 
frequencies and if |vy| < |v2|, a third singularity appears at

Hence the violation of the assumption (ii) can cause additional structure o f the 
IDF only in case when the perturbation to the active probe transition is rather 
strongly non-linear in terms of u. This, however, does not seem likely in most 
cases, especially if the modulation wave amplitude is not very large.

Considering of two- or three-dimensional modulations requires numerical 
calculations. The main result is that two maxima persist, but no longer as 
infinite singularities [27].

For the multi-soliton limit (2.25) gives for one-dimensional modulation

which may have additional singularities between the edge ones in places where 
the derivative d(p!dx turns to zero. If  we have p  phase solitons in the x range 
[0 .. X], we also have the same number of flat parts on the <p(x) graph. In these 
places the derivative is zero or very small. Thus generally p  new maxima appear 
in the IDF, not all of which may be distinguishable as they may coincide with 
edge singularities or with one another (Fig. 1(d)). It is easily seen that if p  is 
even, the placement o f singularities must be symmetrical with respect to v(h

(2.28)

(2.29)

V  j  O l l i  y /

dx dx
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Another reason that can cause structure in the IDF of incommensurate 
systems is the so-called pinning o f the modulation wave by probe molecules. In 
an ideal crystal it takes zero energy to shift the incommensurate modulation 
wave along the modulation axis since the regions whose energy is increasing as 
a result of this motion are always balanced by the regions whose energy is 
decreasing. Thus in the presence o f slightest thermal excitation the modulation 
waves would be in constant movement. In a real crystal, however, defects act as 
obstacles to such movement and if the thermal energy is not high enough, the 
wave is stopped, or pinned. Probes act likewise as defects and as far as the 
probe-host interaction energy depends on u, the phase distribution at the probe 
location may not be uniform, but is weighed by the respective Boltzmann factor. 
Such a possibility is discussed in [28] for EPR experiments. Hence, our above 
assumption (i) becomes invalid and additional peaks may appear in the IDF at 
lower temperatures.

2.4. General theory of spectral hole burning

The zero-phonon part of an absorption or emission spectrum of an ensemble of 
probe impurities in a solid is actually determined by a convolution o f the 
homogeneous (single-impurity) zero-phonon line /cwith the IDF p ih\

/ ( v ) =  Jä:(v -  co)pih (ü))dü). (2.30)

This way, the real shape o f the homogeneous spectrum is obscured. To reveal it, 
one can use selective spectroscopic methods like spectral hole burning (SHB) 
[4-6].

The idea of SHB is to irradiate the sample monochromatically so that the 
probes in resonance with the irradiation are transferred from their initial (educt) 
state into a second (photoproduct) one, which is more or less stable. This 
prohibits these centers from contributing to the envelope (2.30), leaving a 
“hole” in respective spectral position.

Let us briefly review the modeling of the kinetics of the SHB process, given 
in more detail in [29]. The simplest model includes a number o f assumptions:

• relatively weak excitation;
• low impurity concentration;
• small optical thickness of sample;
• single-dimensional inhomogeneity (only by co);
• one-photon mechanism of photochemistry;
• stability of photoproducts;
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• large educt —> product photochromic shift.
The SHB process can be considered as a modification of the IDF, which, in this 
case, is time-dependent (pih = p lh{co, t)). Under the assumptions made above, the 
kinetics of SHB is described by a simple equation

A /,(® >0 =  - /oCT'7'f (»/o (2-31)

where Iq and v0 are the intensity and frequency of the monochromatic 
irradiation, respectively; a  is the absorption cross-section and 77 is the quantum 
yield o f the SHB process. (2.31) gives:

Aa(®>8 ) =  *■■£!)> (2 -32)

where Q = I()t is the irradiation dose and

fhb{a)’y 0’Q ) = exv ( ~ Q <TT!K {v o - ® ) )  (233)

is a function we will call the SHB exposure function.
Let us now further assume that

(i) the inhomogeneous band is broad as compared to the homogeneous width, 
i.e. we may take p,h(cD,0) = const ( = 1);

(ii) the homogeneous line is o f Lorentzian shape o f width (FWHM) 2F ;
(iii)the burning position is at the origin, v0 = 0 .

Then (2,30), (2.32) and (2.33) combine to

7(v) = ~  h r - f — y  exP 7i J Y~ + \v  ~(o)
Qrjcr

r 2 

r 2 + * r
dco (2.34)

with I(v)  normalized to unity at Q = 0. The exponent in (2.34) describes 
saturation effects. In the low dose limit, (2.34) reduces to

/ ( v ) « l - ö ^ 7- | r i T , (2.35)
(2r  j + v

which means that a low-dose hole has twice the homogeneous width and its 
depth depends linearly on the dose.
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Note that here and in what follows we have assumed that the burning source 
is fully monochromatic, i.e. has a zero spectral width. Otherwise, a second 
convolution with the spectrum of the burning light must be carried out in (2.32).
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3. INHOMOGENEOUS PRESSURE-INDUCED 
SPECTRAL EFFECTS IN DEFECTIVE SOLIDS

3.1. General remarks

A productive way to study local interactions and inhomogeneous effects in 
doped solids is by means of applied external fields. Hydrostatic pressure is a 
good example o f such a field. Its scalar nature makes the physical situation 
simpler as compared to effects in electric and magnetic (vector) fields. 
However, to get a detectable change of the inhomogeneous band as a whole, 
often very high pressures (several kbars) are needed. With high-pressure 
equipment constantly evolving, technical problems arising from this fact may be 
solved, but the question still remains whether such a high pressure can be 
regarded as a small perturbation of the impurity-host system.

At the same time, pressure effects on spectral holes can be observable at 
much lower pressure values. The reason is, generally speaking, spectrally 
selective approach and smaller spectral scale under consideration. Thus the ratio 
of pressures needed to obtain a comparable effect on the whole inhomogeneous 
band and on a spectral hole is o f the order o f inhomogeneous to homogeneous 
width ratio. The main method here is the pressure tuning [7-13] -  measuring 
spectral holes at pressures different from the burning one and examining the 
dependence of their parameters on the pressure change. This technique has been 
used in a number of works [7-22] in order to study local interactions and elastic 
properties of solids.

When burning a hole into the inhomogeneously broadened band and then 
applying pressure one observes both hole shift and broadening. The pressure 
shift o f the holes is explained by a change of the average interaction between the 
probe and host molecules with compression of the sample. At the same time, the 
mechanisms of hole broadening are not always quite as clear. The broadening 
must obviously stem from inhomogeneity since the effect of pressure on the 
homogeneous linewidth is negligible in this low pressure range. An especially 
large broadening has been detected in disordered solids such as glasses, where 
its magnitude is comparable to that of the pressure-induced shift [7-13]. 
Relatively large broadening of holes with pressure has also been observed in 
“soft” crystals of w-alkanes (ShpoPskii systems) [13,14]. In some cases, it can 
even exceed the values typical for glasses [22]. However, even in “hard” 
molecular crystals such as durene [13] and bensophenone [11] a minor 
broadening of holes is readily observable.

In this chapter we are going to introduce two principal mechanisms of 
inhomogeneous spectral pressure behavior: the dispersive and diffusive
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mechanisms. Their basic properties and some special cases will be discussed 
and a technique to distinguish between the mechanisms will be proposed.

3.2. The dispersive mechanism

3.2.1. Definition of the dispersive mechanism

Let us return to the statistical theory given in section 2.1 and consider the effect 
o f pressure on the IDF. Applying pressure to the system, all the coordinates Z 
undergo a variation. It is noteworthy that in pressure tuning experiments with 
spectral holes, the hole position always turns out to be linear with pressure. 
Indeed, in the pressure range where hole is still detectable (not too broadened), 
to our knowledge, no significant deviation from linearity has ever been reported. 
Thus it is natural to assume that every single homogeneous line also moves 
linearly with pressure, being governed by the first term of expansion into series:

where Ap is the pressure change, A(Z), as defined by (3.1), is the integral 
pressure coefficient depending on all the defects (their internal and external 
coordinates). With (2.3) we get on the single-defect level:

where a(z) is the single-defect pressure coefficient. For this expansion to 
become possible and meaningful, following three assumptions must be made:

(i) The solvent shift function e(z) is continuous in terms o fp, Zj, z2, ..., zn. This 
is not a very critical assumption though s(z) can contain a singularity at the 
origin.

(ii) The parameters z h z2, ...,z„ depend continuously on the applied pressure. 
This assumption is probably the most suspicious one since pressure can induce 
structural flips and discontinuous relaxations o f any kind. However, for a 
material with well-defined structure and little void volume it may still be 
appropriate.
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(iii) The pressure remains low enough to cause only small variations o f s(z). 
This is rather reasonable, since also hole shifts observed in a typical pressure 
tuning experiment are very small compared to the whole solvent shift.

These assumptions specify the mechanism of pressure behavior o f probe spectra 
that we refer to as the dispersive mechanism. In other words, within the 
dispersive mechanism, the whole zero-phonon spectrum of the active transition 
can be viewed upon as a spectral distribution of homogeneous (single-impurity) 
spectra each o f which shifts linearly with pressure. Most o f the existing pressure 
models of probe spectra actually rely on this mechanism.

From (3.1) and (3.2) we can see that, similarly to (2.3), additivity holds for 
the pressure coefficient:

To calculate the pressure-dependent IDF for a model belonging to this category, 
it is sufficient to substitute the function s from (3.2) into (2.10), (2.12). 
However, for effects related to the spectral holes, such as pressure tuning, it is 
more suitable to use the joint distribution function of two frequencies (2.13) 
with pressure change as an extra parameter. For simplicity, we will consider in 
the following co0 = co0l = co02 = 0 , thus disregarding the pressure shift o f the 
unperturbed frequency (we will make a remark if there may be any). We get:

p{a>l ,a 2,Ap) = p>(z) <?(<»,- E ( Z ,0))S(co2 -E(Z ,& p ))d Z . (3.4)

It gives us the probability for a homogeneous line to be peaked at co\ before and 
at co2 after the application of pressure. Another way is to use the joint 
distribution function of frequencies and pressure coefficients:

which assigns a distribution of pressure coefficients to every point o f the 
inhomogeneous structure. (3.4), (3.5) are also referred to as the pressure kernel 
functions. In the narrower sense, we will use the term “pressure kernel (at a 
frequency)” also to denote the distribution of the pressure coefficients a or final 
frequencies co2 at a given initial frequency co (co\). To obtain the IDF, (3.4) and
(3 .5) need to be integrated over co2 and a accordingly, as seen from definitions. 
The distributions are related as follows:

(3.3)

pa{co,o)= jp,(z)S(6>-E(Zfi))s(a~A(z))dZ (3.5)
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p{a>^<o2, b p ) = - ~ - p c
4 p

f  A oj '
Cd

Ap

p a (co, a )  = | Ap\ p(o), co + a A p ,  A p ) ,

(3.6)

(3.7)

where Aco = co2 -  a>\. On a pressure change Ap() (3.4) and (3.5) transform as 
follows:

p(eol io)2iAp)

p'(a>],(o2,A p )=  p co, - A c o — - A a ) - —^ - , A p  
A p 0 - Ap0

P a ( ü ) , c c ) - >  p'a { ü } , a ) =  p a ( o > - a A p 0 , a ) .

(3.8)

(3.9)

The influence o f SHB on (3.4) and (3.5) can be described by multiplication with 
the exposure function (2.33) (with cd = co1 for (3.4)). The modification o f the 
IDF on pressure tuning is then given by

P'ih (®2 ) = \ f h b  (®1. V0 , 6W®1 > ® 2 > AP  > (3 •1 °)

Plh (a>) = \ f u  (ffl -  «  A p.1'» . Q)Pa (® ~  «  A p ,a ) d a  . (3.11)

Let us now calculate (3.4) using the results (2.14), (2.15). Together with (3.2) 
they can be rewritten for the dispersive models as follows:

f^co ,̂ co1, ffexpf/fti, x, + iAco x 2 -  J ' (x ], x 2, Ap^ dx} dx2 , ( 3 .12)
(2n)-

where J ’ is defined:

J '( x , , x 2, Ap) = J p N (z)[l -  ex p (- ^ (z )x , -  ia (z)A px2 )]dz.  (3.13) 

Quite similarly, one gets for (3.5):



p a (ü),a) = y ~ t  ffexp^ö»:, + ia x 2 -  J " (x l , x 2^ d x xd x 2, (3.14) 
(2 n )  

J "{x x, x 2)=  ^ p N(z)[1 - e x p ( - i s ( z )x l - ia ( z ) x 2) \ d z . (3.15)

For further evaluation of (3.4) and (3.5) some more detailed assumptions must 
be made. In the following we will discuss a few examples.

3.2.2. The simple isotropic model

In the simplest case we may assume [7] that the defect-probe mutual distance r 
is the only pressure-dependent coordinate and the interaction is governed by the 
f n -  law (e.g. n = 6 for van der Waals forces). Then the single-defect solvent 
shift can be expressed:

s ( r ) = A r ”, (3.16)

where A is a constant that describes the host-probe coupling. We can obtain a 
general result for the pressure coefficient function for the case when r is the 
only pressure-dependent coordinate in s:

/ x õ s ( r ) d r  r  de(r)  
a i r ) = — ^ —  = — k — (3. 17) 

õr õp 3 dr

Here k  is the local volume compressibility of the host:

(3.18)
1

K ---------
V

ÕV^

v dP  ) T

Its value may differ from the bulk one depending on how much the host 
structure is disturbed around the probe molecule. With (3.16) the value of a{r) is 
given by

a ( r )  = t c ^ ( r ) .  (3.19)
3

The distribution (3.5) becomes with (3.16), (3.19):
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p a (oD,a)= p ,h{oi)S
na - K —co*>j

(3.20)

We see that, due to the scaling o f a{r) with s(r), only one a value corresponds to 
every point o f the IDF. (3.4) reads:

p(a>],co2,&p) = p lh(tax) S CO 2 ~0)] — K — co ̂ Ap (3.21)

The effect o f pressure on the IDF is thus simply linear remapping o f the 
frequency coordinate:

Pih
i + k - 4 p

CO
(3.22)

For a spectral hole with a minimum position com and width F  we can calculate 
pressure shift and broadening as follows:

dcom n
—7-----c ~  K  CO ,
d(Ap) 3

(3.23)

d r
d(Ap)

n rk  — Y  . (3.24)

Actually, the same relations apply for any substructure of the IDF with a defined 
width r  and a chosen point com (such as maximum or minimum, for example), 
including the whole distribution itself. We see that the pressure coefficient 
varies linearly from point to point within the inhomogeneous distribution. This 
phenomenon (often called the “color effect”) is well observed experimentally 
([10]). Note also that the coefficient is predicted to be o f the same sign as the 
overall solvent shift.

The reason why this simple approach remains insufficient is the fact that the 
pressure broadening observed in experiments exceeds the value given by (3.24) 
by several orders of magnitude for any reasonable choice of n. However, for 
treating hole shifts it may still be applicable. Sesselmann et ah [7 ,8] have
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calculated volume compressibilities for some polymers from hole shift data 
assuming n = 6 (dispersive dipole-dipole interactions) and have arrived at 
results very well coinciding with data retrieved from mechanical measurements. 
The problem may be that if the initial hole width is very small compared to the 
solvent shift {T «  com), the effect o f broadening (3.24) is also correspondingly 
smaller and more easily overrun by other effects while the shift remains to be 
tractable within this scheme.

As an extension to the previous model and in order to explain its shortcomings, 
Laird and Skinner [15] have developed their model for pressure behaviour of 
spectral holes. While the foregoing model is o f rather general nature in terms of 
the host structure, the work o f Laird and Skinner is clearly directed towards 
disordered systems such as glasses and polymers.

Firstly, they use the so-called Gaussian approximation to calculate the IDF 
and joint distribution function p(a>i, co2, Ap). In strongly disordered systems the 
nearby host molecules can be viewed as the prevailing inhomogeneity sources 
for the probe molecules. In this case the shape of (2.12) is determined mostly by 
small J(x) values. Therefore we can expand J{x) (2.10) into Taylor series about 
x - 0  and use only the first two terms. Let us still assume only the mutual 
distance of host-probe pairs, r, to be a pressure-dependent coordinate. The 
whole coordinate set z still contains all the spatial coordinates, i.e. in spherical 
representation z  = (r, 0, (p). Using the pressure-dependent solvent shift function 
(3.2), J(x) becomes

3.2.3. The Gaussian approximation

(3-25)

where vG, A and a(; are defined as

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)
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B  = ^ p  N( z ) a 2 ( r ) d z , 

C ^ ^ p N{z]a{r)s(r )dz .

(3.30)

(3.31)

Here for a{r) the result (3.17) from the previous subsection holds. Substituting 
(3.25) into (2.12) gives us the Gaussian line shape:

P ,k(V’Ap )  =
1

42ft<j(; (Ap )
exp

{a>-{va + A A p )) 

2 a G {hp)

2 \

(3.32)

At the zero pressure, its center is displaced from the unperturbed frequency by 
vG and its standard deviation equals aG0 (full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)

rc o =2<xcoV2ta2).

The pressure-dependent two-frequency joint distribution function can be 
calculated in the same manner from (3.12), (3.13), giving

p{a>, ,a)2,A p )  = exp
2xye \M

(fo2 -a > , - P g {o>Mp ) 

2( r o Ap f
(3.33)

where

C
/3g (o> ) = A  +  ~ ( c o - v g )

<Tr:GO

7 g lB
C'-

cr

(3.34)

(3.35)
GO

The pressure coefficient distribution function (3.5) becomes:

f  / ~ / \\2 \
p a (o j,a ) p M ___I ( a - A ; ( ® ) ) 2

•J2x y (
exp

2 Y g

(3.36)
J

We see that the pressure kernel is o f a Gaussian shape, too. The shift of a 
spectral hole is linear, with a coefficient given by Pa{com). The dependence of 
the coefficient on the burning wavelength indicates the presence o f the color 
effect. The broadening of a narrow hole is hence Gaussian in shape and 
proportional to the absolute value o f the pressure change. The broadening
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coefficient is yG and does not depend on the frequency co. For wide holes, 
though, there should also appear a small contribution to the broadening due to 
the color effect.

The IDF moves linearly with pressure and the shifting coefficient (shift per 
unit pressure) is the same as for a hole burnt in the IDF maximum. The 
broadening, however, is non-linear because there are two different factors that 
cause it: the broadening due to dispersion o f pressure coefficients at any point 
within the IDF and the so-called color effect broadening. Linearizing (3.27) for 
small pressure values yields:

d a ,

d(Ap)

C

&p=0 cr,
(3.37)

GO

Note that using the interactions o f type r n here would give yG = 0 and bring 
us back to the situation described in previous subsection. Here Laird and 
Skinner make their second major assumption pointing out that the interaction 
potential for a probe with its nearby host molecule should also include a short- 
range repulsive term. They suggest using the familiar Lennard-Jones (LJ) 
potential, which is shifted radially by an amount r(> to account for the 
circumstance that in polymers the effective radius of a single monomer unit is 
typically much smaller than that o f the probe molecule:

<,)= 4 s
cr

0 0 ,

, r > rQ 

r  < rn

(3.38)

Here s and a are parameters adjusting the energy and length scales, 
correspondingly. They use a simple uniform spatial distribution of host 
molecules around the probe, which is made zero at small r values that are 
physically unreachable:

f p ,  r > r c +rQ
P n V )  = ^  (3 3 9 >0 , r < r +  rn

Here p is proportional to the molar density o f the host, rc is some cutoff value 
for the radial coordinate. The homogeneous pressure coefficient is then given 
by:
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a (r) =
8 SKT

r - r n

12
cr

Vr " ro j
00 .

\ r  ~ ro J
r > r n

r < r n

(3.40)

Thus the scaling o f a{r) with s(r) is removed and, generally, yG is not zero.
Noting that the difference of shifts o f two spectral holes burnt at (vG + aG0/2) 

and (vg - ogoI2) has the pressure coefficient C/aG0, we can conclude that (3.37) 
represents the pure color effect contribution to the broadening, as the difference 
mentioned is caused by this effect only. This illustrates the fact that while the 
broadening o f spectral holes is determined by short-range repulsive interactions, 
the broadening o f the IDF as a whole remains governed by the long-range 
attractive ones. And so does the hole shift. Thus in this approach, the appearing 
of short-range repulsive forces plays the role o f the superimposing factor that 
causes the hole broadening but does not affect their shift.

In their article, Laird and Skinner compare their calculations to experimental 
data and find them to be satisfactory in the case of polymers. Kador and 
coworkers have taken the theory further to either take into account the third- 
order terms in the expansion (3.25) [18] or to bypass it completely [19,30]. 
Though analytical results are then difficult to achieve, they have shown by 
calculations that, under these conditions, the pressure kernel width can acquire 
frequency dependence, increasing from blue to red side of the IDF. Furthermore, 
its shape can become asymmetric, especially at the blue side of the IDF. They 
also ask a natural question [20 , 21 ] about the contradiction between the 
assumption of the high density o f perturbers required for the Gaussian 
approximation and that of the low density made in the initial layout (see (2.4) in 
section 2 .1) and find that the spatial correlations within the matrix must be taken 
into account, otherwise the results may be (at least quantitatively) incorrect.

3.2.4. The diaelastic model

Let us next turn to another class of materials, the crystals. In a perfect crystal for 
a single site (way of fitting of the impurity center into the matrix structure) one 
expects no inhomogeneous broadening to take place. Yet in real crystals it is 
present and also a moderate pressure broadening of spectral holes is observable 
[11,13].

The inhomogeneous effects here are attributed to defects within the crystal 
structure. At the same time, the concentration of the defects is generally rather 
low and their interaction with the impurities is prevalently of long-range type.
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Therefore we can here rely on 
neither o f the main assumptions 
of the Laird and Skinner theory.

In [16] we have made an 
attempt to describe the situation 
in crystals using the same 
statistical theory. We restrict 
ourselves to the point defects and 
consider the so-called diaelastic 
effect [26] as a possible 
mechanism of defect-impurity 
interaction. The diaelastic effect 
is an analog o f the diamagnetic 
effect, where an additional 
magnetic moment is induced in a 
molecule by an external magnetic 
field. Based on the continuum 
theory of lattice defects, we can 
view point defects as regions with 
compressibility different from the 
bulk one. Such regions create a 
spatially inhomogeneous strain 
field inside the crystal that is 
modified by the applied external 
pressure.

We consider the following

elastic inclusion of the initial radius rg (larger 
dashed-line circle) is forced into a spherical 
cavity of the initial radius rh (smaller dashed- 
line circle) formed in a homogeneous isotropic 
elastic sample of the radius R0 »  rg, rh (large 
solid-line circle). The radius of the inclusion 
after the strain relaxation (small solid-line 
circle) is r0. Such relaxation is accompanied by 
changes of the initial dimensions of the cavity 
and the inclusion, by u(r0+) and u(r(r-), 
respectively.

model for a point defect [26]. From a spherical cavity of the radius rh and the 
volume Vh = (4b/3)rh3 at zero external pressure the host material is removed. It is 
replaced by a sphere of the initial radius rg and the volume Vg = (47u/3)rg3 made 
of a material with the Lame constants l g and fig (and compressibility Kg) in 
general differing from those o f the host material, l h and ///, (and Kh). Let us call it 
the guest sphere. Assuming for the sample a spherical shape concentric with the 
cavity and o f the radius R0 »  rg, rh, the spherical symmetry is preserved in the 
course of strain relaxation. In spherical coordinates the displacement vector has 
only a radial non-zero component, generally given by [17; 26, Eq. (21.5)]:

u r(r) = Cr 2 + C r  . (3.41)

Eq. (3.41) describes the displacement field inside as well as outside the 
inclusion. The constants C and C  (different for the interior and the exterior of 
the inclusion) can be expressed via the elastic constants Kg, fig, Kh, fih and the
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geometrical characteristics rg, rh. First we note that Cg = C(inside) = 0 due to the 
absence of singularity at the origin, i.e.

» . W - L 5 - r ,  r < r V  <3.42>
[Cr - + Chr , r > r0

where r0 is the final radius of the inclusion after strain relaxation (see Fig. 2).
In spherical coordinates only the diagonal components o f the stress tensor 

have nonzero values. The arr component is given by

ffrr ( '- )= {  r < r ° ■ (3 '43)1-4nhCr +3ChKh , r > r0

For determination of the (pressure-dependent) coefficients C, C  h, C  g we 
have the following equations:
(i) for the change o f the radius of the inclusion

ro ~ rg = uXr - * ro - ) ,  (3.44)

(ii) for the change o f the cavity radius

ro ~ rh = u r(r  + ). (3-45)

(iii) from continuity o f the stress at the guest-host interface

a n (r ro ~) = orn (r  ra +)» (3.46)

(iv) and from the equilibrium of the sample surface (strain counterbalanced by 
the external pressure p)

crIT( r  ->  oo)+ p  = 0 .  (3.47)

Eqs. (3 .42H 3.47) yield



c =
4

'V + j / W * irg ~ ri,)+{KHrg - K s rl,) P

f

1 + 3 + 1 + ; / ' AJ)

(3.48)

77 Kh
c > = ~ p . (3.49)

and

Cs =

<“*Kg(rs - r j + \ l + r  "*
r SJp

r8 +

(3.50)

rg + ,  H„k / h

f  4 W  4
l + ; ^ / .* '«  + l + v ^ *3 J y 3 j

Kgp

3

(3.51)

Outside the cavity the stress tensor is given by

cr, 4 /^ C (3.52)

2 MhC
°ee  = = — T - - . P (3.53)

or in Cartesian coordinates ([26]):

,  2 f ihC  
Vu = - p S u + — 5—

^  3 V /Onkl
V

, K l = \ , 2 , 3
r~ )

(3.54)

The single-defect solvent shift function is now expressed as a linear 
combination o f the stress components (see (2.1)). We will omit in (3.54) the
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hydrostatic term - põk[, yielding a uniform pressure shift independent o f defects. 
Then e ( z )  can be expressed in polar coordinates:

4 z) = 2MhC
O  (0,(p)

(3.55)

where the function <P depends only on the symmetry o f the states involved in the 
actual transition and their coupling to the stress field and does not depend on the 
defects. The spherical angles 6 and (p give the direction o f the impurity (or 
defect, if one takes the impurity location for the origin).

The parameter C in (3.55) can actually be viewed as an internal coordinate 
o f the defect; we may call it the defect strength. The full set of coordinates 2 
characterizing a defect thus includes beside the spatial coordinates r, 6, (p its 
strength C as well. For the expansion (3.2) we need its zero-pressure value 
Co = C(p = 0 ) which, by (3.48), equals:

rs + t ^ Ki r"
C„ = (3.56)

Note that here we also included the factor 2/uh from (3.54).
Since C has volume dimensionality, we can define a quantity kc analogously 

to the volume compressibility:

Kf =
j_ac^
C  d p

(3.57)
J n=0

By analogy with the compressibility, we could call kc the ampl i f i cab i l i ty  
(mechanical polarizability) of the defect as it shows how easily the external 
pressure changes its influence on the surrounding probes. With (3.48) kc is 
expressed as follows:

VJW
K. (3.58)

The pressure coefficient function becomes
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a (■z) +
dr dp dC dp

= s{z\Kh+Kc) , (3.59)

We define A V  to express the volume change o f the host cavity due to the defect 
substitution (“volume defect”): AV=47r(roJ -  rh3)/3. Let us view the case when 
AVi s  small, i.e. A V «  Vg, Vf,. Then C0 and k c can be approximated as

C El
2 n

A V (3.60)

and

Kr
f , 4 \ A V  

1+
V y

(3-61)

These estimations hold with a precision o f an order o f magnitude at least 
within limits given by }AV/V/,j < 1, which every physically reasonable point 
defect should satisfy. They also express the following important points:

(i) the amplificability kc depends not only on the bulk parameters {Kh, pih) but 
on the local ones (V f /AV,  Kg)  as well, i.e. for the same host material defect- 
dependent variations of kc are possible and thus it may be treated as an internal 
coordinate o f the defect;

(ii) depending on the signs of A V  and Kh -  Kg, C() and k c can acquire both 
positive and negative values;

(iii)the variations of C() and k c (arising from the variations of Vh and AV) need 
not be absolutely correlated.

It is clear that if all defects have equal amplificabilities then the situation 
reduces to that viewed in subsection 3.2.2, i.e. no pressure broadening is 
expected for narrow spectral holes. To explain the broadening, we must assume 
that there exists some distribution o f values for k c (and possibly for Co as well). 
Guided by (3.59), we include Kh in the definition of the amplificability and 
denote the quantity by K =  Kh +  k c . Note that the remarks made above for k c 
generally hold for k , too. Let us assume a spatially uniform distribution of 
defects with a density p. The distribution function p ^ z )  is then

p N( z ) = p p X C ^ k ), (3.62)
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where pi(C(h k ) is the unity-normalized joint distribution function for C() and k . 
If these quantities are uncorrelated, pi(C0, k ) factorizes into a product o f two 
distributions.

Let us now calculate the pressure-dependent shape o f the IDF. Substituting s 
from (3.55) (with pressure dependence added) into (2.10) and integrating over r, 
(see [23], app. Ill for the details of this integration) one obtains for J(x):

j ( x )  = i(vD + a DAp)x  + r D(Ap)x\ ,  (3.63)

where

v D = a i P \ \ P \ { c ^ K)CadC ad K ,  (3.64)

a D = a; p  ,k ]Cqk dC0d K , (3.65)

r;;(Ap)=aÄp  \\p + k  Ap\dC0d K , (3.66)

Inn
a R = — J  ̂ \<&\sw9d6d(p, (3.67)

6 oo

|  Inn
a , = —— J  J<D In|<D| sin 6d0dq>. (3.68)

With J(x) as given by (3.63), integral (2.12) can be calculated. It gives for the 
IDF a Lorentzian shape centered at vD + o.;Ap and o f a width 21);.

,  ̂ 1 ro(Ap)
P,k(®) = “  „  V t  , , , ’------------ \yT ■ (3-69)

x  T l; { A p ) + ( a > - { v D + a DAp)Y

Since in (3.66) the distribution of defect strengths plays only a role o f a 
weighting factor for the amplificability distribution, let us define instead an 
effective amplificability distribution as follows:
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| p ,(c„^)|QKc 0
(3.70)

If the distributions for zero-pressure strength and amplificability are not 
correlated, the effective amplificability distribution coincides with the actual 
one. Now r D(Ap) can be expressed viap y ff{K) as

where r 0 = r D{0) is the zero-pressure width (FWHM/2) of the IDF. At 
sufficiently low pressures always icAp > -1 and the absolute value signs may be 
dropped. Thus the broadening coefficient near the zero pressure is

Depending on the sign of the average effective amplificability value, a pressure- 
induced broadening as well as a pressure-induced narrowing o f the IDF is 
possible. For rigid (incompressible) defects the former case corresponds to 
rg> rh and the latter one to rg <rh. It is also possible that a counterbalance 
between the defects of both positive and negative amplificability values can 
result in rather a weak pressure broadening o f the IDF even in crystals with high 
concentration o f defects.

Next we will turn to evaluation of the joint distribution function pa(co, a) for 
the diaelastic model, to analyze the pressure effects on spectral holes. In this 
section we will limit ourselves to this distribution; the two-frequency 
distribution function p(coi, co2,Ap)  is always available from the transformation
(3.6). Note that the shift and broadening of narrow holes at any point co within 
the IDF is given correspondingly by the center position and width o f the 
«-distribution (pressure kernel) at co.

In order to simplify the following consideration, we exclude all the factors 
that shift the whole IDF uniformly with pressure:

• The pressure dependence of the unperturbed frequency co0. In case of 
crystals co() is to be understood as the transition frequency in a perfect 
crystal. However, this frequency is pressure dependent because of 
compression o f the surrounding crystal cage with pressure.

(3.71)

(3.72)
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• Due to surface effects at finite defect densities there is another 
homogeneous contribution to the frequency shift, the so-called Eshelby term 
[25].

• The hydrostatic term -pdu  in (3.54) mentioned earlier.

• The factor aD in (3.69).
In this purpose it is most convenient to express the joint distribution pa(co, «) in 
coordinates shifted so that the origin coincides with the IDF maximum. We will 
also use r 0 as a measure for both co (to give a dimension less quantity) and a 
(which will obtain the dimensionality of k). Let us denote the new coordinates 
by co \ a

\o)f = ( ü ) - v D) / r 0
' ( \/r ‘ (3'73)[a = \ a - a D) / r o

Then we get from (3.14), (3.15):

TT u  ffexpOV x, + i a ’x 2 -  K { x x, x 2 JfdX) dx2, (3.74)
(2^T0)

K ( x ], x 2) =  (k \ x ] + f c x 2\dfc . (3.75)

We see that p\ f\ x )  is in fact the maximum o f information that pressure tuning 
experiments can ultimately yield.

3.2.5. Calculations on the diaelastic model

Let us now analyze the general properties o f (3.74), (3.75). A few things here 
can be said without any particular specification o fp }eff(K).

Firstly, we note that, due to obvious relation K(xj, x?) = K(~xj, - x 2), always 
p a ( c o a ’) = pa(-co\ - a ’), from which in the case w ’ = 0 we get that the pressure 
kernel in the center is always symmetrical with respect to the origin a ’ = 0 , 
regardless o f the shape o f the amplificability distribution. It is also easy to verify 
that the central distribution always has a maximum at the origin, which, at least 
for all studied cases, appears to be the only maximum this distribution has.

Further, as shown in Appendix I, the first two statistical moments of p \ ff{x) 
and the pressure kernel (i.e. the a ’-distribution in pa{co \ a ’) depending on co’) 
are linked by simple relations as follows:
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a V )= KeSm (3.76)

a a(a>') = a J \  + (o'2 , (3.77)

where a '  and k  eg are the mean values and oa, aK the standard deviations o f the 
pressure kernel and the effective amplificability distribution, correspondingly. 
(3.76) and (3.77) are valuable relations connecting the mean value and width of 
the pressure kernel with the respective values for the amplificability distribution 
and including the color effects for both hole shifting and broadening. The only 
assumption for these relations to hold is that the mean value and standard 
deviation can be calculated forp{ff{K). Note that, as seen from (3.76), (3.72), the 
pressure broadening o f the IDF is, like in previous models, in the first 
approximation driven by the color effect.

For further analysis a specification o f the amplificability distribution is 
required. A simple choice for p y ff(jc) that can be handled analytically is the two- 
point distribution, i.e. when there are two subsets o f defects in the crystal with 
different amplificabilities [16, 17]:

p f  (k ) = yiaõ (k  -  &■,)+ n 2ö(K -  k 2) , (3.78)

where ni and n2 are the relative concentrations of the corresponding defect type, 
ri] + n2 ~ I. The distribution pa(co ’, a ’) is then a product of two shifted 
Lorentzians:

A/d n,A k n,A k

n 2Y] u^Ak2 +(cq'k2 -  a ')2 u2A k2 +(c o 'k , -  a ')"
(3.79)

where A k  = k 2 -  Kj.
We first examine the pressure kernel in the center o f the IDF (i.e. w ’ = 0). It 

can be written down in a general form:

p o(g ')= »to(6.g.°) 1 ----- ^  (3 .M )
x  cr 0 +6o-a0 a '  + a

where

<7*0 = <7 a (° )  = cr,  (3.81)
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is the standard deviation o f the distribution,

(3.82)

is a second parameter and nbJJj, <t „ o )  is a normalizing function

nbA ^ a  0 )=<*«(
V * 2 - 4  +ž>

V2 •Jb*^4+b
(3.83)

In the symmetrical case, when n ] = n 2 z= 1/2, the distribution obtains the form of 
a squared Lorentzian.

The mean value and width o f the off-center pressure kernel follow the 
general laws (3.76) and (3.77) with

K eff - n xK x +  yi2k 2 (3.84)

and g k given by (3.81). Let us study the shape of the kernel in the symmetrical

Figure 3. The shapes of the pressure coefficient distributions in the joint distribution 
pa{ m a  ’) for the symmetrical two-point effective amplificability distribution with 
k ,  =  1, k 2 =  2 ( k  t. f f =  1.5, A k = 1 ). The insert shows the positions on the IDF where the 
distributions are taken: co’ = 0 (a), co ’ = 1 (b), ü) ’ = 2 (c). The distributions are divided 
by the IDF value at the given position to normalize them to the same area.
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case (Fig. 3). It appears that, starting from \co’\ = 1, it obtains two maxima. 
Indeed, one finds three possible extreme value points for (3.79) with
n \ ~ n 2 -  1/2 :

a 1 m Kcff0)

a 2,3m ±
A K

(012 (3.85)

The maxima diagram is depicted in Fig. 4. Up to \co ’j = 1, the pressure kernel has 
one central maximum at a  ’lm. From there towards the wings splitting sets in and 
a  ’]m becomes an intermediate minimum between two maxima a  ’2m and a  $m.

At large co’ values the two maxima approach the lines a ’- Kj co’ and 
a '  ~ k2cü \  correspondingly. Note that these are the lines that the maximum of 
the pressure kernel would follow if only the defects of either type were present 
independently (the kernel would then be given by a d'-function). This is a 
manifestation of a more general assimilation effect lying in the circumstance 
that the pressure kernel becomes increasingly similar in shape to the stretched 
effective amplificability distribution p tjfK -  a ’/co ’) when moving from the IDF 
center towards the wings. The reason is that the probes that contribute to the 
IDF far on the wings are basically influenced by a single nearby defect (let us 
call such an approach the single defect limit) and the whole multitude o f such 
probes copy in the a ’-dimension quite well the existing amplificability 
distribution. The stretching comes from the fact that for a single defect-probe

pair holds a { r )  = k  s ( r )  and e( r )  
here represents the detuning from 
the IDF center co ’.

Fig. 5 depicts the evolution of 
the pressure kernel along the 
frequency coordinate in case of 
an asymmetrical (n\ ^  n2) two- 
point distribution where the 
assimilation effect gives 
asymmetrical distribution shapes 
on the wings o f the IDF. In the 
center of the IDF, where the 
probes receive a more or less 
equal contribution from a number 
of defects, the kernel still stays 
symmetrical.

Although (3.77) sets a clear 
relation between the standard

-2 0 2 
10

Figure 4. The maxima diagram of the joint 
distribution p a(a> a  ’) for the symmetrical two- 
point effective amplificability distribution with 
K] =  1, k 2 =  2. The solid line shows the position 
of maximum(s), the dashed line the position of 
the intermediate minimum at \co ’| > 1. The dotted 
lines are a  ’ = K]Co ’ and a ’ = k2co \  the asymptotic 
positions of the maxima at large co' values.
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Figure 5,. The same as Fig. 3 for an asymmetrical two-point effective amplificability 
distribution («, = 0.3, n2 = 0.7, everything else is unchanged). Note that the distribution 
(a) taken at the centre of the IDF remains symmetrical in shape but is narrower.

deviations o f the pressure kernel and the amplificability distribution, one could 
also want to know another measure for the hole broadening, the FWHM of the 
pressure kernel, which is often more useful for interpreting experimental results. 
However, FWHM and standard deviation are not fully equivalent as 
characteristics for the width o f a distribution. It is easy to see that, with 
distribution type and other parameters fixed, the FWHM to standard deviation 
ratio is generally constant for any distribution where the very concept o f FWHM 
has any conceivable meaning. This follows from the fact that both quantities are 
linear in distribution rescaling with fixed normalization. The value o f this ratio 
(denote it by y) is the greater the steeper the falloff of the distribution on the 
wings since variance (square o f the standard deviation) weighs everything on 
the wings with the distance from the distribution center squared. This way, y 
could even be regarded as a kind o f characteristic value within a certain group 
of distributions (with definite FWHM). In practice, y ranges from zero (e.g. 
Lorentzian shape where the variance integral diverges) to a few units for the 
uniform distribution (y = 2>/3 = 3.454) as a limiting case. For a Gaussian shape

one gets y = 2^2 In 2 = 2.355. The central pressure kernel in case o f the two- 
point amplificability distribution (3.80) is expressed as

(3.86)

and can, depending on «,/m, have y from 0 to 2 V->/2 -  1 = 1.287, the former 
value corresponding to the one-point distribution and the latter to the



symmetrical case. Moving away from the IDF center, y o f the kernel obtains 
frequency dependence and approaches, as demanded by the assimilation effect, 
y o f the effective amplificability distribution in the process a) ’ —► qo.

For the symmetrical two-point distribution the frequency-dependent y of the 
pressure kernel is given as follows:

(see Fig. 8(a)). Note that its value approaches 2 in the high o f  limit, which is the 
y value for the symmetrical two-point distribution.

In addition to the two-point case, some numerical calculations with other 
effective amplificability distribution shapes were performed. One case of 
interest was the uniform distribution:

where Y(k ) is the unit step function. Here we assume Kj < k 2. The standard 
deviation o f (3 .88)  is <j K = A a t / 2 > / 3 .  This case could be treated in part 
analytically, but we used numerical integration in the final stage to obtain 
pa(co a ’). Another distribution that was calculated was the Gaussian:

which required a fully numerical approach.
The central kernel calculated using these distributions is in many aspects 

very close to that obtained with the two-point amplificability distribution. 
Though it obviously cannot be exactly expressed in the general form (3.80), the 
difference is in both cases rather minor (Fig. 6 ). The asymptotic form 
pa(0, a ’) ~ a ^  is clearly observable and also the numerically obtained FWHM 
to standard deviation ratio, y=  1.235 for the uniform and y = 1.167 for the 
Gaussian distribution points to a similar distribution type (cf. y -  1.287 for the 
symmetrical two-point distribution). The closest distribution of type (3.80) 
would be with about 6 = 2.181 (the uniform case) or 6 = 2.594 (the Gaussian

(3.87)

(3.88)

(3.89)
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a '
Figure 6. The comparison of central pressure kernels for Gaussian (a), uniform (b) and 
two-point symmetrical (c) effective amplificability distributions with standard deviations 
all equal to unity.

case). And indeed, the central pressure kernel for the uniform distribution 
differs from (3.80) with adjusted standard deviation and b values nowhere by 
more than 1%.

Also the least-square fitting o f the 
central kernel with (3.80) gives good 
results with similar parameter 
outcomes (within a few %). It is 
noteworthy that the parameter that is 
reproduced especially well is the 
FWHM of the kernel.

At high co’ values the assimilation 
effect is clearly observable. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 7 for the uniform 
distribution where the pressure kernel 
shape shows a clear tendency towards 
the rectangular shape (the kernels have 
been compressed in the a ’-dimension 
to remove broadening). The asymptotic 
approaching o f the frequency- 
dependent y values of the kernel to the 
corresponding values of the effective 
amplificability distribution is also 
confirmed by the calculations (see 
Fig. 8 ).

Figure 7. The assimilation effect: the 
pressure coefficient distributions at various 
co ’ values for the uniform effective 
amplificability distribution with k, = -  1, 
k2 = 1 (dotted line). The values are: co’ = 1 
(a), co’ = 5 (b), o ) '= 1 0  (c). The 
distributions are normalized to the same 
area and the a ’ axis is scaled with co\ as 
discussed in text. Note the box-like shape 
that the distribution acquires at large 
detunings from the centre of the IDF.
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Let us now summarize what we have found out about the general properties
of the joint distribution pa{co \  a ’) for the diaelastic model:

• The hole shifting coefficient relative to the IDF maximum exhibits the color 
effect: it is a linear function o f the position within the IDF (also relative to 
the maximum), the coefficient being ic eff.

•  The broadening of the IDF as a whole is, similarly to the previous models, 
governed by the same color effect phenomenon.

• In the center o f the IDF, the pressure coefficient distribution is symmetrical 
and single-peaked; its standard deviation equals to that o f the effective 
amplificability distribution. The shape should match well with an inverted 
fourth-order even polynomial (3.80).

•  Far on the wings of the IDF the pressure coefficient distribution acquires the 
shape o f the effective amplificability distribution.

• The width o f the pressure coefficient distribution, i.e. the pressure 
broadening coefficient for narrow spectral holes also depends on the 
distance from the IDF center (the broadening color effect). The dependence 
is generally determined by (3.77) for standard deviations. However, when 
dealing with FWHM-s one also has to take into account the 7-factor which, 
due to varying pressure kernel shape, also acquires frequency dependence.

1<0
Figure 8. The FWHM to standard deviation ratio (y) values of the pressure kernels as 
functions of the position co ’ within the IDF in case of uniform (a), symmetrical two-point 
(b) and Gaussian (c) effective amplificability distributions. The dotted lines, labeled by 
the corresponding primed characters, represent the y values of the amplificability 
distributions themselves, i.e. the asymptotic kernel y values at large frequencies.
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3.2.6. Experimental findings on the diaelastic model

To test various aspects o f the diaelastic model, we conducted a series of 
pressure tuning experiments with crystalline durene ( 1,2 ,4,5- 
tetramethylbenzene). As a dopant, we used dimethyl-s-tetrazine (DMST), in 
which the main hole burning mechanism is via methyl group tunneling [31, 32]. 
In durene, the zero-phonon line o f DMST S0-S j transition is peaked at 17020 
cm'1. The system DMST:durene has been studied by hole burning before [13, 
22, 33].

Our goal was to study the pressure effects in crystals with different degree 
o f disorder (inhomogeneity). A general way to control the inhomogenous effects 
is to modify the density of defects in the lattice. We attempted to do so by 
mixing a small amount (about 2 mol. %) o f hexachlorobenzene into some 
samples.

The samples were prepared by dissolving DMST and, for mixed samples, 
also hexachlorobenzene in melted durene (m.p. 82 °C). The concentration of 
DMST was about 10*4 mol/mol. A polycrystalline sample was obtained by slow 
cooling through the melting point. The sample was kept inside a small two- 
window pressure cell, which used helium as a pressure transmitter. The cell was 
kept inside a He-flow cryostat for cooling. The temperature was stabilized at 
2.0 ± 0.2 K. The range o f available pressures was limited by the pressure 
regulator to about 1 ..13 bar. However, this was sufficient to measure the shift 
and broadening o f spectral holes.

Holes were burnt and measured 
with COHERENT 699-29 single
frequency dye laser with the 
linewidth o f about 1 MHz. For 
burning the power density at the 
sample was about 200  jiW/cm2, for 
recording it was reduced about 20 
times. Burning times were in the 
order o f 100 s. Also the inhomoge
neous line was narrow enough to be 
measured with the same laser.
Transmission spectra were recorded 
that were later converted to optical 
density. The holes were fitted to 
Lorentzian curves with a possibly 
sloped baseline. Note that, 
theoretically, only the (non
saturated) initial holes are 
Lorentzian in shape while during the

Wavenumber/ cm'1 
Figure 9. Absorption spectra of the DMST 
S0 S] transition in neat durene (a) and in 
durene mixed with hexachlorobenzene 
(2 mol. %) (b). The linewidths are 2.4 cm'! 
and 9.6 cm"1, correspondingly. The numbered 
arrows on each line denote the positions 
where the pressure tuning series were taken.
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Figure 10. Pressure dependence of the 
holewidth for spectral holes burnt in the 
center of the inhomogeneous line in neat 
(rectangles, series la) and mixed (circles, 
series 2b) crystal. The solid lines indicate 
the least-squares linear fits. The slopes are 
9.0 MHz/bar for neat and 18.8 MHz/bar 
for mixed crystals.

Figure 11. Relative pressure broadenings 
of all considered holes with respect to the 
central holes in neat (rectangles) and 
mixed (circle) crystal as a function of the 
burning position (scaled with FWHM/2 of 
the inhomogeneous line). The dashed line 
represents the corresponding theoretical 
relative value for the standard deviation, 
the solid lines for the FWHM-s in case of 
two-point symmetrical (1) and uniform (2) 
amplificability distributions.

pressure broadening holes get convoluted with a pressure kernel of a different 
shape, as discussed in the previous section. However, for the hole widths 
(FWHM) and baseline characteristics the results should be quantitatively 
correct.

We first measured the effect of introducing foreign molecules on the 
inhomogeneous broadening of the absorption line. As seen from Fig. 9, the 
modification is quite large: in neat samples the linewidth is about 2.4 cm '1, but 
reaches a value o f 9.6 cm ' 1 in mixed samples. This gives us an increase o f about 
4 times.

We then made several pressure series with spectral holes burnt at different 
frequencies within the inhomogeneous line, to measure pressure effects on the 
holes, especially broadening. We chose 6 series (2 for neat and 4 for mixed 
samples) for closer examination. Arrows la, 2a and lb..4b in Fig. 9 denote the 
locations where the series were taken. For both neat and mixed samples one of 
the series was located near the center of the inhomogeneous line which was 
determined to be 17019.8 cm ' 1 for neat samples (series la, position 17020 cm '1) 
and 17020.9 cm"1 for mixed samples (series 2b, position 17020.5 cm’1). In what 
follows, we will refer to these series and the corresponding pressure quantities 
as “central”.

Fig. 10 shows the pressure dependence o f the holewidth within the central 
series. The broadening values are 9.0 MHz/bar for the neat sample and
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18.8 MHz/bar for the mixed sample. It follows from (3.77) that the hole 
broadening in the center of the inhomogeneous line is proportional to the 
product ffKr (h where aK is the standard deviation o f the effective amplificability 
distribution and r () the zero-pressure inhomogeneous linewidth. According to 
this, the hole broadening should scale with the inhomogeneous linewidth on a 
modification o f the inhomogeneity if aK is unchanged.

We see, however, that the pressure broadening in mixed system is about 2 
times too low to scale with the controlled broadening o f the inhomogeneous 
line: the increase in broadening for central holes as a result o f mixing is only 2.1 
times while the inhomogeneous linewidth increased 4 times. We therefore have 
to conclude that the dispersion o f the effective amplificability distribution has 
decreased correspondingly. This could stem from the circumstance that the 
introduced molecules were all similar and occupied preferably similar sites in 
the crystal thus in effect narrowing the otherwise perhaps more diverse picture 
of defects. At the same time the inhomogeneous width, which, above all, is 
linear with the defect density, is still increased.

We also measured the color effects for both hole shift and broadening. The 
color effect for the shift was not very pronounced, but still observable. In 
crystals, as discussed earlier, we have to split the solvent shift in two parts: the 
constant part, equal for all probes, arising mainly from the surrounding crystal 
cage and representing the situation in a perfect crystal, and the varying part, 
responsible for the inhomogeneous broadening. The pressure dependences of 
the two parts are generally not equal and this could be the main reason that 
prevents the pressure shift coefficient from extrapolating to zero at the vacuum 
frequency. In our case, the zero-extrapolated frequency is around 17100 cm"1, 
indicating that the constant part accounts for at least 4/5 o f the total solvent shift 
(the vacuum frequency for the DMST transition under discussion is about 
17500 cm ' 1 [13]). It is, however, clear that the pressure dependence o f the 
varying part o f the solvent shift is much stronger than that o f the constant part.

To analyze the color effect for the hole broadening, let us rewrite (3.77) as 
follows:

17 a W )  /, , ..,2
a . (0) VI+ G) . (3.90)

For the FWHM of the pressure kernel, which represents more precisely the 
experimentally determined pressure broadening, a similar relation can be 
written:

r> ')  H Q  
r„(o) Ho)

VI + co'~ , (3.91)
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where y(co ’) is the previously introduced FWHM to standard distribution ratio 
which, in this context, is frequency-dependent.

In Fig. 11 the relative pressure broadenings for all non-central holes with 
respect to the central holes are shown as a function of the burning position. As a 
guideline, the corresponding theoretical relative value for the standard 
deviation, as given by (3.90), is plotted, along with relative FWHM values for 
two choices o f amplificability distribution, two-point symmetrical and uniform.

Obviously, in the course of mixing, a notable change in the amplificability 
distribution must take place. In the clean crystal this distribution seems to be a 
slowly falling one on the wings (the dropping of the broadening in series 2a 
even slightly below the standard deviation line, if  not an error, is surprising, but, 
in principle, not impossible). On the other hand, the distribution in the mixed 
crystal is o f a relatively high y value, as the relative FWHM values are best 
approximated with those of a uniform or symmetrical two-point distribution, 
and even exceeding the latter for the series 4b. Note that, in fact, the kind of 
inhomogeneity modification used here may well result in a multi-maximum 
amplificability distribution.

3.3. The diffusive mechanism

3.3.1. Counterevidences to the dispersive approach

In most of the doped solids studied so far and exhibiting ZPL-s, the dispersive 
model in general seems to be appropriate. However, we found one class of 
solids where it obviously fails, forcing us to think of alternative models (or 
expand the existing ones). These are the so-called ShpoPskii systems, mainly 
frozen rc-alkanes, which are basically o f crystalline nature but show many 
properties that are more similar to glasses or other disordered systems.

The w-alkanes were introduced into solid state spectroscopy by ShpoPskii 
[34-36] in the 1960s. They served as paradigms for demonstrating the 
fundamental features of low temperature optical spectra such as the existence of 
ZPL-s, phonon sidebands, lifetime limited linewidths etc. [37-39]. Because of 
their many peculiar features they have been studied in a large number of papers 
in various aspects, including pressure phenomena [13,14,40]. It has been 
observed [13, 14] that spectral holes in ShpoPskii systems exhibit an 
unexpectedly large pressure induced broadening which is comparable or even 
exceeds the respective values for glasses [7-11]. On the other hand, pressure 
broadening of the inhomogeneous width is moderate and of the same order of 
magnitude as for ordinary crystals.
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Stimulated by these observations, we undertook an experimental study [22 ] 
o f the «-hexane matrix both in the low pressure domain (up to 100 bar) for the 
pressure tuning measurements on spectral holes and in the high pressure domain 
(up to 2 kbar), where we studied the pressure dependence o f the inhomogeneous 
line parameters. Again, we used dimethyl-s-tetrazine (DMST) as a probe. The 
results were compared with the corresponding data from the DMST doped 
ethanol : methanol glass ( 3 : 1 ,  volume by volume) and durene crystal.

The experimental setup for the low pressure measurements as well as data 
processing procedures were similar to those described in subsection 3.2.6 (see 
[22] for details). Hole shift, broadening and area decrease with pressure were 
measured. Since a large dependence of the hole pressure behavior on the 
freezing pressure was observed, two different freezing pressures were used, 
namely 3 and 50 bar.

High-pressure fluorescence spectra measurements were carried out at 4.2 K 
in a high-pressure cell with three sapphire windows, placed in a He flow 
cryostat. Helium gas or solidified helium was used as a pressure transmitting 
medium. Pressure was created with a two-stage 10 kbar gas compressor. 
Fluorescence spectra were recorded with a DFS-24 0.8 m double spectrometer 
under a broadband excitation (Xe lamp + UV filters). The manometer reading 
from the second compressor stage (at room temperature) combined with the 
tabulated thermodynamic properties of 4He at high pressures and low 
temperatures [41, 42] were used to obtain the final pressure at 4.2 K. In high- 
pressure experiments the freezing pressure was always 50 bar.

The general result is that the 
ShpoPskiii system behaves quite 
differently when compared to other 
systems studied. Firstly, let us 
analyze the shift of holes with 
pressure. With the dispersive model 
it is plausible that the pressure shift 
in different solvents scales with the 
solvent shift. While in glassy and 
crystalline matrices this expectation 
is qualitatively fulfilled, the 
«-hexane with the freezing pressure 
of 3 bar shows no significant shift 
with pressure at all. At the same 
time, the sample frozen under 
50 bar shows a shift 4 times larger 
than for durene (-1 GHz/bar and -  
244 MHz/bar, correspondingly), yet 
the solvent shift for «-hexane is

Wavenumber / cm

Figure 12. The 531 cm'1 vibronic replica in 
the emission spectra of DMST-doped 
«-hexane frozen under 50 bar. Spectra have 
been recorded under normal pressure (solid 
line) and 2 kbar (dotted line), the pressure 
shift is -310 MHz/bar. The broadening is only 
about 30 MHz/bar.
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Pressure / bar

Figure 13. Pressure-induced hole broadening of DMST-doped «-hexane frozen at 3 bar 
(diamonds, slope of the least-squares linear fit 6.5 GHz/bar) and 50 bar (squares,
1.1 GHz/bar), ethanol : methanol glass frozen at 3 bar (up triangles, 1 GHz/bar) and 
50 bar (down triangles, 520 MHz/bar), and durene crystal (circles, 27 MHz/bar). Figure 
kindly provided by the of co-authors of [22] who performed the actual measurements.

smaller. Another observation that does not agree well with the dispersive model 
is that the pressure shift of the inhomogeneous line and the hole burnt at its 
maximum do not coincide, the former being more than 3 times smaller, about 
-300 MHz/bar. This value is roughly reproduced also in the high-pressure 
experiments, up to a pressure value of 2 kbar (Fig. 12).

Another remarkable observation made is the strong hole area reduction with 
pressure in «-hexane, as compared to the reference systems. The area decreases 
more strongly in samples with low freezing pressure. In this case the area 
reduction was found to be not fully reversible. In contrast, in samples with high 
freezing pressure no residual area decrease was observed after pressure release.

The main difference between the ShpoPskii and other systems is seen from 
the broadening o f the holes under pressure (Fig. 13). For «-hexane, frozen under 
low pressure, broadening is by a factor of 240 larger as compared to durene and 
by a factor of 6-7 larger as compared to the glass. If freezing is performed under 
50 bar, broadening in «-hexane is still by a factor o f two larger than the 
respective one in the glass and by a factor o f 40 larger than in durene. At the 
same time we found the broadening of the inhomogeneous line under high 
pressure (2 kbar) to be relatively small, approximately 30 MHz/bar (Fig. 12). 
Clearly, the elastic properties of the «-hexane depend strongly on the level of 
freezing pressure. As seen from hole broadening data, this is, to some extent, 
also true for the glass.

The obtained results, especially the pressure-induced hole area reduction, 
cannot be explained within the framework of the dispersive mechanism. As
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shown in [22 ], also the hole broadening is about three orders o f magnitude too 
large for the dispersive case, given the inhomogeneous linewidth.

3.3.2. Definition of the diffusive model

Figuring out an alternative model, we are guided by the observations made in 
the previous section about the behavior of the holes with pressure, which, for 
short, were the following:

•  comparatively large and partly irreversible hole area decrease;
• large hole broadening given the initial width and broadening o f the 

inhomogeneous line;
• general strong freezing pressure dependence;
• no scaling of the hole shift with the solvent shift and the shift of the 

inhomogeneous line.

To account for these evidences, the defects that cause them must have some 
special degrees of freedom. It is probably most straightforward to assume that 
they are bistable and change their state reversibly at a critical external pressure, 
which is an internal parameter of the defect.

In addition, for the case treated in the previous section, there must be 
multistable defects to explain the irreversible hole area decrease. However, to 
get such a large hole area decrease anyway, one has to assume a correlation 
between defects and probe molecules, i.e. an increased density o f defects in the 
neighborhood o f probes. This would account for the large spectral shifts that 
reduce the area. Multistability o f defects may then be a consequence o f defect- 
defect interaction in this region. Although such a phenomenon is probably 
characteristic for many doped ShpoFskii matrices, we will not consider probe- 
defect correlation problems in the basic layout of the diffusive model and will 
take the spatial distribution of defects to be uniform.

Possible candidates for such defects in a ShpoFskii matrix are the lattice 
vacancies. They can easily hop from one lattice site to another since in an ideal 
lattice these sites are energetically equivalent. It is also plausible that during 
crystallization process the system lowers its energy by either attracting to or 
pushing away from dopant molecules the mobile vacancies. Either way, a zone 
with increased density of vacancies is created, either around the probe or at 
some distance. This explains qualitatively the effects connected with the probe- 
defect correlation.

Compared with the dispersive model, we abandon the assumption (ii) made 
in subsection 3.2.1 about the defect parameters depending continuously on the 
external pressure. Hence the expansion (3.1) is inapplicable and we cannot
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speak o f the pressure coefficients for individual homogeneous lines. Instead, 
they undergo a random spectral motion with changing pressure as the pressure- 
induced flips occur. In other words, we are dealing with spectral diffusion 
(hence also the name of the model), which is driven by pressure and, as such, 
has a reversible character. An analogous problem for the thermally induced 
spectral diffusion is treated in [43]. It still uses basically the same statistical 
method that we have used throughout this chapter -  calculating the joint 
distribution functions. We will use it in the pressure case, too.

Since there are no pressure coefficients we are now limited to the pressure- 
dependent two-frequency joint distribution (3.4) only. It is generally not 
appropriate to use the joint distribution function of type (3.5) -  even though it 
may be formally obtainable by the transformation (3.7). The pressure kernel
(3.4) for the diffusive model can be generally written as follows:

p(co], co2, Ap) = .  ̂ [ fexpjz oj] x, + io>2x2 -  j ( x , , x2, Ap))dx] dx2 , (3.92)
(2^)-

with J  defined as:

j ( x ^ x 2, Ap) -  | p v(z)[l -  exp (~ is(z,0)x] -  i s ( z , '&p)x2)]dz. (3.93)

Here the single-defect coordinate set z now also includes the external flipping 
pressure Pf]ip for the defect while e(z, Ap) has a discontinuous dependence on
Pjitp-

Next let us review some model calculations regarding the diffusive model.

3.3.3. Calculations on the diffusive model

We start with a simple model case that could be called the two-level diffusive 
model. It is not directly attributed to any specific process within the real 
systems; rather the idea of this model is to illustrate the general conclusions of 
the diffusive approach, with an advantage that it can be treated analytically. 
Still, as discussed above, it may model some physical processes as well.

The model goes as follows. Suppose we have within the host a sparse 
population o f point defects similar to those described with the diaelastic model. 
The defects form two subsets with different strengths, Cj and C2, 
correspondingly. Let these subsets be of equal densities. Each of the defects can 
be attributed an external pressure value pfup, at which it switches its strength 
from the initial value to the other (i.e. Cy to C_? and vice versa). This new value
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is maintained at all pressures greater than pflip. Since, as we assume, there is no 
correlation between a defect’s initial strength and its flipping pressure, the two 
subsets of defects will remain in average equal at any pressure.

For calculations, we will adopt the same inverse cubic form o f defect-probe 
interaction (3.55) as used for the diaelastic model. Then the interaction and 
coordinate distribution functions can be expressed as follows:

e (z ,A p )  = [ c iY { p IUl, - e , p ) + C ’2 Y f o - p J p & Ü ,  (3.94)
r

p N ( z ) = p  P n >  ^  ’ [<?(c; -  c, )g(c'- c 2) + õ ( q - c 2)s(c'2 -c,)],(3.9S)

where C j’ and C2’ denote the pre- and post-flipping strengths of a defect, 
correspondingly, Y is the unit step function and pfUp is the (unity-normalized) 
distribution function of the flipping pressures among the defects.

It is clear that, from this process only, no pressure broadening o f the IDF as 
a whole can be obtained. Indeed, since the whole density o f defects as well as 
partial densities of both defect subsets remain the same irrespective to pressure, 
there is nothing to influence the shape of the IDF. This also follows from (2.10),
(2.12) giving -  like in case o f the diaelastic model -  for the IDF a Lorentzian 
with the central position and width expressed as:

C  + C ?
(3.96)

r (3. 97)

where aj and aR are given by (3.67), (3.68). These expressions are pressure- 
independent. On the other hand, the flipping defects still cause a spectral motion 
of individual homogeneous lines, so one would expect some pressure 
dependence of the spectral holes.

To obtain the joint distribution function (3.92), (3.93), we once again 
change to the frequency coordinates originated at v() and normalized with r ih\

a '  = ( a , - v 0)/r,;*, i = 1,2 (3.98)

Then (3.92) can be rewritten as:
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p(ü)[,0),2,A p) =
(2* r Ä)

s ,(4 p )

i Q l + K i

T jj= xP ia)r]x] + ico2x7 -  5 , (Apjx, + x 21

C]X] + C \x 9 j + |C?Xj + C 1x-,|j

(3. 99)

dx^dx 2

where

Ap

^ (4 p)= (3.100)

OÜ

S2(Ap )=  J ^ ( / ’)rfP = 1” S,l(AP) (3.101)
A/7

(see Fig. 15). We will express all our following results in terms of Si only.
The evaluation o f integral (3.99) depends on the signs and mutual relations 

of Ci, C2. In what follows, let us view the case 0 < C/ < C 2- Then we get for the 
joint distribution function:

/?(ö>;,ö>2>4p )=
8c 3 Si (Ap )

f ö ih ) [(&>' -  co\ )2 + 4 c 2S ] (Ap)2 ]

[(0)2 -a > l)2 + 4 c 2] (l + S l(Ap)) + c 2(a>'2 + co\ )" ( l - S',(Ap))

[(«y| (c - 1) + co J (c + 1))2 + 4 c 2] [(&>[ (c + 1)+  co'2 (c - 1))2 + 4 c '

(3.102)

where

c =
C 2 - C ,

c, + C
(3.103)

Fig. 14 depicts the shape of the pressure diffusion kernei and its dependence on 
the initial burning frequency within the IDF and the pressure (represented by 
Sj). We see that in the center of the IDF the kernel is symmetrical and its shape 
is given by the ratio of two polynomials, yielding a co2’~4-type asymptotic 
behavior, similarly to the diaelastic model. The kernel width shows a saturative 
pressure dependence, as is to be expected (Fig. 16). If we assume that our 
typical pressures are small in the scale of the full range of the flipping pressures
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“ 2
Figure 14. Pressure diffusion kernels for the two-level diffusive model with c = 1/3. The 
kernels are taken on three different positions on the IDF (see insert): coj’ =  0 (a), coj ’ =  1
(b) and a ) i ’ =  2 (c) and at two different pressure levels: S j(Ap ) = 0.25 (solid lines) and 
Si(Ap)  = 0.5 (dashed lines). All kernels are normalized to the same area.

o f the defects, we probably hit with Ap an approximately uniform part of pfUp 
(see Fig. 15). Then the shape o f Sj{Ap) is close to linear. Combined with the i n 

dependence for the central kernel width, which is also near to linear for small 
pressures, it may well explain the observable linear pressure broadening.

The off-center shape o f the diffusion kernel is generally asymmetric. This is 
reasonable if we bear in mind that 
the probes with a given initial 
frequency must be redistributed by 
pressure in such a manner as not to 
influence the overall inhomo
geneous distribution, i.e. more 
towards the center than towards the 
wing. From a certain point the 
kernel also exhibits multiple 
maxima, more pronouncedly farther 
on the wings and at higher 
pressures.

These phenomena evidently 
express the counterpart o f what we 
called the assimilation effect in the 
case of diaelastic model. We can 
clarify this again by making an 
approximation, justified far on the 
wings, that each probe is influenced 
by only a single defect, the one that

- 1 0  1 2  3 4

Figure 15. Schematic explanation o f the 
definition o f the quantities S }(Ap), S2(Ap) (see 
(3.100), (3.101)) on a hypothetic probability 
density curve Pfnp(Pfl,p)  for the defect flipping 
pressures. For small pressures pjlip is nearly 
uniform with pressure, yielding for Si a quasi- 
linear character.
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is nearest (the single defect limit).
Then, given the assumptions of this 
model, the probe population that is 
resonant with a fixed frequency co 
consists o f two subsets -  one where a 
defect with strength Ct is situated at a 
distance r} and another with strength 
C2 and distance r2. Since rj < r 2, the 
latter subset is more numerous, as the 
surface of the sphere around the probe 
with the corresponding radius is larger S^Ap)
and it is more probable for a defect to Figure 16. The width of the central 
be located on it. When pressure is pressure diffusion kernel as a function of 
applied, the defects start to flip their St for the two-level diffusive model with 
strengths but the distances remain the c = 1/3-
same. This way the resonant frequencies of the probes are transferred to two 
new values, according to the two subsets mentioned. A simple calculation shows 
that these two new frequency values are C]Co’/C2 (<co\ larger subset) and 
C2co ’/Cj (> co smaller subset). So at medium pressures and sufficient detunings 
from the center of the IDF the pressure kernel shape can have three maxima: the 
initial one near co’, decreasing with pressure, and two maxima near the 
abovementioned frequency values, increasing with pressure.

The situation is depicted in Fig. 17.
In fact, the three Lorentzian-type 
factors in the denominator o f (3.102) 
represent the discussed components.

At small detunings from the center, 
on the other hand, the expression of 
this effect is not prominent enough for 
new maxima to appear and one sees 
only kernel asymmetry and a small 
shift of its maximum. The microscopic 
mechanism of these phenomena is 
qualitatively the same; only the result 
is more blurred because of poor 
applicability o f the single defect limit.
This is also the only way of getting a 
pressure shift from this model; the shift 
is always towards the center and its 
maximum theoretical extent over the 
whole pressure range is from co' to 
about Cico ’/C2.

Figure 17. The pressure diffusion kernel 
for the two-level diffusive model taken at 
coj’ = 2 with c = 0.2 for three different 
pressure levels: St = 0.3 (a), S} = 0.6 (b), 
and Sj = 1 (c). Marked with arrows are the 
positions where the new maxima are to be 
expected in the single defect limit: 
CjCoi VC2 -  1.33 (1) and C2cot 7C, = 3 (2).
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To give the two-level model 
a somewhat more realistic 
interpretation, let us point to a 
qualitative similarity of its results 
with another possible model 
situation that can be directly 
related to the moving vacancy 
case mentioned in the previous 
subsection.

The model is based on the 
following assumptions: The 
defects, their distribution and 
interaction with probes are the 
same as for the two-level model.
At a critical external pressure pflip the defect flips to a new position located a 
fixed distance Ar (same for all defects) away from its initial site, towards an 
arbitrary direction (see Fig. 18). It is also assumed that Ar is small compared to 
the mean distance between the defects. For moving vacancies, for example, Ar 
could be the lattice constant. The flipping pressure is distributed among the 
defects by pflip, as before.

By an argument similar to that used with the two-level case we see that here, 
too, the overall shape of the IDF is not altered as there is no change in the 
density or average placement of defects with respect to probes as a result of 
flipping.

This model differs from the two-level case by two aspects: Firstly, the 
relative effect o f the defect flipping on the probe transition frequency also 
depends on the defect-probe distance and secondly, the defect-probe interaction 
change upon flipping can have a value from a continuous range rather than just 
two discrete values. However, for the central kernel the difference between the 
two models should not be very remarkable. This follows from the fact that the 
probes that contribute to the center of the IDF are influenced by a number of 
defects located at nearly equal distances. Because o f the averaging effect the 
difference between the flipping natures should not play too much a role for the 
central kernel. This is to be compared with the situation viewed with the 
diaelastic model in subsection 3.2.4, where the central pressure coefficient 
distributions for different effective amplificability distributions were 
qualitatively similar.

A further similarity is that while the joint distribution function o f pre- and 
post-flipping frequencies for a fixed pre-flipping frequency in the two-level case 
consisted o f two ^-functions (located at Cico’/C2 and C 2o j ’/C / ) ,  the same 
distribution for the moving defect model has also two prominent peaks, namely 
two edge singularities, for a fixed defect-probe distance. These singularities

probe defect

model for a single probe-defect pair. At a critical 
pressure p fiip the defect flips into a new position 
at a distance Ar  towards an arbitrary direction 
represented by the angle /?. Correspondingly, its 
distance from a nearby probe changes from r  to
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correspond to flipping directions fi -  0 and /? = it (see Fig. 18). However, the 
picture is blurred by the fact that different defect-probe distances can yield the 
same transition frequency. But if the distribution o f distances for a fixed 
frequency has a clear maximum, the resulting single-defect joint distribution 
function of pre- and post-flipping frequencies for a fixed pre-flipping frequency 
may still have two outstanding maxima. Hence the situation is rather similar to 
the two-level model.

3.4. A technique to study the pressure mechanisms

Previously, we have outlined the general properties of both dispersive and 
diffusive mechanisms of pressure behavior o f spectral holes. The differences 
between them should, in principle, provide an opportunity to decide from 
experiments which mechanism is operative in each case. However, occasionally 
the expressions o f these properties may be obscured for one or another reason or 
else, some of our assumptions made in interpreting them may be inappropriate.

The question about the operative pressure mechanism is still largely a 
question about the prevailing one since they can be, and most probably are, both 
active at the same time. For example, the moving defects as sources o f the 
diffusive broadening can, apart from flipping, act diaelastically, thus accounting 
for the hole shift. Let us also recall that the spectral holes in ethanol-methanol 
glass showed some properties that could be attributed to the diffusive 
mechanism, like area decrease with pressure. It has been pointed out [44] that in 
glassy and amorphous solids internal buckling is an inherent ingredient o f their 
structural stability.

To clarify the situation, one needs an experimental technique to address the 
basic foundations of each of the mechanisms. In this section we will propose 
such a procedure. It takes advantage of the fact that with dispersive mechanism 
each of the homogeneous lines has a distinct pressure coefficient while with 
diffusive mechanisms each line moves stochastically with pressure.

We will argue as follows: The two-frequency distribution p(co\, co2, Ap), 
fixed on a reference pressure, undergoes a mechanism-specific transformation 
when the pressure is changed. The details of this transformation are not revealed 
on a simple pressure tuning experiment that only allows a comparison of initial 
and final states of the process. An idea to obtain more information could be to 
label an intermediate state e.g. by additional burning. With this in mind, we 
propose an experimental procedure consisting of following four steps (depicted 
graphically in Fig. 19):
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1) a spectral hole is burnt with an 
irradiation dose Q at a frequency v0 
within the IDF;

2) an extra pressure Ap is applied to 
the system;

3) the sample is irradiated again with 
the same dose Q at the spectral 
position v0 + Av0, where Av0 is the 
shift o f the hole minimum due to 
the pressure;

4) the applied pressure is increased up 
to 2Ap.

With this technique, as we will see in 
the following, the dispersive mecha
nism should produce a characteristic 
double-minimum holeshape while with the diffusive mechanism the hole should 
retain a single minimum.

Let us view the situation analytically. Given the initial two-frequency 
distribution po(a)], co2,Ap), its evolution through the steps 1-3 can be expressed 
for both mechanisms as follows:

P\ (®i. “>2> Ap) = fu, (® i - v « > Q) Po (®i »■®2 >°)> (3 ■1 °4)

p 2 (a),, <y,, Ap) = f hh (<y,, v 0, Q ) p 0 (<a,, m2, A p), (3.105)

Pi (®i > » A p)= fu, (®i»v«»ö)/*4 (®2=y o + A vo. ö )  a  (®i, ®2. Ap) . (3 • 106)

where f hh is the hole-burning exposure function (2.33). To obtain actual hole 
shapes, these distributions need to be integrated over coi and convoluted with the 
homogeneous spectrum.

The algorithm for finding the two-frequency distribution at step 4 should be 
c‘/>3 transformed by Ap taken at Ap'\ giving us the necessary pressure change 2Ap 
in total. Here we need to view both mechanisms separately. For the dispersive 
mechanism the required transformation is readily expressed by (3 .8), yielding

t  \ { \ / \ >(3-107)
= fhbm  A#?,Vq,Q j f j j f , —Aco,v0 + A v 0,Q )p 0(co] -  Aco,co2 -  Aa>,Ap)

where Aco = (o2 — co\.

2Ap
a)U.
w  A p  
CD

CL

0

Time — ►
Figure 19. The schematic of the proposed 
four-step process. Steps are denoted by 
numbers: 1 and 3 correspond to burning, 2 
and 4 to applying the pressure. The 
pressure scale is relative to the pressure of 
the initial burning; the time scale is 
arbitrary.
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To obtain a similar transformation expression for the diffusive mechanism, 
we make an assumption that the ensemble o f homogeneous lines is 
homogeneous in terms o f their individual pressure flipping probability 
distributions, both at any given frequency and at all frequencies within the range 
under consideration. Though, as shown in subsection 3.3.3, this is not 
necessarily strictly true, it is probably a reasonable assumption given the 
narrowness of the active frequency range compared to the width o f the whole 
inhomogeneous distribution. Then the two-frequency distribution can be 
factorized:

p(cox,a)2, Ap) =  p a (© ,)p '(A ffl,A p). (3.108)

Under the assumption made, the p ’-part will then remain unchanged at any base 
pressure, while the inhomogeneous part transforms on a pressure change ApQ 
into its convolution with the function p\Aco, Ap):

P ' M  = \p ,M ')p '{o >  -  <*>' , APo W  • (3-109)

We thus get for the step 4 in the diffusive case:

p f {c o ],€D2,^ } ) = f hb{ü)l ,v Q + A vQ,Q)p'(Aa),/sp)x
r t \ t \ t  ̂ (3-11{))

In order to carry out some numerical calculations, we have to specify the 
model to some extent. Firstly, let us adopt some further assumptions:

• By a similar argument as used to justify the factorization (3.108), we take 
the IDF to be constant within the frequency range o f interest
iPih{co) -  const)-,

• Still by the same argument we expand the scope o f factorization (3.108) to 
include the dispersive case as well;

• We assume a Lorentzian homogeneous line of width (FWHM) r h\
• We take the burning position to be at the origin, v() = 0.

Now we only have to specify the function p'{Aco, Ap). We choose it to be a 
single-maximum symmetric function of Act), which is preferably peaked at zero. 
This enables us to discard the hole shift and set Av0 ~ 0. We stress that the 
results are not qualitatively sensitive to the particular shape o f distribution. It 
would also be illustrative here to use the same function for both mechanisms. 
According to section 3.2, for the dispersive mechanism justified choices would 
be a Gaussian for glassy and polymeric systems or an inverse fourth-order
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polynomial (e.g. the square o f a Lorentzian) for crystalline matrices. For the 
diffusive case, however, we have to take into account that not all choices of 
p\Aco, Ap) are a priori possible. Since, as seen from (3.110), the application of 
pressure means convoluting the inhomogeneous structure with this function, it 
must be o f such a form as to ensure the additivity o f this process. The most 
straightforward way to achieve this is to choose a function that retains its shape 
when convoluted with itself. The simplest known functions to possess such a 
property are the Gaussian and Lorentzian curves. For a Gaussian, unlike the 
Lorentzian, the additive parameters on a convolution are not the widths but their 
squares, which means that we would have to define the Gaussian width to be 
proportional to the square root of the pressure to maintain additivity. But this, 
again, prohibits the simultaneous use of the same function for the dispersive 
case.

Following these considerations, we use a Lorentzian with a width fpAp:

In what follows, let us use dimensionless quantities for Q, v, co, and Ap, by the 
following scaling

We also take into account that the widths of the Lorentzians add up on 
convolution, and normalize the spectra to unity at Q = 0. We can then write 
down the hole spectra for all four steps as follows (see (3 .104)-(3 .107),

(3.111)

Q -> Qjcrrj 
v , 0  ->  r hv, r hco (3.112)

A p - > ( r * / r , ) ä p

(3.110)):
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h (y, Ap)= -T  JJ- 7~ — t
n  J J l + (2v - a > 2)

Ap

x exp - Q
l l

+

2 A p2 +(a>2 -o ? } )2
x “ , (3.115)

1 + Ü), 1 + (D~
dü)} da>0

1 + Ap Ap

n 2 (l + A p)2 + { l v  -  co2 )2 A p2 + (p)2 -  cox )2
(

x e x p Ö
v

1 l
+

1 4- õ)x ~ 1 +  (D2
da>,dco1

(3.116)

l i - { v , A p ) = l , \ \ - -  1 —  
ft l + (2v - c o 2) Ap~

Ap

A p2 +(o)2 - ü)j y

x exp - Q +
l + (2 a>} -a> 2)2 l + a>f7

. (3.117)

dco^dcüj

Note again that all the spectra at steps 1 to 3 are identical for both mechanisms. 
This illustrates that from simple pressure tuning hole spectra it can be hard to 
decide which mechanism is operative. For step 4, however, the hole shapes for 
the both cases do not coincide. Moreover, for a certain parameter region (3.117) 
exhibits a double-minimum shape for the dispersive mechanism. At the same 
time it is clear that the repetitive convolution o f the same symmetrical holeshape 
for the diffusive case could never yield such a structure. In Fig. 20 the situation 
is depicted for Q = 5 and Ap = 20.

Qualitatively, this double-minimum shape (Fig. 20(d)) can be explained as 
follows. The molecules that fill up the primary hole during the first application 
of pressure are those of medium "speed" whose initial position is far enough 
from the burning position so as not to get burned out during the first exposure, 
however, close enough to reach the hole at the pressure change o f Ap. Those are 
the molecules that suffer most from the second burning. After the second 
increase of pressure they fill in some area near the burning position. For some 
parameter values it may now occur that the hole in this area gets deeper than at 
the burning position due to the shortage of molecules expected to fill this region. 
Contrasted to the diffusive mechanism (Fig. 20(e)) this reflects the existence o f 
a certain memory: a particular probe "keeps in mind" its pressure coefficient for 
all the times. Note that this result also demonstrates capabilities o f spectral hole 
burning as a specific type o f nonlinear spectroscopy. No double-minimum shape
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Figure 20. The calculated hole shapes for the four-step procedure for Ap  = 20 
and Q  = 5. The spectrum after the first burning (a), after the subsequent 
application o f pressure (b), after the second burning (c), and after the second 
application of pressure for dispersive and diffusive mechanisms (d and e, 
correspondingly) are depicted. For steps 1-3 the hole shapes for both types of 
pressure broadening mechanisms coincide. The frequency is in units o f r h, the 
intensity of the spectrum is normalized to its initial value. Note the different span 
of the intensity scale in (a, c) and (b, d, e).
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is observable in the linear expansion o f (3.117) by Q, it only arises if the higher- 
order terms are taken into account.

A note should be made on determining the actual parameter values from 
experiments. From the expansion (2.35) we get for the low dose values:

7,(0)®  1 - Ö /2 ,  (3.118)

i.e. the dimensionless dose is directly related to the relative hole depth. To scale 
v back to the dimensional physical value one needs to know the homogeneous 
linewidth Fh. This can be determined from the low-dose holewidths, 
extrapolating them to the zero-dose limit 27*. In order to scale Ap back to the 
real pressure one needs to know r h and r P. The latter is obtainable from the 
pressure broadening o f spectral holes burnt in the linear regime (shallow holes). 
In other words, saying that Ap = 20 means using the pressure change which 
under linear conditions would broaden the hole by 10 widths, i.e. 11 times 
(keeping in mind that the low-dose holewidth is twice the homogeneous 
linewidth).

To analyze the magnitude of the hole-splitting effect, let us view the depth 
of the minimums with respect to the central maximum, i.e. the quantity 
7/Isp(0) - h dsp{vmin), where ± vmfn are the frequencies corresponding to the minima 
of the split hole. We will also use here the pressure kernel shapes obtained in 
section 3.2, namely the Gaussian kernel

, / x 2y/\02
p G (A<s>, Ap) = --------- -== exp

Y N p4n

f  41n2A&>2 ^

r „ V
(3.119)

applicable for glassy and polymeric matrices and the squared Lorentzian

W V 2 - 1  M p )3
P dia(A<®>Ap)-  i , / /— \ (3 . 120)

*  ((rpAp)2 + 4 ( V 2 - l ) W J

to account for the situation in the IDF center in crystalline systems according to 
the diaelastic model. Both o f the above distribution functions are normalized to 
unity and given in a representation that explicitly contains the FWHM FpAp.

It appears that for every given Ap there exists a dose Q for which the depth 
of the side holes is maximal. However, for Ap less than about 7 the effect seems 
to vanish. On the other hand, the maximal obtainable depth increases with Ap, 
though sublinearly. Simultaneously, the dose needed for the optimal depth 
increases rapidly with Ap. The position o f the optimal minimums (spectral
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distance from the burning frequency) also shows a tendency o f increasing with 
Ap. The situation is depicted in Fig. 21. A reasonable choice in crystals would 
be Ap — 20 -  25 in which case the maximum depth of the side holes 
would be of about 1/100 from the maximum hole depth.

Keeping this in mind, let us consider the prospects for observation o f the 
discussed effects in real systems. A very convenient way to create tunable 
pressures is to use helium gas as a pressure-transmitting medium [10, 14]. On 
the other hand, this confines the maximal obtainable pressure to about 140 bar at 
4.2 K, because of the helium solidification. This means, with (3.114), that a 
ratio ~ 0.3 bar'1 is needed to reach a 1%-effect in a crystalline system (we need 
to raise the pressure up to 2Ap). For chlorin-doped bensophenone in the 
crystalline phase [11], this ratio is 0.045 -  0.24 bar'1 depending on the site. This 
limits the maximum observable effect to 0.8%. This is quite a small value, yet 
within the reach o f careful experiments. From our experiments with DMST- 
doped durene, described in 
subsection 3.2.6, a similar value o f 
r P/r i , , 0.15 -  0.24 bar’1, can be esti
mated for neat samples, depending 
on the position within the IDF. For 
mixed samples, i.e. those with en
hanced inhomogeneity, the value 
was somewhat higher, 0.25 -  0.36 
bar'1. This shows that samples with 
higher defect concentration, ex
pected to exhibit higher absolute 
values of pressure broadening, are 
favored for observing the hole-split- 
ting effect. As to the observation o f 
the diffusive mechanism, the above
discussed Shpol'skii systems seem to 
provide a good opportunity, since 
values of r P/ r h as high as 1.1 bar'1 
for chlorin-doped «-octane [14] and 
more than 10 bar"1 in dimethyl-s- 
tetrazine doped «-hexane should 
favor an observation o f the hole 
splitting or, vice versa, to prove its 
absence and thus verify the proposed 
diffusive mechanism.

As discussed earlier, glasses are 
quite an intriguing class of materials 
for the proposed experiments. In
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Figure 21. The maximum relative depth of 
the side minima (a), the optimized 
dimensionless dose Q to reach this value (b), 
and the minimum position (c) depending on 
the dimensionless pressure Ap. Numbers 
indicate the used pressure kernel type: (1) -  
the Gaussian kernel (3.119), (2) -  the 
diaelastic kernel (3.120).
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glasses the values of Fh at 4.2 K are much higher than the corresponding values 
in crystals with the excited state lifetimes o f dopants about or more than 1 ns. 
High absolute values o f pressure broadening, however, yield ratios r P/ r h not 
much different from the molecular crystals, e.g., 0.2 bar'1 for chlorin-doped 
benzophenone in the glassy phase [11]. On the other hand, as can be read from 
Fig. 21, the dimensionless pressure needed to obtain the same depth o f the side 
minima is lower for the Gaussian kernel (only about Ap = 15 -  20 for 1%).

In conclusion, the described technique demonstrates the capabilities of 
spectral hole burning as a specific type of non-linear spectroscopy to explore the 
pressure-induced processes in various types o f solids. Following the proposed 
lines o f thinking, it may weil be possible to devise experimental techniques 
yielding more prominent effects.
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4. PRESSURE EFFECTS IN 
INCOMMENSURATE SYSTEMS

4.1. General considerations

In this section we will discuss some general issues regarding the pressure effects 
on the impurity spectra in systems where the inhomogeneous effects are caused 
prevalently by the incommensurate modulation.

There are two main parameters of the modulation wave that mediate the 
probe-host interaction: amplitude and phase. Both of them can be influenced by 
the external pressure. Unless a phase transition is involved, the effect on 
amplitude is expected to be continuous. Hence the pressure phenomena should 
be governed by the dispersive mechanism, with the distribution of relative 
amplitude pressure derivatives as the driving force.

The situation with the phase is somewhat different. If  all the modulation 
waves are moving (unpinned), application o f low pressure far from the phase 
boundary will not induce any changes concerning the modulation phase. In that 
case, the phase at a probe location is continuously changing and the whole 
inhomogeneous picture can be viewed only dynamically. However, in real 
systems at low temperatures we can expect a substantial amount o f modulation 
waves to be pinned. Then it is possible that external pressure can add as much 
energy to the system as to unpin the wave which will then either be free or 
pinned again in another position. Such a process can even be reversible to some 
extent. As we can see, it constitutes a pressure mechanism of diffusive type.

The phase-related processes governed by the dispersive mechanism can also 
be possible, for example via modification of the modulation wavelength by 
pressure. Note that such a modification will not alter the overall IDF, but 
individual probes still undergo certain changes in their transition frequencies.

From the IDF viewpoint, the pressure thus primarily compresses (or 
expands) the whole spectral structure bounded by the edge singularities due to 
the amplitude modification, while the limited phase modifications do not 
contribute to the overall picture.

As follows from the above discussion, for persistent hole burning to become 
possible, the incommensurate modulation waves must be mostly pinned to avoid 
extensive spectral diffusion. In pressure tuning experiments, both dispersive and 
diffusive mechanisms may be active. The pressure cycling experiments may 
show irreversible hole area decrease.
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4.2. Pressure effects in incommensurate biphenyl

To get a better understanding of the dynamics and structure o f incommensurate 
solids, we have performed some experimental pressure studies on chlorin-doped 
biphenyl [45]. In most systems exhibiting incommensurate behavior, the 
incommensurate phase exists in a narrow temperature interval between higher- 
temperature commensurate phase and a low-temperature lock-in phase, 
commensurate with a generally larger unit cell. Incommensurate biphenyl is one 
of a few systems where such a lock-in transition has not been observed down to 
very low temperatures (60 mK [46]). Therefore one can use hole-burning 
methods, including pressure tuning, to investigate this substance.

Biphenyl (diphenyl, phenylbenzene) CõHjCöHs is a crystalline nonpolar 
aromatic molecular compound. The molecule of biphenyl consists o f two phenyl 
groups connected by a single C-C  bond. Due to the strong pairwise interaction 
between the central four ortho hydrogen atoms (electrostatic repulsion between 
two closest H atoms on both sides of the C -C  bond), isolated molecules of 
biphenyl in the gas phase are nonplanar, the twist angle between the planes of 
two phenyl rings being as great as about 42° (see, e.g., [47]). In the solid state of 
biphenyl this angle is much smaller or even zero, depending on the crystalline 
phase existing at a given temperature and pressure. The transitions between 
phases and dynamics in different phases have been studied by various methods, 
including Raman scattering [48], NMR [49] and EPR [28] techniques.

At ambient pressure and temperatures between 40 K and the melting point 
o f biphenyl (~70°C), it is found in a normal, commensurate phase (high- 
temperature phase C I). In this phase biphenyl crystals have a monoclinic 
structure with space group F2\la and two molecules in the unit cell. Owing to a 
strong enough interaction between adjacent biphenyl molecules in the solid 
state, the equilibrium configuration of all molecules is on the average planar, as 
was shown by X-ray diffraction [50], but the two phenyl rings in every molecule 
perform large torsional (twisting) motions relative to each other out of this 
equilibrium plane.

When the temperature is lowered, a phonon mode related to the twist motion 
becomes soft and freezes in around 40 K, causing a second-order phase 
transition to the doubly incommensurate structure (phase IC II), characterized by 
two different incommensurate wave vectors o f the frozen-in modulation (see, 
e.g., [49]). Here the twist angle in each molecule varies sinusoidally throughout 
the whole crystal volume. The maximal twist angle 26 between two phenyl rings 
in a molecule is strongly temperature-dependent, being about zero at 40 K and 
increasing up to the value 2 0 - 1 0 °  around 17 K [49]. In fact, the maximal twist 
angle 26 can be treated as the order parameter for this transition. At 17 K a 
partial lock-in transition to another incommensurate structure (phase IC III)
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takes place, characterized by a 
single frozen-in modulation wave 
vector. This phase transition IC II 
—> IC III was found to be o f the 
first order [51].

The phase transition 
temperatures 7]_n and 7n_m 
rapidly decrease with increasing 
hydrostatic pressure [48]. In 
Fig. 22 the known data points of 
ordinary biphenyl are repro
duced, as well as the much more 
numerous points for its deute- 
rated counterpart C6D5C6D5, 
which is easier to study, especi
ally in neutron scattering experi
ments. The figure is redrawn 
from [48] with the melting / so
lidification line o f helium slightly 
corrected, based on the paper 
[42].

As seen from Fig. 22, the C I
-  IC II phase transition line for deuterated biphenyl terminates at/? = 1.85 kbar 
in the low-temperature limit. As to the hydrogenated compound, the value might 
be close or a little higher if  we consider that also the phase transition 
temperature at ambient pressure is higher in the hydrogenated case. However, 
different experimenters have reported slightly different values (see [45] for a 
review). For example, in [52] it is found that the transition pressure at T —*• 0 K 
is lower for the hydrogenated than for the deuterated biphenyl, the values being 
1.5 kbar and 1.35 kbar, correspondingly. The same pressure values for the IC II
-  IC III transition are found to be 400 and 200 bar [53]. In the absence o f new, 
more reliable data, let us adopt in this study for our purposes the following 
pressure values at T —*■ 0 K: p  ~ 1.8 kbar for the C I -  IC II phase transition and 
p  ~ 200 bar for the IC II -  IC III phase transition in hydrogenated biphenyl.

An organic dye chlorin (7,8-dihydroporphin) was used as a dopant in this 
study. The quantities measured were pressure tuning data in the low pressure 
range (up to 22 bar) and fluorescence and excitation spectra in the high pressure 
range (up to 2.7 kbar). The experimental details for the sample preparation and 
pressure tuning measurements were very similar to those described in the 
subsection 3.2.6. The power density at the sample was about 100 |iW/cm2 for 
hole burning, for recording it was reduced by a factor o f 50. The high-pressure

Temperature (K)
Figure 22. The phase diagram o f biphenyl 
(redrawn from [48]). Filled triangles indicate the 
experimental points from the C 1 -  IC II and 
empty triangles from the IC II -  IC 111 phase 
boundaries for the deuterated biphenyl. Circles 
(filled and empty) show the phase transition 
temperatures for the hydrogenated biphenyl at 
ambient pressure. The helium solidification line 
(dotted line) is given according to [42].
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fluorescence measurements were 
described in subsection 3.3.1, for 
measuring excitation spectra the 
sample was excited through a MDR-6 
monochromator. o

Let us first examine the structures ^  
in the inhomogeneously broadened c  
spectra. The fluorescence and ^  
excitation spectra of chlorin impurity ^  0 
in biphenyl at T=  4.2 K are presented ^  
in Fig. 23 for ambient pressure g 
(spectra (a) and (b)) and high J2 
pressures of 2.6 and 2.7 kbar (spectra
(c) and (d), respectively). The 0 
ambient-pressure spectrum, belonging 
to the incommensurate phase IC III of 
biphenyl, contains a triplet o f resonant 
lines (peak 1 at 15829, peak 2 at o 
15849 and peak 3 at 15861 cm-1)
observed at the same positions in both . .

. . . . . Figure 23. Fluorescence emission (a, c) and
em ission and excitation spectra. .. .. /u f  , • •. excitation (b, d) spectra o f chlorin impurity

Firstly, the question arises mo]ecu]es jn biphenyl at T = 4.2 K under 
whether the observable triplet ambient pressure (a, b), at 2.6 kbar (c) and 
structure arises from the probe 2.7 kbar (d). 
interaction with the incommensurate
modulation wave or does it correspond to different substitutional sites? Here the 
fact that the high-pressure spectra o f the C I commensurate phase show a single 
resonant line gives a strong support to the idea that there exists only one major 
substitutional site for chlorin in the commensurate lattice and that the ambient- 
pressure splitting arises from incommensuracy. Further evidence is that the 
solvent shift for the chlorin triplet is rather small (the vacuum frequency for 
chlorin is 15912 cm'1 [54]). Consequently, even though chlorin molecules are 
significantly larger than biphenyl molecules, they are relatively undisturbed in 
the biphenyl matrix. This, in turn, justifies the suggestion that the 
incommensurate structure of bulk biphenyl is probably not too strongly 
disturbed by chlorin probe molecules and therefore this structure may manifest 
itself in the probe spectra.

If so, further questions arise as to the nature of the triplet shape. As 
discussed in section 2 .3 , a simple sinusoidal modulation should give rise to two 
edge singularities, i. e. to a doublet. And indeed, such a doublet has been 
observed in 2H NMR experiments for deuterated biphenyl in both IC II and IC 
III phases [49].
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This circumstance seems to rule 
out the possibility that the triplet 
shape is caused by the modulation in 
the multi-soliton limit. Instead, one 
should consider probe-dependent o 
features. We note that a non- ^  
monotonous or strongly non-linear *2 
dependence o f the electronic u 
transition frequency o f the probe -0 Q 
molecule on the twist angle 0 is rather ^  
unlikely because o f the small 
amplitude of 6 variation (26 does not §3 
exceed 10° [49]). To our opinion, the £  
most probable explanation is the 0 
pinning o f the modulation wave by the 
probe molecules (see section 2.3).
That would mean such a positioning 
o f modulation waves that the probe 0 
molecules are more favorably located
near the planar biphenyl molecules. „ , _

rpi j i • , Figure 24. Fluorescence spectra of chlorm
The measured h.gh-pressure moIecuies in biphenyl recorded at r  = 4.2 K

fluorescence spectra (Fig. 24) show and various pressures indicated.
clearly the transformation from the
triplet (incommensurate) to singlet (commensurate) shape which takes place at 
around l„8 kbar. The resulting resonant line (Fig. 24(c) and (d), peak 2 ’) is 
peaked at about 15850 cm ] and originates, as we think, from peaks 1 and 3 in 
the lower-pressure incommensurate phases. A broader feature at about 20 c irf1 
to lower frequencies is the phonon sideband (see also Fig. 23(c) and (d) where 
the same phonon sideband is observed in the emission and excitation spectra, 
respectively).

It is interesting that the pressure dependence o f the spectral splitting Av 
between peaks 1 and 3 (Fig. 25) turns out to be close to the well-known 
nonlinear critical character

15700 15800 15900
W avenum bers (cm ")

Av ( p ) =  Av 0( l - p / p lrf ,  (4.1)

where Av(j is the splitting at ambient pressure, n is the critical exponent and p tr is 
the IC II -  C I phase transition frequency, which equals to about 1.8 kbar. When 
fitting the experimental data from the high-pressure spectra to the theoretical 
curve (4.1), one obtains the value n = 0.39. Quite intriguing here is the fact that 
very close values for the critical exponent, characterizing the same phase 
transition, were obtained in the NMR [49] and EPR [28] studies in the
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Pressure (kbar)

Figure 25. Pressure dependence of the 
distance (spectral splitting) Av between 
lines 1 and 3 in the emission spectrum of 
chlorin-doped biphenyl at T= 4.2 K. Circles 
show the experimental points; solid curve 
indicates the nonlinear least-squares fit to 
the data points according to (4.1). Dashed 
line illustrates the linear extrapolation using 
the low-pressure spectral hole shift data for 
lines 1 and 3.

temperature domain (n = 0.35 ± 0.03 
and n = 0.4, respectively). The critical 
behavior o f the maximal twist angle 
26 (treated as the order parameter) in 
incommensurate biphenyl, clearly 
established by means of NMR 
spectroscopy [49], may be regarded as 
the most decisive evidence that the 
chlorin spectrum in phases IC II and 
IC III is governed by the incom
mensurate modulation and that the 
observed splitting Av is proportional 
to the magnitude o f the maximal 26 
value varying with pressure.

In the spectra o f Fig. 24 a weaker 
feature at somewhat lower energies 
from the main lines 1-3 (in the region 
of about 15760-15780 cm-1) can be 
seen, showing in the incommensurate 
phases a doublet structure with a 
decreasing splitting under growing
pressure and converting to a singlet in the commensurate phase. We attribute 
these lines tentatively to another substitutional site of chlorin. It also exhibits an 
incommensurate splitting and behaves qualitatively in a similar manner as the 
main site (peaks 1-3). A markedly smaller splitting points to a weaker 
interaction with the modulation wave. This, on the other hand, may be the 
reason why this wave is more weakly pinned by the probe molecules in this site 
and the corresponding spectrum exhibits a “classical” doublet structure, thus 
giving some additional support to the idea o f the pinning as a possible 
mechanism of the main triplet formation.

Next we will analyze the results o f the pressure tuning experiments (see also 
[55]). Here the most surprising observation is a positive (to higher frequencies, 
blue) shift detected for holes burned in peak 1 (15829 cm-1), i.e. for the line 
most to the red, in contrast to negative or red shifts of holes burned in more blue 
peaks 2 and 3. The pressure coefficients for these three lines turned out to be 
rather diverse: +271 MHz/bar (+9.0 cm-1/kbar) for peak 1, -94  MHz/bar 
(-3.1 cm-1/kbar) for peak 2 and -174 MHz/bar (-5.8 cm"1/kbar) for peak 3.

As discussed in section 3.2, it is generally plausible from the viewpoint of 
dispersive pressure models that the pressure shift o f spectral holes is at least 
qualitatively an extension o f the solvent shift. This has also been the case in 
experimental studies (e.g. [7—11]). In a few cases also the positive hole shift 
with pressure has been observed [56], but then in systems where the probe
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molecules exhibit an unusual positive solvent shift. Note that in biphenyl the 
peak 1 with the positive holeshift is the one with the most negative solvent shift.

Similarly to the above high-pressure results, the situation can be explained 
by the modification o f the amplitude of the incommensurate modulation wave 
by the pressure. This process takes precedence over the pressure dependence of 
other probe-host interaction mechanisms that are responsible for most o f the 
solvent shift. As an additional support to this idea we note that if one makes a 
linear extrapolation of the shifts of spectral holes burned in peaks 1 and 3 from 
the used low-pressure range to much higher pressures, the corresponding lines 
should merge at 15848 cm-1 under a pressure o f 2.16 kbar. The latter value is 
close to the pressure of phase transition between high-pressure commensurate 
C I and the intermediate incommensurate IC II phases.

In [55] also the hole broadening and pressure cycling data are considered. A 
significant observation is a certain (up to 50%) reversible hole area decrease 
with pressure. This could signal the presence o f the diffusive-type pressure 
mechanisms associated with unpinning-repinning of the modulation wave, as 
discussed in the previous section. This argumentation is supported by the results 
of temperature cycling experiments [57], which prove that in biphenyl there 
exists a presumably similar light- and temperature-driven mechanism of 
interconversion between the lines 1-3.

The broadening for the holes burnt in peaks 1 and 3 lies generally in the 
range typical for crystals (32 MHz/bar for peak 1), but is somewhat higher in 
peak 2 (74 MHz/bar). This could also be viewed as a support for the discussed 
pressure mechanism: If we relate the hole broadening to small pressure induced 
shifts o f the modulation wave then its magnitude scales with \dv/dx\ ~ \d6/dx\, 
which is highest in the central region.
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APPENDIX I. The relations between the moments of the 
effective amplificability distribution and the pressure 

kernel for the diaelastic model

We use an easily obtainable general relation between the moments o f a function 
j{a) and the derivatives of its Fourier transform F(x):

where the transform conventions are the same as used throughout the thesis. The 
mean a value a  and its variance oa are given by:

Let us calculate the mean a value and its variance from the diaelastic pressure

Hence the necessary Fourier transform of the function under question is:

(A I.l)

(AI.2)

(AI.3)

kernel pa(co, a) in case o f a general amplificability distribution p v ff(K) (see
(3.74), (3.75)):

\icox, + iax. | p xejf (a^x, + k x 2\dfc]dxldx2 .(AI.4)

F( x2) = - - - - -  j e x p ^ x ,  -  + k x2\dtc)dx] . (AI.5)

First we calculate the derivatives of the ^-dependent part of this:
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— exp(- fp f f (x-jta + k  x21 d,K) -  
x2 J 

exp(- J p f  (x^x, + k  x2| dfc)(- Ja: p f  (/c)sgn(x1 + k  x2 )d/c

(AI. 6)

dx
y e x p ( - ^ p ^  (k \ x ] + k x 2 \ d t c )  =
2

= exp(-^ p f { K \ x } + K x 2 \ d i c ) - 2 ^ K 2 p f  ( k ) ö ( x x + K x 2 ) d K +  (AI.7)

+ { \ K p f { K ) s & l{h + KX1) d K )

Here we have taken into account that

d\x\

dx

d  sgn(x) 
dx

= sgn(x), 

2õ(x).

(AI.8)

(AI.9)

Now we can also evaluate the quantities required for (AI.2), (AI.3):

i? (°)= : r ^ T  Jexp(*'®Xi - |x ,J  )& , = ~ ~ [- T  = P,h{a>), (A I.10) 
27a r J 1-L<" '1 + CD

F '(0 )=  \ K p f { t c ) d K  Jsgn(x,)exp(!®x, — jjc, [)£&,
(A I.ll)

-iKcoptl,(a>)

F ’{ ° ) = ~ 7  fa v ( ia)xi “ W ) [ - (/r>/Ar +  at2 jrfxr, =

. (AI.12)
K'

+ k

Here we have used the fact that the amplificability distribution is unity- 
normalized. it is also assumed that the required moments can be calculated for
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this distribution, i.e., the corresponding integrals converge. The function pihico) 
in the above expressions represents the IDF, normalized to TV1.

Substituting these results into (AI.2), (AI.3), we get:

ä - (OK,  (AI.13)

~ [fc2{l + 0)2) - K 2)-jc2(o2 = (a:2 - ^ 2| l  + <žr ) = <r2(l + 6 T ), (AI.14) 

which are the required relations.
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MAIN ARGUMENTS PROPOSED

1. General statistical theory for the dispersive mechanism of spectral pressure 
behavior caused by defects in solids is developed. Within the dispersive 
mechanism, the defect coordinates determining its perturbation level to the 
active transition o f the probe are considered to be continuous with pressure, 
hence under low pressures the homogeneous lines originating from each o f the 
probes move linearly with pressure and have a distinct pressure coefficient.

2. The general theory is specified for the case o f point defects (elastic 
inclusions) as the perturbers creating within the crystal a stress field that is 
modified by the external pressure (the diaelastic model). To enable for the hole 
broadening in pressure tuning experiments, certain heterogeneity in the elastic 
parameters of the defects is assumed. The influence of the corresponding 
distribution among the defects is analyzed based on a few simple examples. 
Some experimental findings about the diaelastic model are presented.

3. A different, diffusive pressure mechanism is introduced to explain the 
inadequately large pressure broadening of spectral holes observed in ShpoPskii 
matrices which, as is shown, cannot be related to the dispersive mechanisms. 
The diffusive mechanism involves discontinuities in the pressure dependence of 
some of the defects’ coordinates (pressure-induced flips). An example of such a 
defect would be a bi- (or multi-) stable moving vacancy within the matrix 
structure that changes its state at a critical external pressure. Some novel model 
situations are constructed and analyzed to study the basic properties of the 
diffusive mechanism.

4. An experimental technique is proposed for distinguishing between the cases 
where dispersive or diffusive mechanism prevails in determining the hole 
broadening. The technique consists of four steps, two burnings and two pressure 
changes. As a result, with favorable experimental parameters, hole splitting 
should be observable in the dispersive case, caused by the fundamental 
properties of this mechanism. However, the reachable effect is predicted to be 
rather small for studied matrix-probe systems. Some results o f parameter 
optimization are also presented.

5. Pressure effects in the spectra of incommensurate solids are analyzed. In 
these solids, due to a frozen-in vibration mode, some lattice parameter is 
spatially modulated with a period incommensurate with the underlying crystal
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lattice periodicity. The specific case of chlorin-doped biphenyl is viewed on an 
experimental basis. It is argued that in this system, originating from the 
incommensuracy, both dispersive- and diffusive-type pressure mechanisms are 
operative, the former acting on the amplitude of the modulation and the latter on 
its phase via unpinning-repinning o f the modulation wave.
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KOKKUVÕTE

Rõhuefektid tahkiste mittehomogeensetes lisandispektrites

Käesoleva töö põhiliseks eesmärgiks on seatud refereerida olemasolevaid 
teadmisi tahkiste lisandispektrites mitteisobaarilistes eksperimentides ilmnevate 
rõhuefektide osas madala hüdrostaatilise rõhu piirjuhul; samuti lisada mõningad 
omapoolsed mudelid ja  analüüsida neid. Arutluste lähtepunktiks on üldine 
statistiline teooria, mis vaatleb mittehomogeensuse põhjustajana aines hulka 
ruumiliselt hajutatud häiritusallikaid (defekte). Tulemused on orienteeritud 
eelkõige sellistele eksperimenditehnikatele nagu mittehomogeense 
jaotusfunktsiooni rõhusõltuvuse uurimine ja  spektraalsälkude rõhktüürimine.

Töös on eristatud on kahte põhimõttelist spektrite rõhulise käitumise 
mehhanismi: dispersiivne ja  difusiivne. Dispersiivse mehhanismi korral sõltuvad 
defektide koordinaadid, mis määravad tema poolt lisanditsentri aktiivsele 
elektroonsele üleminekule põhjustatud häirituse, rõhust pidevalt. Seetõttu on 
madalal rõhul üksikutest tsentritest pärinevate homogeensete joonte spektraalne 
liikumine rõhu suhtes lineaarne ja  igal neist on fikseeritud rõhukoefitsient. On 
näidatud, et enamus seni antud teemal koostatud nii teoreetilistest kui 
eksperimentaalsetest töödest käsitlevad just dispersiivse mehhanismi juhtumeid. 
Olukorra kirjeldamiseks kristallides on välja pakutud nn. diaelastne mudel. See 
vaatleb häiritusallikatena punktdefekte, mis tekitavad kristallis elastse 
pingevälja, mida omakorda mõjutab väline rõhk (diaelastne efekt). Et selgitada 
ka sälkude rõhulist laienemist, on eeldatud teatud heterogeensust defektide 
ansambli elastsetes parameetrites. Analüüsitud on vastava jaotusfunktsiooni 
mõju tulemustele. Ka mõningad eksperimentaalsed tulemused diaelastse mudeli 
kohta on esitatud.

Difusiivne rõhumehhanism on sisse toodud seletamaks dispersiivse juhu 
jaoks ebaloomulikult suurt sälkude rõhulist laienemist Špolskii maatriksites. See 
mehhanism eeldab mõnede defektide koordinaatide hüppelisi muutusi rõhu 
rakendamisel. Sellise defekti näiteks võiks olla bi- (või multi-) stabiilne liikuv 
vakants aines, mis muudab oma seisundit teatud kriitilise välisrõhu korral. 
Difusiivse mehhanismi omaduste selgitamiseks on töös koostatud ja  analüüsitud 
mõningaid uudseid mudelsituatsioone.

Välja on pakutud ka põhimõtteline eksperimentaalne protseduur, mille abil 
on võimalik välja selgitada, kas sälgu rõhulist laienemist määrab dispersiivne 
või difusiivne mehhanism. See koosneb neljast sammust, vaheldumisi 
põletamistest ja  rõhu rakendamistest. Tulemusena peaks soodsate süsteemi- ja  
eksperimendiparameetrite korral dispersiivsel juhul olema jälgitav sälgu 
lõhenemine, mis on seotud mehhanismi fundamentaalsete omadustega. Siiski on
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seniuuritud süsteemide puhul ennustatav efekt küllaltki tagasihoidlik. Esitatud 
on ka mõningad parameetrite optimiseerimise tulemused.

Töö viimases osas on käsitletud rõhuefekte ühismõõduta süsteemides. 
Nendes süsteemides on sissekülmunud võnkemoodi tõttu mingi kristallvõre 
parameeter moduleeritud perioodiga, mis ei oma ühismõõtu võrekonstandiga 
(nende suhe on irratsionaalne). Eksperimentaalselt on uuritud kloriini lisandiga 
bifenüüli ja  leitud, et selles süsteemis on ühismõõdutusest tulenevalt aktiivsed 
nii dispersiivset kui difusiivset tüüpi mehhanismid. Esimene neist toimib 
modulatsioonilaine amplituudi ja  teine faasi kaudu, põhjustatuna laine 
kinnituspunkti hüpetest lisanditel.
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A statistical theoiy is developed in order to describe the pressure-induced shift and broadening of 
spectral holes in pressure-tuning experiments in crystals. The theory accounts for the defect-related 
diaelastic effect (induction of internal inhomogeneous strain fields by the applied hydrostatic 
pressure due to the host-defect compressibility and/or size mismatch). General results are specified 
and analyzed in the case of similar defects and for two different types of point defects. The former 
case yields no hole broadening, while the latter one does. A similar consideration applies to electric- 
and magnetic-field-induced effects on spectral holes in crystals as well. © 1996 American Institute 
o f  Physics. [S0021-9606(96)50808-5]

I. INTRODUCTION

Persistent spectral hole burning provides a highly sensi
tive tool for studying pressure-induced shifts of impurity en
ergy levels in solids.1-8 Hole broadening, observable in 
pressure-tuning experiments, reflects the inherent inhomoge
neity (dispersion of pressure coefficients) o f the subensemble 
of molecules with a fixed transition energy. Such broadening 
is especially large in disordered solids such as glasses, where 
its magnitude is comparable to that of the pressure-induced 
spectral shift.1-6,8 Relatively large broadening of holes with 
pressure has been observed in “ soft” crystals o f n-alkanes 
(Shpol'skii systems).6,7 However, even in “hard” molecular 
crystals such as durene6 and benzophenone8 a minor broad
ening o f holes with pressure is readily observable.

Proceeding from the preposition of (microscopically) ho
mogeneous compression Laird and Skinner developed a sta
tistical theory of pressure-tuning experiments on spectral 
holes in glasses.9 Within the scope of this theory the pressure 
broadening of spectral holes can be understood as a result of 
“heteropolar” short-range (attractive r ~6 and repulsive r ~ n ) 
intermolecular interactions. No hole broadening is expected 
for homopolar interactions. In crystals the inhomogeneous 
line shapes an: governed by long-range homopolar interac
tions o f  the optical transition with comparatively diluted de
fects (e.g., r ~3 elastic interactions with point defects).!0 Thus 
the observed hole broadening in crystals is puzzling from the 
viewpoint of existing theories.

In this paper the diaelastic effect11 is considered as a 
possible origin of the pressure broadening o f spectra] holes 
in crystals. The diaelastic effect is an analog of the diamag
netic effect, where an additional magnetic moment is in
duced in a molecule by an external magnetic field. If an 
elastic solid contains a region with compressibility different 
from the bulk one (an elastic inclusion), the application of 
hydrostatic pressure induces a spatially inhomogeneous 
strain field around the inclusion. In Sec. II general formulas 
for pressure-dependent stress fields around a spherical inclu
sion in an isotropic homogeneous elastic medium are derived 
and specified for some particular cases. In Sec. I ll the joint 
distribution function for the impurity transition energies

governing the pressure evolution of spectral holes is ob
tained. Based on general results particular cases o f  identical 
defects and o f two different types of defects are analyzed. In 
Sec. IV the results are discussed in connection with experi
ments and other theories.

II. POINT DEFECTS AS ELASTIC INCLUSIONS

Let the homogeneous and isotropic host material be 
characterized by the Lame constants k h and [p,h being the 
shear modulus and Kh = Ckh + 2 f ih/3 )~ l , the volume com
pressibility], We consider the following model for a  point 
defect.11 From a spherical cavity o f the radius r h and the 
volume Vh = (4ir/3)rjJ at zero external pressure the host ma
terial is removed. It is replaced by a sphere o f the initial 
radius r g and the volume Vg =  (4 ir/3 )r^  made o f a material 
with the Lame constants k g and f ig in general differing from 
those o f the host material. Assuming for the sample a spheri
cal shape cocentric with the cavity and o f the radius 
R o ^ rh ,r g , the spherical symmetry is preserved in the 
course of strain relaxation. In spherical coordinates the dis
placement vector has only a radial nonzero component given 
by [see Ref. 11, Eq. (21.5)]

u (r ) — C r~ 2 + Cr. (I)

Equation (1) describes the displacement field inside as well 
as outside the inclusion. The constants C  and C  (different for 
the interior and the exterior of the inclusion) can be ex
pressed via the elastic constants Kg ,( ig ,Kh , f i h and the geo
metrical characteristics rg ,r h . First we note that 
C s= C (in s id e )= 0  due to the absence of singularity at the 
origin, i.e..

u r(r )  =
Cgr, r < r 0 
C r~ 2+ C hr, r > r 0' (2)

where r 0 is the final radius of the inclusion after strain relax
ation (see Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1. A model of a  point defect. A spherical elastic inclusion of the initial 
radius rf  (larger dashed-line circle) is forced into a spherical cavity of the 
initial radius rh (smaller dashed-line circle) formed in a homogeneous iso
tropic elastic sample of the radius Ro*>rg .''* (large solid-line circle). The 
radius of the inclusion after the strain relaxation (small solid-line circle) is 
r0. Such relaxation is accompanied by changes of the initial dimensions of 
the cavity and the inclusion, by u ( r 0+ )  and u(r0—), respectively.

In spherical coordinates the <rrr component o f the stress 
tensor is given by

<rrr(r) = 3CW  r<r0 _
~4/j ,hCr~:i + 3C hK^[, r > r 0' (3)

For the determination of the (pressure-dependent) coeffi
cients C,Ch ,Cg . we have the following equations:
(i) for the change of the radius of the inclusion,

ro T s =  ur( r - +r0- ) :  (4a)

(ii) for the change of the cavity radius, 

r0- r h- u r(r -* r0+)\  (4b)

(iii) from continuity o f the stress at the guest-host interface, 

c rr( r —>r0—) =  crrr( r —*r0+ ) ;  (4c)

(iv) and from the equilibrium of the sample surface (strain 
counterbalanced by the external pressure p).

trrr( r —*“= )+p  =  0. 

Equations (2)—(4) yield 

/ 4

(4d)

C =  •
j  t*h*grhj (''g-O-K'Vg-'VA) J

' fihKh I
K SP

c„=- 'P.

(5)

(6)

-  /j.hKs{rs - r h) + i l  + -  n hKh jrg ~~-
C .~ - (7)

and

rs+ 3 ^h«Krh

r ,+  - p - kKgrh

4 | / 4  
; +  +1 l + T M KiP

3

(8)

In Cartesian coordinates the stress tensor outside the cavity is 
given by

j. , 2-M-hC |
a kI— — poicii------ 5— I Oi,

3x£i\
k , l =  1,2,3. (9)

We specify now the coefficient C for some particular 
cases.

A. incompressible defects

In this case Kg—0 and from Eq. (8) r0 = rg . One obtains

1
C = { r s - r h ) r g +  -  K h r gp .

Equation (10) can be represented as 

C=C°(  I +  ap),  

where

rt Kh V.
3 ( r - r h )  AV Kf,

and

<1 2C 0 =  r ?( r s - r „ )  =  ~ .

( 10)

( 10')

( 11)

( 12)

In Eqs. (1.1) and (12) Vx ~ ( 4 7 t / i ) r 3g is the guest volume 
introduced earlier and &V=4irr*(rg~ r h), for A V ,̂ V g the 
latter value is approximately the change of the cavity vol
ume.

For further discussions the following points are of im
portance:

(i) the coefficient a  depends not only on the bulk param
eters (Kh) but on the local ones (V^/AV) as well, i.e.. 
for the same host material defect-dependent variations 
of a  are possible;

(ii) depending on the sign of A V a  can acquire both posi
tive and negative values;

(iii) the variations of C° and a  (arising from the variations 
of V and AV) need not be absolutely correlated.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104, No. 14, 8 April 1996
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B. Equal host and guest compressibilities

For k „ — Kh= k  one obtains from Eq. (5),

C =
( rs - rh)\>'B+ -  /x*KThj

4 T7 / ~Kp

1 + 3 ^ K) 11 + t
(13)

Linearizing Eq, (13) for small pressure values, one obtains a 
result formally coinciding with Eq. (10 ') but with the C° and 
a  values different from Eqs. (11) and (12),

j 4 
(r g~ r h)\

4 \ 3

and

(14)

(15)

Note that now a  is independent o f the defect characteristics 
'V'V

C. Highly compressible defects

In this case Kg—.►« and

'(‘fJ-lrlP
C = (16)

Note that C4 -0  only if p & 0. Linearization of Eq. (16) for 
small pressure values yields

C--{4Hh) {r'hP. (17)

ill. JOINT DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION OF TRANSITION 
ENERGIES

W hat one is looking for in order to interpret the 
pressure-tuning experiments on spectral holes is the pressure 
kernel or, more generally, the jo in t distribution function 
/(<w, ,w2) o f the transition energies at the initial (oj,) and final 
(0J5) pressure values.9 The method used to calculate it is es
sentially a multidimensional generalization12-13 o f Stone- 
ham’s statistical theory for inhomogeneous line shapes.10

Suppose we have n different types of defects in the lat
tice, with the densities p; , j  — 1......n. The joint distribution
function is then given by

f  f  ex p [i( ,W |-w ‘,V i

+ i(a>2 ~ ( j)2 ) x 2 — J{x 1 •x2)] d x ld x 2 , (18)

where and o/J arc the respective unperturbed frequencies 
and

y(jr1,jc2) =  2  Pjj  { 1 - e x p [ - i > |e i y(z)

-  ix 2e2j(z )]}d z . (19)

Integration in Eq. (19) is carried out over the coordinates z  o f 
the defect. e u (z) and e2i(z)  are the frequency shifts caused 
by a defect o f / th  type located at z  for the initial (p ]) and the 
final (p 2) pressure value, respectively,

e i;(z )  =  «>(2,P i) ; e2j( z )  = e j ( z ,p 2). (20)

In what follows we specify the general theory for the case of 
elastic interaction of the impurity transition with point de
fects. We suppose that the frequency perturbation caused by 
elastic interaction is linear in the stress components

2  a k,ork i,
k..i= 1 (21)

where the coefficients a kl give the coupling o f the stress 
components to the transition energy. Here we have omitted 
the index < =  1,2 referring to different pressure states and the 
index j  — referring to different defect types, character
ized by the values o f p,g , xg , rg , and r h in our model. In 
what follows we omit in Eq. (9) the hydrostatic term —p õ kl 
yielding a uniform pressure shift independent of defects. 
From the second ( r -3 ) term one obtains

e — C (22)

where C = C (fj.h ,Kh ,Kg ,r h ,rg ,p )  is given by Eq. (5). The 
function <t> in Eq. (22) depends only on the symmetry of the 
states involved in the actual transition and their coupling to 
the stress field and does not depend on the defects. The 
spherical angles 0 and <p give the direction o f the impurity 
(or defect, if one takes the impurity location for the origin). 
Substituting e from Eq. (22) with C  from Eq. (10 ') into Eq. 
(19) and integrating over r, one obtains

J ( x ] ,x 2) =  X  P ;{ |c “||(  1 +  a tjp ^ x ,  +  (1 + a jp 2)x 2\aH

+ iC °[(  1 +  a jp t )x-[ + ( 1 4- a jp 2)x 2]a,}, (23)

where

a R= — f  f  |<I>|sin Bdddtp 
o  J o  J o

I
1 f 2 - n  f n

a / = ~ T  I I $  ln|<t»jsin 9d0d<p.
j  Jo Jo

(24)

(25)

Note that the site energy distribution is Lorentzian for all 
pressures, its width (FWHM/2) is given by

(26)

Note that, depending on the sign o f a, a pressure-induced 
broadening ( a > 0) as well as a pressure-induced narrowing

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104. No. 14, 8 April 1996
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(ff<0) o f inhomogeneous lines are possible. For hard (in
compressible) defects the former case corresponds to rg> r h 
and the latter one to rg< r h . It is also possible that a coun
terbalance between the defects o f both positive and negative 
a  values can result in rather a weak pressure broadening of 
inhomogeneous lines even in crystals with high concentra
tion of defects.

As to the maximum position, we make the following 
remarks:

(i) In this paper we do not consider the pressure depen
dence of the unperturbed frequency. For simplicity we 
take <u2= ftjj= 0.

(ii) Due to surface effects there is a homogeneous (the 
same for all impurities) contribution to the frequency 
shift (the Eshelby term 14) at finite defect densities. We 
do not consider this term either, as it does not influ
ence the effects we are interested in.

With these assumptions the maximum positions for the 
inhomogeneous line at the initial and the final pressure are 
given by

(27)

In what follows, we analyze /(a^.tu j) in the simple (it 
can be said trivial) case of similar defects as well as in the 
case of two different types of defects (the type here refers to 
a point defect with the given values of the parameters C j  and 
aj). The latter brings us to several nontrivial effects and 
gives some guidance to what may happen in more compli
cated situations (larger numbers or, as a limiting case, a con
tinuous distribution of defect parameters).

A. Similar defects

With a single type of defect (n =  l) , Eq. (23) yields 

J ( x i ,x 2) = p a R\C°f|( 1 +  ap  i )*i +  ( 1 +  a p 2)x2\

+ ipa ,C °[(  1 + a p ^ X t  + i 1 + a p 2)x 2] (28) 

and Eq. (18) can be calculated to give 

a p ,/(cu, 5[(1 + a /5 1)w2- ( l  + acp2)u)l ]

(29)

where the Lorentzian factor is the site energy distribution at 
the initial pressure with T , , introduced in Eqs. (26) and
(27) (n =  l), respectively. For |a/?,[<?1, Eq. (29) can be rep
resented as

l
I((o l ,<o2) = — <S{fc)2- [ l  + a ( p 2~P\)]u>i}7r

r,
(29')r?+(o>,-<)2-

As readily seen from Eq. (29'), the case of similar defects 
yields no pressure broadening— the pressure kernel reduces

FIG. 2. Pressure kernel for the interaction with two types of point defects 
(the symmetric case. K = p 1C \lp xC<{=t I). The inhomogeneous line (fre
quency distribution) at the initial pressure is depicted at the top (a). The 
arrows I -3  indicate the initial frequencies for which the frequency distribu
tions (pressure kernels) after a pressure variation are depicted (b, curves 

’Hie distributions are normalized to the same area. Note that the 
splitting occurs at larger deviations from the line maximum (arrows 0, + , 
and — indicate the maxima and the minimum of the pressure kernel).

to a ^-function. We point to a subtle but important circum
stance in the use of the term “pressure kernel.” Equation 
(29'), though quite similar, is not exactly of the shape

/(o>j ,a>2) = Är(a>2“ (30)

Hence, the frequency distribution at the final pressure 
I(<o2,p 2) is not related to the frequency distribution at the 
initial pressure /(o > ,,p ,)  by an integral transformation

-J[{u>2,p 2)=  K iw i - tO jW w j.p r fd m , (31)

with the kernel K  depending solely on the frequency differ
ence. This statement is of a general nature and applies to Sec. 
Ill B as well. In a simple particular case considered here it is 
expressed in the frequency dependence of the pressure shift. 
The pressure coefficient

(co™ — cu1')/Ap= aatj (32)

(o>™ and <4 denote the hole positions at pressures p , and p 2, 
respectively) is a linear function of the initial frequency.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 104, No. 14, 8 April 1996
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? 3 0

-2

FIG. 3. Dependence of the pressure coefficient (spectra) shift per unit pres
sure variation) for the maxima and the minimum of the pressure kernel from 
Fig. 2(b) on the initial frequency.

B. Two types of defects

For n = 2  joint distribution Eq. (18) is most easily calcu
lated by changing to new Fourier variables, 
yi = (1 + “iPi)Jci+(1 + «iP2)̂ 2 311(1 y2=0 + a2P i)*i 
+  (1 + a 2P 2)x :i- One gets

|A p ||A a | , ,
/(a .,.a> 2) =  ■ - ja -  - K T T - 3  7v ? f 7 I -  (33)

7i T2
r?

where A p = p 2—p ] , A a —a 2—a l ,

X l ;  =  ( 1 +  a  j p , ) o i 2 — ( 1  + a ]Pi)coi ± a tPjC^Aa\p
(34)

with +  for j = 2 and -  for j = \ ,  and ; =  2 for j  =  1, j - 1 for 
j = 2,

r y = a Äp; |C ;° ||A a ||A p |,  ;= 1 ,2 .  (35)

Equation (33) is, in fact, a product of two shifted Lorentz- 
ians, generally o f different widths. Note that if  a t = a2, the 
case of two different types of defects reduces essentially to 
the one of identical defects considered in Sec. IIT A. For 
|a y P ,!^ l ,  Eq. (34) transforms to

f i j  =  ai2 —( l +  ajAp)<U) ± a rp jC jA a A p  (34')

in the first order by Ap.
In order to depict and analyze Eq. (33) we choose for the 

spectral origin the maximum o f the inhomogeneous line in 
the initial state

+ P 2 C 2 ) (36)

and change to the dimensionless frequency at scaling with 
the inhomogeneous width r 1=<jÄ( p )|C?| +  p 2|C 2l).

d»,- — (cO/~ co 1 )/r 1 (37)

Figure 2(b) depicts the pressure kernel (i.e., the joint fre
quency distribution as a function of the final frequency for a 
fixed initial frequency) for three positions, 1 -3 , in the inho
mogeneous line [Fig. 2(a)] for A p A a = 0 .2  in the “ symmet
ric” ( p l C°l = p 2C°2) case. The main difference from the re
sults for a single type of defects is the finite width o f the

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 2(b) for an asymmetric case 
(ls:=p2C ? /p ,C ? = 2.33).

pressure kernel, i.e., there is a pressure broadening of spec
tral holes proportional to L a . Note that according to Eqs. 
(33), (34 '), (35) pressure kernels for different pressure 
changes are obtainable from each other by a linear frequency 
rescaling, i.e., their shape does not depend on the pressure 
variation but on the initial frequency only.

Depending on the spectral position the pressure kernel 
exhibits either one or two maxima. In Fig. 3 the frequency 
(&i) dependence o f  the pressure coefficients for these 
maxima (and the corresponding minimum) are depicted.

If  P2C \tp \  C® =£ 1, the pressure kernel is o f an asym
metric shape, as depicted in Fig. 4 for £ = 2 .3 3 . Such asym
metry inhibits to a certain extent the splitting observable at 
larger deviations from the line maximum. A full \K\ — S , 
diagram for the appearance o f a single maximum and o f two 
maxima is given in Fig. 5. Note that at |cu ,|> w c=2V3 the 
splitting occurs for all values of K  and for |õ»i|< l no split
ting ever occurs. According to the remark made above, the 
diagram of Fig. 5 does not depend on pressure. However, to 
observe such a hole splitting in real experiments one has to 
overcome the hole broadening related to the finite homoge
neous and instrumental widths, i.e., for a  given initial fre
quency there exists a certain pressure threshold to observe

FIG. 5. Single* and twom axim a regions for the pressure kernel in the 
õi^-K  plane.
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the splitting. Contributions from other defects, not accounted 
in the model, may enlarge the single-maximum frequency 
region.

IV. DISCUSSION

Splitting and broadening o f spectral lines (holes) in the 
applied external fields (electric, magnetic, uniaxial stress) is 
quite a general phenomenon and is usually related to the 
symmetry reduction of the impurity center itself. Thus de
generate energy levels may split in a field o f lower symmetry 
and geometrically equivalent impurity centers may become 
inequivalent. This is, particularly, the hole broadening 
mechanism in Stark experiments in amorphous solids with 
orientational disorder.14-16

The effects considered in this paper, though similar in 
appearance, are of basically different nature. No local sym
metry reduction is needed in order to get the splitting and/or 
the broadening of spectra] lines. The latter results from and 
reflects the heterogeneity of the ensemble of defects interact
ing with the impurity transition. The possibility of observing 
hole splitting in the case of two different types of defects 
stems from the circumstance that for r -3 interactions large 
spectral deviations are mainly caused by interaction with a 
single nearby defect. A  specific feature of such splitting is the 
color effect; the magnitude o f splitting depends on the posi
tion in the inhomogeneous line (band). We also demonstrated 
that the split components may exhibit asymmetry, depending 
on the relative densities o f defects o f different types.

Speaking generally, the pressure kernel gives (in the case 
of large detunings from the maximum of the inhomogeneous 
line) a rough representation o f the distribution p(a) 
[weighted by the factor C °(a)] and may thus be quite a valu
able source o f physical information. A laiger number o f de
fect types or a  continuous distribution o f defect parameters 
may apparently obscure the observability o f the above
discussed hole splitting. However, the blurred splitting ap
pears then as a color effect in the hole broadening and may 
also manifest itself in an essentially non-Lorentzian pressure- 
induced hole broadening. Indeed, even in crystals Gaussian 
pressure kernels have been observed experimentally.6-8

The behavior of spectral holes with pressure in pressure- 
tuning experiments in glasses has earlier been considered 
theoretically within the frame of the same statistical theory.9 
Here we point to the following differences of the present 
consideration from that o f Ref. 9. In the latter a microscopi
cally homogeneous compression of the host was supposed, 
i.e., the pressure change A p  results in a decrease of a host 
particle distance r  from the impurity by an amount of

A r — ~  — ä p r ,  (38)

where k  is the volume compressibility. If  the transition en
ergy perturbation by a host particle is given by a “ homopo- 
lar” interaction

e(r) = A r ~ ”, (39)

then

Kn n
A e ( r ) - A  —  Ap r ~ n= -  i<Ape(r). (40)

As far as the coefficient of the proportionality A is as
sumed to be the same for all host particles and their contri
butions to the transition energy shift are additive, the same 
proportionality holds also for transition energies and their 
changes

n
A «j=  — K \p w .  (41)

Equation (41) implies that there is only a pressure-induced 
shift but no pressure broadening. To account for the latter an 
“heteropolar” (e.g., Lennard-Jones) interaction is assumed 
in order to break the scaling. Note that in our model similar 
effects arise from inhomogeneous compression of the host 
material. Another essential difference is that Eq. (41) in
cludes bulk parameters only, whereas in our model there is 
also the dependence on local (defect) parameters [Eqs. (11), 
(32)].

Starting from the fundamental intermolecular (Lennard- 
Jones) interactions one has also to consider the molecular 
correlations in solids. The simplest way to proceed is to ne
glect the higher-order intermolecular correlations (Gaussian 
approximation) or to consider them as corrections to the 
Gaussian approximation. This approach, naturally, works 
better in strongly disordered systems (e.g., glasses) were the 
intermolecular correlations are weaker.9 The theory devel
oped in the present paper is a phenomenological one as far as 
the deduction of the (macroscopic) theory o f elasticity from 
the intermolecular interactions is not considered. As perturb- 
ers here act not all the host molecules but defects of the 
regular crystalline lattice only. Contrasted to the short-range 
intermolecular interactions such elastic perturbations are 
long-range ones ( r ~3 for point defects). The assumption of 
statistical independence of perturbers now means the statis
tical independence of defects. Thus the primary area o f ap
plicability of the results obtained in this paper are crystals of 
low defect concentration. However, the results could also be 
o f interest as the first approximation to what happens at 
higher concentrations of defects (even in glasses, considering 
the latter ones as crystals of very high defect concentration).

There have been quite a few experimental studies on 
hole shift and broadening in pressure-tuning experiments in 
crystals. A small variation of the pressure coefficient for 
spectral holes within a single-site line in benzophenone- 
chlorin solid solution has been mentioned, the same system 
exhibiting a rather weak site-dependent pressure broadening 
of holes (0.03-0.16 cm- '/kbar).8 An interesting observation 
for the n-octane-chlorin solid solution (a Shpol’skii system) 
has been a relatively large hole broadening (about 2 
cm '/kbar measured in the pressure range of 2 0 -3 0  kbar) 
contrasted to the absence o f a noticeable pressure broadening 
of inhomogeneous lines measured at pressures up to 5 kbar. 
This observation can be explained proceeding from our 
model as a certain counterbalance of the positive and nega
tive a  values in Eqs. (26), (27), while the hole broadening 
according to Eqs. (33)-(35) is governed by the dispersion of
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a  values. Sm2+-activated M eIvM eII1_ yF X lI.XII]_x (Me 
=Ca,Sr,Ba; X =Cl,Br,I) compounds18 seem particularly 
promising for an experimental check as a controllable real
ization of both the single type of defects and two types of 
defects (with rg> r h as well as with rg< r h) is possible.

As to the applicability of our model to glasses, we note 
that in all experimental observations4-6,8 a > 0 (i.e., the inho
mogeneous spectral bands in glasses broaden with pressure). 
This rules out certain regions of model parameters.

We have discussed a mechanism of spectral hole broad
ening due to defect-induced diaelastic effects. Quite a similar 
approach applies also in the case of electrical dipoles in an 
external electric field. An external field induces changes of 
dipole moments of defects. The interaction of the dipole mo
ments with an impurity (coupling to the difference o f perma
nent dipole moments in the excited and the ground state of 
an impurity) results in the shifts of the impurity transition 
energy. In the case of dissimilar defect dipoles this is observ
able as a hole broadening (and splitting under certain condi
tions). As mentioned above, such an effect must be distin
guished from the hole broadening in Stark experiments on 
amorphous materials.15-17 One can also speculate about the 
systems and conditions where an analogous magnetic effect 
could be observable (cf. with Zeeman experiments in 
crystals19 and; glasses20).

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a mechanism of spectral hole broadening in 
crystals due to defect-induced diaelastic effects (and analo
gous electric and magnetic field effects) was discussed. 
However, a number of other phenomena can be considered in 
the same general framework; effects o f internal strains aris
ing on cooling from the host-defect thermal contraction mis
match, screening of the external pressure by a hard host ma
trix for impurities in soft local surroundings, etc. It is also of 
interest to speculate to what extent the results of this paper, 
where the assumption of (microscopically) homogeneous 
compression has been abandoned, could be applied to glasses

as a  certain alternative to the homogeneous compression 
model.9 An extension of the theory developed in the present 
paper to linear defects (dislocations, disclinations) would be 
o f interest in this aspect, as far as disclinations have been 
argued to be an inherent structural constituent o f glasses.21
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The dependence o f frequency, width, and area o f spectra] holes on pressure w ere measured at 1.6 
K in the pressure range up to 2.5 MPa for dimethyl-s-tctrazine (DMST) doped n-hexane (ShpoPskii 
system), and as reference systems, for DMST-doped durene ( “ hard”  molecular crystal) and 
ethanol:methanol glass. For the Shpol’skii system, in addition the inhomogenous fluorescence 
spectra were measured for normal and high (200 MPa) pressures. The main observations were the 
following: (i) spectral holes in the Shpol’skii system exhibit very large pressure-induced broadening 
(up to 65 GHz/M Pa) depending essentially on the prehistory (freezing pressure) and exceeding the 
corresponding values for durene (by far) and glass; (ii) spectral holes in the Shpol’skii system 
exhibit strong, and to a large extent, reversible, area reduction with applied pressure; and (iii) the 
inhomogeneous fluorescence lines show quite a moderate (as compared to holes) pressure 
broadening o f about several GHz/MPa. The results for the Shpol’skii system are shown to be 
inconsistent with existing theories. They are qualitatively explained by pressure-induced dynamics 
of vacancy defects in the frozen n-alkanes. © 1998 Am erican Institute o f  Physics.
[S0021 -9606(98)50504-1 ]

I. INTRODUCTION

Different classes o f solids loosely characterized as 
“ crystals”  can exhibit quite different physical behavior, 
some of them being in particular aspects even more similar 
to glasses or other disordered phases. In this paper we ad
dress specific elastic-plastic properties o f frozen n-alkanes 
as revealed in the pressure dependence of the optical spectra 
of dye probes. The n-alkanes were introduced into solid state 
spectroscopy by Shpol’sk ii1-3 in the 1960s. They served as 
paradigms for demonstrating the fundamental features o f  low 
temperature optical spectra such as the existence of zero pho- 
non lines, phonon sidebands, lifetime limited linewidths, 
etc.4-6 Despite the intensive studies in the 1960s and 1970s, 
several problems remained unexplained: for instance, the na
ture o f the diffusive spectral background, or the peculiar de
pendence of the spectra on concentration.7'8 Although less 
attention has been paid to these systems since, they have 
never ceased to attract experimentalists. We mention 
the nonphotochemical site conversion hole burning 
experiments,9 the comparative hole burning experiments be

tween zero phonon lines and spectral background,910 the 
Stark-effect experiments on spectral holes,9'11 the spectro
scopic experiments with single molecules,1" and our papers 
on pressure phenomena in Shpol’skii matrices.13"13

The present study has been stimulated by our 
observation1314 that spectral holes in Shpol’skii systems ex
hibit an unexpectedly large pressure-induced broadening 
which is comparable to or even exceeds the respective values 
for glasses.16-20 Compared to ordinary organic molecular 
crystals like durene or benzophenone,13,20 pressure broaden
ing o f spectral holes in Shpol’skii systems is larger by orders 
of magnitude. On the other hand, pressure broadening of the 
inhomogeneous width is moderate and of the same order of 
magnitude as for ordinary crystals. In this paper we address 
this problem on the basis of new experimental data from 
both the low pressure regime (up to 10 MPa) and the high 
pressure regime (up to 200 MPa).

II. EXPERIMENT

Dimethyl-s-tetrazine (DMST) was used as a  probe. It 
undergoes a spectral hole burning transformation either due
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to an irreversible photodissociation21 or to optically induced 
nuclear spin conversion.22'23 In order to stress the specific 
features o f the Shpol’skii system, we compared the behavior 
of DMST in n -hexane with the respective one in an ethanol: 
methanol glass (3:1, volume by volume) and in a durene 
crystal. The liquid solutions (n-hexane and ethanol:metha- 
,iol} were poured into small plastic bags to prevent the 
samples from getting stuck to the walls o f the pressure cham
ber during freezing.13 Freezing was performed under two 
different conditions, namely under a pressure of 0.3 and 5 
MPa, respectively. Spectral hole burning was performed at 
1.6 K under a  prepressure between 0.1 and 0.3 MPa, respec
tively. Pressure was transmitted via He gas. The accuracy of 
the pressure control was about 10"3 MPa. The n -hexane 
sample used in the high pressure experiment (200 MPa) was 
also crystallized under 5 MPa. The details of the high pres
sure experiment are described elsewhere.14

Hole burning was performed with a single mode dye 
laser operating with R6G. Holes were detected in the trans
mission mode. The laser scan range o f 30 GHz was sufficient 
for probing the holes in the accessible pressure range whose 
upper limit (2.5 MPa) was determined by the liquid-solid 
phase boundary o f 4He. The holes were probed with a laser 
power o f about 10 /xW. The power level for burning was 
about 3 orders o f magnitude higher. Burning times were a 
few minutes. Under these conditions the relative depths of 
the holes were about 30% -50% . The quantities measured 
were the shift, the broadening, and the area of the hole as a 
function of pressure. In the Shpol’skii— as well as in the 
durene crystal, the holes could be very well fitted to Lorent- 
zian line shapes. Hence, in these cases, the pressure-induced 
broadening was determined as the difference between the 
holewidth with and without pressure. In the ethanol:metha- 
nol glass the holes were fitted to a Voigt-profile. In this case, 
the respective pressure-induced broadening is to a good ap
proximation given by (<r2- 0-,,tro) 1/2, where crv is the full 
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Voigtian line shape 
and cr0 is the width of the initial hole. In order to improve the 
accuracy of the determination o f the area of the hole, we 
burnt holes with almost rectangular shapes by sweeping the 
laser frequency over a range that was large compared to the 
initial width (Fig. 5). In this way, the background could be 
kept rather low. For the glass sample, however, this proce
dure could not be applied because the initial holewidths were 
already too broad given the limited scan range o f the laser.

The inhomogeneously broadened absorption spectra 
were recorded at 4.2 K with a  resolution of about 3 wave 
numbers.

m. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows an overview of the 00-bands o f  the 
DMST absorption in the various matrices investigated. The 
band where hole burning was performed has its maximum at 
17 238 in n-hexane, at 17 020 in durene, and at 17 800 cm -1 
in ethanol.methanol glass.

Figure 2 shows hole spectra of the n -hexane system as 
they deform under pressure for two freezing conditions.

w a v e n u m b e r s  (c m 1)

FIG. I . Absorption spectra of DMST in n-hexane, in durene crystal, and in 
ethanol :methanol glass at 4.2 K. Arrows point to the lines/bands used for 
spectra! hole burning.

namely for a freezing pressure of 0.3 [Fig. 2(a)] and 5 MPa 
[Fig, 2(b)], respectively. The spectra show antihole features, 
demonstrating that nuclear spin conversion contributes to the 
spectral transformation process as well. However, the area of

FIG. 2. Spectral holes in the absorption of DMST-doped n-hexane frozen 
under 0.3 MPa (A) and 5 MPa (B). Top spectra—initial holes at P 
=0 .3  MPa; for intermediate spectra the pressure variation A P  is indicated, 
bottom spectra—holes recovered at the initial pressure value after pressure 
cycle.
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FIG. 3. Pressure-induced hole shift of DMST-doped n-hexane (squares, 
slope of the Ieast-squares linear fit— 10 GHz/MPa), durene crystal (circles, 
-  2.44 GHz/MPa), ethanolmethanol glass (triangles. —0.15 GHz/MPa). All 
samples are cooled from room temperature to 4.2 K under a pressure of 5 
MPa.

pressure (MPa)

FIG. 5. Hole area as a function of pressure in DMST-doped n-hexane frozen 
at 0.3 MPa (filled diamonds) and 5 MPa (squares) and durene (circles). The 
empty diamond refers to data taken after pressure release. Durene and the 
prepressurized (5 MPa) n-hexane are fully reversible. Solid curves are 
guides for the eye. The insert shows artificially broadened holes which were 
used to measure the influence of pressure on the hole area.

the hole exceeds that o f the antiholes, demonstrating that 
photochemical or photophysical hole burning processes pre
vail under our experimental conditions.

There is quite a remarkable feature: Hole A broadens 
very strongly with pressure; however, there is no significant 
spectral shift. We hasten to stress that this behavior is very 
sensitive to the level o f freezing pressure. In Fig. 2(b), for 
instance, pressure broadening is still remarkably strong but 
less than in Fig. 2(a). The decrease in pressure broadening is 
accompanied by an increase in pressure shift.

Figures 3 -5  show how the center frequency, the width, 
and the area change as a function of pressure. Figure 3 com
pares the pressure shifts of the three systems which were, in 
this case, frozen under a pressure of 5 MPa. Under this con
dition, the shift per unit pressure change is larger by a factor 
of 4 for the n-hexane matrix as compared to durene. Remem
ber that there was no shift if freezing was performed under 
low pressure. This is a surprising observation. According to 
simple models,1617 one would expect that the pressure shift 
scales with the solvent shift. The solvent shift for n-hexane, 
however, is less than for durene because its absorption is

pressure (MPa)

FIG. 4. Pressure-induced bole broadening of DMST-doped n -hexane frozen 
at 0.3 MPa (diamonds, slope of the least-squares linear fit 65 GHz/MPa) and 
5 MPa {squares, 11 GHz/MPa), ethanol:methanol glass frozen at 0.3 MPa 
{up triangles, 10 GHz/MPa) and 5 MPa (down triangles. 5.2 GHz/MPa), and 
durene crystal (circles. 0.27 GHz/MPa).

more to the blue (Fig. 1), yet the pressure shift is larger. The 
pressure shift of the glass system, on the other hand, seems 
to corroborate the respective scaling with the solvent shift: 
its absorption is further to the blue, hence, the respective 
pressure shift is low.

The pressure shift of the hole should be compared with 
the pressure shift o f the inhomogeneous line: For n-hexane 
the latter is much smaller, namely about 3 GHz/MPa (Fig. 6). 
This value roughly pertains even up to a pressure level o f 
200 M Pa (Fig. 7). For durene, on the other hand, the pressure 
shift of the hole and o f the inhomogeneous line are the same 
(Fig. 6).

Figure 4 shows the broadening of the holes under pres
sure. It demonstrates that the Shpol’skii systems are some
thing quite special: For n -hexane, frozen under low pressure, 
broadening is by a  factor of 240 larger as compared to du
rene, and by a factor o f 6 - 7  larger as compared to the glass. 
If freezing is performed under 5 MPa, broadening in 
n-hexane is still by a factor o f two larger than the respective 
one in the glass and by a factor of 40 larger than in durene.

FIG. 6. Shift of the inhomogeneous line of n-hexane frozen at 5 MPa (left) 
and durene frozen at 1.1 MPa (right) under pressure. Filled symbols: pres
sure increase, empty symbols: pressure decrease. Corresponding slopes from 
the least-squares linear fits are —3.72 and —2.59 for n-hexane and —2 43 
and -  2.30 GHz/MPa for durene, temperature: 4.2 K.
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FIG. 7. The 531 cm -1 vibronic replica in the emission spectra o f DMST- 
doped n-hexane frozen under 5 MPa. Spectra have been recorded under 
normal pressure (solid line) and 200 MPa (dotted line), the pressure shift is 
3.1 GHz/MPa. No major broadening is observable.

Interestingly, the broadening of the inhomogeneous line un
der high pressure (200 MPa) is relatively small, on the order 
of a few GHz/MPa (Fig. 7). It is obvious from the data that, 
for the Shpol’skii system, everything that is measured de
pends strongly on the history of the sample. The same is true 
for the glass but to a lesser extent. The durene data, on the 
other hand, do not seem to significantly depend on the his
tory.

Figure 5 shows the decrease of the area of the hole with 
pressure for different freezing pressure levels. The insert 
shows artifically broadened holes which were used to in
crease the accuracy of the area determination. Cleariy, the 
area decreases with pressure and the decrease is strongest for 
the sample frozen under the lowest pressure, very similar to 
the behavior o f the linewidth under pressure.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our results show that the Shpol’skii systems are charac
terized by very specific features such as irreversible (plastic) 
deformations under pressure, reduction of the hole area un
der pressure, and different behavior o f holes and inhomoge
neous lines under pressure. In the following we focus on the 
large broadening o f the holes as compared to the rather small 
broadening o f the inhomogeneous lines and discuss it in light 
o f recently developed theories.

A. Pressure broadening of spectral holes: The static 
defect model

Let us briefly recall the models of pressure broadening 
o f spectral holes:24,25 Pressure broadening is assumed to arise 
from an inhomogeneous distribution of pressure-dependent 
coupling coefficients between the probe molecules and the 
lattice. The transition frequencies of the individual molecules 
are supposed to be linear and, hence, continuous with pres
sure. The main difference between the two models24,25 con
cerns the way they take into account the strong molecular 
correlations present in solids. Laird and Skinner24 start from 
the pure molecular interaction, hence, correlations between 
molecules have to be introduced separately. Kikas and 
Leiger,25 on the other hand, start from the phenomenological

theory of elasticity which includes molecular correlation au
tomatically. Accordingly, their theory is limited to highly 
ordered solids, i.e., to crystals with low defect concentra
tions. In the following, we call their model the “ static defect 
m odel."

Since the Shpol'skii systems seem to be o f crystalline 
character, we ask whether we can interpret our results within 
the frame of the static defect model. In the framework o f  this 
theory, pressure broadening of spectral holes is attributed to 
inhomogeneous elastic strain fields which are induced by 
point defects and which are modified by the applied pressure 
(diaelastic effect26). Note that the observed Lorentzian shape 
of the inhomogeneous line27 points to interactions with point 
defects (elastic dipoles) as the major source o f  inhomoge
neous broadening.28 The pressure-dependent inhomogeneous 
strain fields give rise to both inhomogeneous broadening of 
optical transitions as well as pressure broadening of spectral 
holes. The magnitude of both effects are determined by the 
host compressibility and the characteristic features o f the de
fects involved. These latter are the volume V  o f the defects 
and the respective change in volume A V. For incompressible 
defects, V can be associated with the volume of the removed 
host material and A V with the change o f the cavity volume 
after substitution of the defect material. W e stress that physi
cally reasonable models for defects require A WV=s 1. As 
shown in detail in Ref. 25, the defect model can, in principle, 
explain a strong broadening o f spectral holes while maintain
ing the almost unchanged inhomogeneous width. For this 
one has to assume a balance between defects with positive 
and negative AK. The overall broadening of the inhomoge
neous line per pressure is then given by [see Eq. (26) of Ref. 
25],

d r i d p x l V ;  sign(AKf), (1)

and may be quite small if positive and negative A V -values 
mutually compensate. On the other hand, the broadening of 
the hole per pressure at the maximum of the inhomogeneous 
band is roughly given by [see Eq. (35) o f Ref. 25],

< /rhole/iip»aver|A K |var|K /A K |, (2)

and may be quite large at high defect densities and/or strong 
coupling to the optical transition considered. In simpler 
words, one can say that a large broadening o f spectral holes 
may be balanced by a negative color effect in their shifts, 
i.e., if the pressure shift is weaker for those probe molecules 
with the larger solvent shift.

Although the defect model can in principle explain 
strong pressure broadening of spectral holes while simulta
neously maintaining an inhomogeneous width which is 
rather insensitive to pressure, we have to check whether the 
characteristic parameter of the defects, namely A V /V , is in a 
physically reasonable range. Following again Ref. 25, it is 
possible to derive an approximate relation between measur
able quantities, such as the inhomogeneous width T, the 
pressure broadening of the hole d T ^ / d p ,  the bulk com
pressibility «r, and the defect parameter A V! V:

k - 1 f  - 1 < irhole ! d p ~  varf A V IV ). (3)
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Taking the variation var(A V /V) as a lower limit estimate for 
A VIV  and substituting the experimental values F 
= 100 GHz. d r Id p ^ X Q  GHz/MPa and 10 4 M Pa- ', 
one obtains A VI 103, a value at least three orders of mag
nitude top high. We stress that the respective estimates for 
the ordinary molecular crystals, like durene or benzophe- 
none, are close to unity.13,20 Hence, the behavior of these 
materials under pressure shows that the static defect model is 
physically reasonable and seems to describe the ordinary 
crystals reasonably well. As to the Shpol’skii systems, how
ever, it fails completely. This failure signals that Shpol’skii 
systems are indeed very specific materials and cannot be 
characterized by models suitable for ordinary crystals. We 
have to look for other, more efficient mechanisms for pres
sure broadening, explaining other observations as well, for 
instance, the observed decrease o f the area o f the hole with 
increasing pressure.

B. Pressure dependence of hole area: The moving 
vacancy model

The reversible decrease o f the area of the hole is a sur
prising observation which seems to be characteristic for the 
ShpoFskii systems14 and which cannot be accounted for 
within the frame of the models.24,25 It should be stressed that 
a destabilization of the photoproduct with increasing pres
sure and a subsequent enhanced back reaction from the prod
uct state to the educt state can be ruled out in the present 
experiments, although such a process is possible and was 
observed for chlorine duped «-octane at a pressure level o f 
500 M Pa.14 In our case, the reduction o f the hole area with 
increasing pressure is due to a redistribution of part of the 
hole area over a much wider spectral range within the inho
mogeneous line. In order for this to occur, special degrees of 
freedom with special properties are required:

(1) They must be bistable and must, o f course, interact with 
the probe molecule. In addition to bistable defects which 
account for the reversible pressure deformation, there 
must also be multistable defects which account for the 
irreversible deformation. These multistable defects could 
be induced by defect-defect interactions if their concen
tration is sufficiently high.

(2) There must be a strong correlation between probe mol
ecules and the density of these degrees of freedom. More 
precisely, the spatial density of pressure-induced flips 
must be higher in the neighborhood of the probe mol
ecules as compared to the average density. Such an in
creased density would account for large spectral shifts, 
which reduce the area.

Some of these degrees o f freedom must reversibly 
change their state already at very low pressure levels.

As possible candidates for such defects we propose va
cancies in the. host lattice. Let us check whether they comply 
with the above requirements:

( 1) Under certain conditions, vacancies can hop from one 
lattice site to another. In an ideal lattice these sites are

energetically equivalent. Since vacancies are defects, 
they give rise to strain fields which mediate the interac
tion with the dye probes.

(2) The required correlation of probe and defect can be un
derstood in the following way: The vacancies are formed 
during the crystallization process. Moreover, they are 
mobile in the solid state. Their mobility, o f course, de
pends on the temperature of the system. Just below the 
crystallization temperature their mobility is highest. Sup
pose the respective interaction with the probe is positive. 
In this case the system will lower its energy by pushing 
the vacancies away from the probe. As a consequence, a 
vacancy-free zone is created around the probe with a 
radius R c . R c is determined by the fact that for R > R C 
the probe-vacancy interaction has dropped below a level 
too small to move a defect further. However, around R c 
an increased density o f vacancies has piled up, as re
quired. Similar arguments can be used in case the inter
action is attractive. In this case it is plausible that the 
density o f defects in the neighborhood is higher as com 
pared to the average density.

(3) External hydrostatic pressure applied to the system cre
ates additional internal strain fields around the probe 
which change the probe-vacancy interaction/ 5,26 and, 
hence, may induce a vacancy hopping. Note, that due to 
the statistical nature o f the internal strain fields, some o f 
the vacancies are already tuned very closely to the hop
ping threshold so that only a minor pressure change is 
needed to force them into a new position.

The model of probe correlated vacancies as specific de
fects for Shpol’skii systems could account for many o f the
observed features:

(a) First of all, it gives a simple explanation of the ob
served differences between shift and broadening of the 
hole and the inhomogeneous line. The pressure- 
induced shift o f the inhomogeneous line is governed 
both by spectral hopping (redistribution), caused by 
pressure-induced jum ps in the nearby vacancy zone, 
and by “ diffusional”  dynamics from more distant de
fects. However, only the latter contributes to the hole 
shift.

(b) The same reasoning applies to the broadening as well. 
In fact, the proposed mechanism of pressure broaden
ing of holes has much in common with spectral diffu
sion caused by moving defects as considered in Ref. 
29. Pressure as an inducing force for such a dynamics, 
however, gives to the process a reversible character in 
contrast to thermal mechanisms.

(c) The observed reversible decrease o f hole area is ex
plained naturally by large (as compared to the hole
width) spectral jum ps o f probe molecules induced by 
dynamics o f nearby defects. Note, that models which 
assume strongly nonlinear in pressure compressibility 
o f frozen n-alkanes, and thus largely different pressure 
coefficients o f the probe transition energy, for different 
pressure regions, can, in principle, account for the fea-
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tures A and B, but fail completely to describe this ob
servation.

Related to Shpol'skii systems, there are other experi
mental observations, such as unusual thermal line broaden
ing in pressurized perylene n -octane solid solution30 and 
single molecule spectral hopping,'2 which all hint at the ex
istence o f some nonphononic degrees of freedom in these 
systems. It seems reasonable to assume that in all these ob
servations (including ours) dynamics (thermal or pressure- 
induced) of specific defects of frozen n-alkanes shows up.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Shpol’skii crystals are peculiar systems which show very 
specific spectral features when put under pressure. We 
showed that this behavior can not be understood on the basis 
of models adequate for ordinary molecular crystals. In our 
view, Shpol’skii matrices are very weakly bound crystalline 
systems with an unusual high density of vacancies. It is the 
vacancies which are responsible for the fact that Shpol’skiis 
exhibit unusual elastic-plastic properties and share common 
features with both crystals and glasses.
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Experimental evidence on local elastic properties of disordered molecular solids is far 
from being exhaustive. In this report we discuss the potentialities of persistent spectral hole 
burning (SHB) [1] to contribute to these studies. SHB provides a sensitive tool for studying 
small shifts of impurity energy levels in solids. In so called pressure tuning experiments [2] 
the hole is burnt at a frequency yt and recorded at the initial hydrostatic pressure value p t. 
After this pressure is set to a new value p2 = p x+dp and the hole is recorded again. The 
extreme narrowness of spectral holes makes them sensitive to minor changes in physical 
conditions, e.g. changes in hydrostatic pressure as small as /Ip = 0.1 MPa (1 bar) may have 
observable effects on holes [3]. Beside the shift of the hole maximum A v= v2 - vx more or 
less expressed broadening of holes is observable in pressure tuning experiments as well. Such 
broadening reflects the inherent inhomogeneity of the subensemble of molecules with a fixed 
transition energy and, hence, can be used as a measure of disorder in solids.

Hole broadening in molecular systems: experimental evidence. Different types of 
solids (crystals, glasses) exhibit large variations in the magnitude of pressure broadening of 
holes (see Fig. 2a). For a direct study of the influence of structural disorder we have compared 
the pressure-tuning features of spectral holes in crystalline and glassy phases of polymorphic 
benzophenone [4]. In the glassy phase the hole broadening d/Jdp » 3 GHz/MPa and exhibits a 
weak dependence on frequency within the broad spectral band. The crystalline phase spectrum 
consists of a number of narrow lines ascribed to different local environments (sites). Within a 
single line the pressure broadening is about two orders of magnitude smaller, varying from 
line to line (0.01-0.05 GHz/MPa). However, the dispersion of pressure shifts dv/dp  for all 
sites around an averaged frequency dependence yields a much higher value of about 
0.6 GHz/MPa, comparable to the broadening in glass. Thus the pressure broadening in glass 
may be understood as arising from disorder in the vicinity of probe molecule. Still the results 
point to some differences in the statistics of «crystalline» and «glassy» sites.

Diaelastic mechanism o f hole broadening in crystals. Proceeding from the 
preposition of (microscopically) homogeneous compression Laird and Skinner have 
developed a statistical theory [5] of pressure-tuning experiments on spectral holes in glasses. 
Within the scope of this theory the pressure broadening of spectral holes can be understood as 
a result of breaking the scaling between attractive (r*) and repulsive (r“u) intermolecular 
interactions. A complication for the theory [5] is the account of strong molecular correlations 
in solids. In order to describe the pressure broadening of spectral holes in crystals we used a 
different approach proceeding from the elastic models of crystalline defects and taking into 
account the so called diaelastic effect [6]. If an elastic solid contains a region with 
compressibility different from the bulk one (an elastic inclusion), the application of 
hydrostatic pressure induces a spatially inhomogeneous strain field around the inclusion. 
Considering point defects as spherical inclusions, we can describe the effect of pressure on 
spectral holes.

As a result, we get the r'1 defect-probe interaction, giving for the inhomogeneous 
broadening a Lorentzian shape. As to the spectral holes no pressure broadening arises if the 
coupling coefficients are equal for all the defects (defects of the same type). To analyse the



possible effect of dispersion of the coupling parameters, we considered the case of two defect 
types. It yields a hole broadening and, possibly, splitting with pressure (Fig. 1). The latter is 
obviously an effect specific to the systems with two defect types. However, the main idea is 
that the pressure broadening of spectral holes can be explained by dispersion of certain 
parameters of the sources of inhomogeneous strains (in our case the point defects).

Figure 1. Pressure kernel for the interaction with two types o f point defects. The inhomogeneous frequency 
distribution at the initial pressure is depicted at the top (a). The arrows 1-3 indicate the initial frequencies for 
which the frequency distributions (pressure kernels) after a certain pressure variation are depicted (b, curves 1 
3’). The distributions are normalised to the same area. Note that the splitting occurs at larger deviations from the 
line maximum.

We call the pressure broadening mechanism of this type the dispersive mechanism. 
Also the Laird-Skinner model belongs to this category. More generally, we can describe such 
a mechanism by assigning a statistical distribution to pressure coefficients d v/dp o f individual 
molecules. An important point is that the homogeneous lines corresponding to individual 
probe molecules shift linearly with pressure (fixed pressure coefficients).

Frozen n-alkanes: failure of the dispersive mechanism. While many crystalline 
systems fit well into the dispersive model of pressure broadening, there exist other examples. 
Our pressure tuning experiments [7] on a Shpol’skii system, n-hexane, doped with dimethyl-s- 
tetrazine (DMST) revealed a large pressure broadening of spectral holes, in contrast with quite 
a moderate pressure broadening of the inhomogeneous band as a whole (Fig. 2). In fact, it can 
be shown by a simple argument



p re s s u re  (M P a )

w a v e n u m b e rs  (c m '1)

Figure 2. (a) Pressure-induced hole broadening o f DMST-doped n-hexane frozen at 0.3 MPa 
(diamonds, slope o f the least-squares linear fit 65 GHz/MPa ) and 5 MPa (squares, 11 GHz/MPa), 
ethanol :methanol glass frozen at 0.3 MPa ( up triangles, 10 GHz/MPa) and 5 MPa (down triangles,
5.2 GHz/MPa), and durene crystal (circles, 0.27 GHz/MPa ). (b) The 531 c m 1 vibronic replica in the 
emission spectra o f DMST-doped n-hexane frozen under 5 MPa. Spectra have been recorded under 
normal pressure (solid line) and 200 MPa (dashed line), the pressure shift is 3.1 GHz/MPa. No major 
broadening is observable.

that the dispersive model fails to explain such a situation leading to unphysical values of the 
defect parameters. It is possible to derive an approximate relation between the measurable 
quantities, such as the inhomogeneous width /7h of the spectral line, the pressure broadening 
of the hole d ll  dp, the bulk compressibility k, and the defect parameter AVIV (relative volume 
defect);

Fhl dfldp * vsr(AV/V).
Taking the variation var(AVIV) as a lower limit estimate for AVIV and substituting the 
experimental values /7h ~ 100 GHz, d/ldp « 1 0  GHz/MPa and at» 10^ MPa', one obtains 
AV/V ~ 10\ a value at least three orders of magnitude too high.

To account for this unexpectedly large hole broadening, we proposed a new 
mechanism of hole broadening with pressure. It involves spatially (or otherwise) bistable 
(possibly multistable) vacancies within the host lattice that change their positions and/or are 
created (destroyed) reversibly with pressure changes. This modifies the transition energies of 
probe molecules and thus shifts the corresponding homogeneous lines. Within such a model is 
possible to explain the difference between the pressure broadening of the hole and that of the 
inhomogeneous line: dopants can perform finite spectral jumps «out of the hole» towards the 
band maximum. Such a preposition is supported by the observed reversible area reduction of 
spectral holes with pressure.

Within the frame of this model it is not appropriate to speak of pressure coefficients of 
individual homogeneous lines. Instead, each of them undergoes quite a random spectral 
motion as the pressure changes. In other words, we are dealing with pressure-induced
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(reversible!) spectral diffusion. We therefore call the hole-broadening model based on this 
mechanism the diffusive model.

Dispersive or diffusive mechanism: how to distinguish? In general, it may not be 
easy to establish which of the two mechanisms (diffusive or dispersive) is operative, in a 
particular case: one observes some hole shift and broadening all the same. We have designed 
an experimental procedure [8] to distinguish between these two possible mechanisms. The 
method is based on non-linear saturation properties of the hole burning process. The proposed 
four-step procedure consists of burning a hole, applying hydrostatic pressure to the system, 
additional burning at the hole minimum at this second pressure, and then applying more 
pressure. By model calculations we have demonstrated (Fig. 3) that under certain conditions 
(sufficient pressure and optimal dose values), the dispersive model yields a double-minimum 
hole, while the diffusive model does not.

F r e q u e n c y

Figure 3. The calculated hole shapes for the four-step procedure for dispersive and diffusive 
mechanisms (a and b, correspondingly). The frequency is in units o f homogeneous line widths; the 
intensity o f the spectrum is normalised to its initial value.

Conclusions. The existing data point to a peculiar intertwining of continuity and 
discontinuity, reversibility and irreversibility in pressure-induced microscopic processes in 
disordered molecular solids. Spectral hole burning seems to be a versatile technique for the 
studies of these effects.
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Abstract
Low-pressure tuning of spectral holes, burned in the spectra of chlorin 

molecules doped into polycrystalline biphenyl, was studied for the incommensurate 
phase III of biphenyl at T =2 K and P = 0.1-2.5 MPa. A blue pressure shift of holes 
burned in the outermost red line of an inhomogeneous spectral triplet was found, in 
contrast to the red pressure shifts of the other two lines. Extrapolation of these shifts to 
higher pressures shows the convergence of that triplet at a pressure above 200 MPa. 
Such a behavior was confirmed by high-pressure measurements of the luminescence 
emission and excitation spectra at T = 4.2 K and P up to 270 MPa. The pressure 
variation of the spectral splitting between the most blue and red lines in the triplet was 
found to obey a power law with a critical exponent n = 0.39. This value is close to 
those obtained for incommensurate biphenyl from NMR and EPR experiments in the 
temperature domain. The results prove that the optical spectra reflect an interaction of 
the impurity molecule with the incommensurate modulation wave in biphenyl host 
matrix disappearing at transition to the normal commensurate phase.

1. Introduction

Incommensurate systems [1,2] represent a specific class of solids 
showing a long-range order but lacking the translational lattice periodicity of 
crystals. In these systems some property (e.g., relative arrangement of 
neighboring atoms or molecules) is modulated with a period incommensurate 
with that of the crystal lattice, i.e. the period of modulation is not an integer 
multiple of the crystal unit cell size. As such, incommensurate systems are 
interesting intermediates between ordinary periodic crystals and aperiodic 
amorphous solids or noncrystalline biopolymers. They show a number of new 
phenomena, which are found neither in regular crystals nor in glasses.
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In most systems exhibiting incommensurate behavior, the 
incommensurate phase exists in quite a narrow temperature interval between an 
ordinary higher-temperature commensurate phase and a low-temperature lock- 
in phase, which is commensurate again, but generally has a larger unit cell. 
Incommensurate biphenyl is one of a few systems where such lock-in transition 
to a low-temperature commensurate structure has not been observed down to 
the lowest temperatures (60 mK [3]). This makes it a suitable subject of 
investigation by using a powerful method of spectral hole burning (SHB) [4,5]. 
(Note that some of the recent results concerning temperature broadening and 
thermal cycling of spectral holes in doped biphenyl can be found in our papers 
[3,6]).

SHB in combination with hydrostatic pressure has been successfully 
applied to studies of crystals [7,8,9] (including Shpol’skii systems [7,9]), 
organic glasses [8,10,11], polymers [12,13] and more complicated biological 
systems (proteins [14], photosynthetic complexes [15-18]), see also recent 
reviews [19-20]. The low-pressure tuning of spectral holes [7-16,19,20] is 
better suited for investigation of the unperturbed interaction mechanisms and 
properties of solids, whereas from high-pressure SHB studies [7,17-27], 
performed at fixed pressures of some kilobars (1 kbar = 0.1 GPa = 100 MPa), 
one can learn, how pressure modifies processes in solids and alters their 
characteristics (e.g., density of states for soft localized vibrational modes in 
glasses [25]).

Biphenyl (diphenyl, phenylbenzene) CeH5C6H5 is a crystalline 
nonpolar aromatic molecular compound, being the first member in the series of 
so-called z?ara-polyphenyl (oligophenyl) crystals (biphenyl, /7-terphenyl, p- 
quaterphenyi, ...). Each molecule of biphenyl consists of two phenyl groups 
C6H5-  connected by a single C-C bond in para position. Due to the strong 
pairwise interaction between the central four ortho hydrogen atoms 
(electrostatic repulsion between two closest H atoms on both sides of the C-C 
bond), isolated molecules of biphenyl in the gas phase are nonplanar, the twist 
angle between the planes of two phenyl rings being as great as about 42° (see, 
e.g., [28]). In the solid state of biphenyl this angle is much smaller or even 
zero, depending on the crystalline phase existing at a given temperature and 
pressure. The transitions between these phases and also dynamics in different 
phases have been extensively studied by using absorption and fluorescence 
spectroscopy [29,30], Raman [31,32] and neutron [33-35] scattering as well as 
NMR [36,37] and EPR [38,39] techniques.

At ambient pressure and temperatures between 40 K and the melting 
point of biphenyl (~70°C), it is found in a normal, commensurate phase (high- 
temperature phase C I). In this phase biphenyl crystals have a monoclinic
structure with space group P2x/a (C \h ) and two molecules in the unit cell.



Owing to a strong enough interaction between adjacent biphenyl molecules in 
the solid state, the equilibrium configuration of all molecules is on the average 
planar, as was shown by X-ray diffraction [40], but the two phenyl rings in 
every molecule perform large torsional (twisting) motions relative to each other 
out of this equilibrium plane.

When the temperature is lowered, a phonon mode related to the twist 
motion becomes soft and freezes in around 40 K, causing a second-order phase 
transition to the doubly incommensurate structure (phase IC II), characterized 
by two different incommensurate wave vectors of the frozen-in modulation 
(see, e.g., [37]). Here the twist angle in each molecule varies sinusoidally 
throughout the whole crystal volume. The maximal twist angle 2<p between two 
phenyl rings in a molecule is strongly temperature-dependent, being about zero 
at 40 K and increasing up to the value 2cp ~ 10° around 17 K [37].

At 17 K a partial lock-in transition to another incommensurate 
structure (phase IC III) takes place, characterized by a single frozen-in 
modulation wave vector [41]. This phase transition IC II —> IC III was found to 
be of the first order [41]. In deuterated biphenyl C6D5C6D5, at atmospheric 
pressure, both these transitions occur at temperatures of 37 K and 20 K, 
respectively [33,42] (also slightly different values 38 K and 21 K can be found 
[32,43]).

As was shown in several experimental [32,33,42,44-50] and theoretical 
[51-53] studies, the phase transition temperatures 71 _n and 7n_m rapidly 
decrease with increasing hydrostatic pressure in the range 0.1-200 MPa. In Fig.
1 we reproduce the known data points on the phase diagram for ordinary 
(hydrogenated) biphenyl as well as much more numerous points for its 
deuterated counterpart CöDsCöDs, which is easier to study, especially in 
neutron scattering experiments. This figure was redrawn from the latest 
publication [32] by Cailleau's group on the phase transitions in biphenyl (see 
Fig. 2 in [32]) with some modifications: addition of a few phase transition 
points from other works and representation of the corrected (at pressures below 
60 MPa) melting/solidification line of helium (it is well known that at T —*■ 0 K 
liquid 4He solidifies under pressure of about 2.5 MPa and not ~16 MPa as can 
be seen from Fig. 2 of Ref. [32]). For the temperatures down to 2 K, the 
melting temperature and pressure values of 4He were taken from the paper [54] 
(the values of Tms and Pms from Table VI of Ref. [54]). At the lowest 
temperatures between 0.3 and 2 K, the very precise data points from Ref. [55] 
were plotted.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the C I -  IC II phase transition line with 
many experimental points for deuterated biphenyl terminates at the point P ~ 
185 MPa, T —» 0 K. The same critical pressure value (as well as the whole 
transition line) is also given in papers [33,42,45,47], whereas somewhat lower 
value of about 170 MPa is reported in [44,51,52]. Standing separately are



results obtained in [53] where it was stated that the phase transition temperature 
7i_n drops to absolute zero at pressures of about 150 and 135 MPa for 
deuterated and hydrogenated biphenyl crystals, respectively (see Fig. 1 where 
corresponding theoretical transition lines [53] and experimental points [49] are 
reproduced).

On the other hand, from the report [48] one finds that Ji_n decreases to 
0 K at about 180-190 MPa for both biphenyl modifications, while 7n_m 
approaches zero at about 40 MPa for deuterated and at about 20 MPa for 
hydrogenated compound. In the absence of new, more reliable data, we adopt 
in this study for our purposes the pressure value P ~ 180 MPa at T —> 0 K for 
the C I -  IC II phase transition in hydrogenated biphenyl. Note that both the 
pressures and temperatures needed for generating the phase transitions C I -  IC
II and IC II -  IC III in biphenyl are well within the reach of SHB experiments, 
which makes this material also appealing for SHB studies of phase transitions 
(see [24] for related results on doped /?-terphenyl).

This work, involving investigation of the ordinary optical spectra and 
the hole burning spectra of doped biphenyl under pressure, was intended to 
lend some further support to the view that observable spectral features are 
manifestations of the incommensurate character of biphenyl at low 
temperatures.

2. Experimental

An organic dye chlorin (7,8-dihydroporphin) was used as a dopant in 
this study. A small amount of chlorin was dissolved in hydrogenated biphenyl 
at a concentration of about 10'4 mol/mol. A polycrystalline sample was 
obtained by slowly cooling the molten biphenyl down to the room temperature. 
In the SHB experiments, all performed at 2 K, the range of applied pressures 
did not exceed 2.5 MPa (25 bar), which is well below the solidification 
pressure of 3.8 MPa at 2.0 K for 4He, used as the pressure transmitting medium 
(see the melting line of 4He in Fig. 1 and also Tables V and VI in Ref. [54]). 
The sample was kept in a small two-window pressure cell under a variable 
(tunable) pressure of liquefied helium, condensed inside the cell from gaseous 
state. The pressure cell was placed in a helium-bath cryostat where the 
temperature of liquid helium surrounding the cell was stabilized at 2.0±0.1 K. 
Every spectral hole under study was first burned and recorded at atmospheric 
pressure. Thereafter the pressure was raised stepwise up to about 2-2.2 MPa 
and at each pressure value the same hole was repeatedly recorded. The results 
were well reproducible and after the pressure release the hole entirely restored 
its spectral position and shape (width). All the holes were burned and measured 
using a Coherent Radiation CR-699-29 single-frequency tunable ring dye laser 
with the linewidth of about 1MHz. For burning the power density at the sample
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was about 100 |uW/cm2, whereas for recording it was reduced by a factor of 
~50. Obtained transmission spectra were converted to optical density and the 
holes were fitted to Lorentzian curves. Rigorously speaking, the pressure 
tuning of spectral holes needs not preserve their Lorentzian profiles [7,56]. 
However, as far as our main interests in this study were limited to the pressure- 
induced shifts of holes and only qualitatively also to their broadening, it is of 
little importance here.

Complementary to SHB measurements, the ordinary 
photoluminescence emission and excitation spectra were measured at high 
pressures up to 270 MPa. In this case a special high-pressure low-temperature 
system was used. It consists of a 1500-MPa helium gas compressor, a high- 
pressure cell with three sapphire windows and a temperature-controlled liquid- 
helium cryostat. The pressure cell with a sample inside it was placed into the 
cryostat and filled with compressed gaseous helium at room temperature 
through a flexible capillary tube connecting the cell and compressor. Then the 
cell was cooled down to the measurement temperature, 4.2 K, by liquid helium 
surrounding the cell in cryostat. Meanwhile the gaseous helium inside the 
pressure cell solidified at a certain temperature depending on an initial pressure 
of gas (see the melting/freezing line for 4He in Fig. 1). Emission spectra of the 
compressed sample were recorded with a DFS-24 double-grating spectrometer 
under broad-band excitation (a powerful Xe lamp + UV filters). For measuring 
excitation spectra the sample was excited through a MDR-6 monochromator. 
Further experimental details of our high-pressure measurements can be found 
elsewhere [7,21-24].

3. Results and discussion
3.1. The inhomogeneous spectra

The luminescence emission and excitation spectra of chlorin impurity 
in biphenyl at T=  4.2 K are presented in Fig. 2 for ambient pressure [spectra
(a) and (b)] and high pressures of 260 and 270 MPa [spectra (c) and (d), 
respectively]. The ambient-pressure spectrum, belonging to the 
incommensurate phase IC III of biphenyl, contains a triplet of resonant lines 
(peak 1 at 15 829, peak 2 at 15 849 and peak 3 at 15 861 cm-1) observed at the 
same positions in both emission and excitation spectra. The basic question to 
interpret these spectra is: does the ambient-pressure triplet in the 
inhomogeneous spectrum correspond to different substitutional sites or is it a 
manifestation of interaction of an impurity molecule with the incommensurate 
modulation wave? By analogy with incorporation of perylene impurity in 
biphenyl host matrix [57] and terrylene in /?-terphenyl [58], which is 
isomorphic with biphenyl, we assume that each chlorin molecule replaces a
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pair of biphenyl molecules along the b axis of a monoclinic unit cell, as 
sketched in Fig. 3. Still its orientation in the crystal lattice of biphenyl remains 
unclear. Obviously, for the depicted orientation a 180° rotation yields a 
spectrally identical position. However, it is not excluded that some other, more 
stable orientations may be possible. The high-pressure spectra of the C I 
commensurate phase [Fig. 2(c) and (d)], exhibiting a single resonant line, 
however, give a strong support to the idea that there exists only one major 
substitutional site for chlorin in the commensurate lattice and that the ambient- 
pressure splitting arises from incommensurability.

Another evidence in this line stems from the fact that the solvent shift 
for chlorin in biphenyl is rather small (compare frequencies for peaks 1-3 with 
the vacuum frequency for a free chlorin molecule of 15 912 cm’1 from 
supersonic jet experiments [59]). Even though chlorin molecules are 
significantly larger than biphenyl molecules, they are relatively undisturbed in 
the biphenyl matrix. This, in turn, justifies the suggestion that the 
incommensurate structure of bulk biphenyl is probably not too strongly 
disturbed by chlorin dopant molecules and therefore this structure may 
manifest itself in the probe spectra.

Proceeding from the idea that the observed ambient-pressure spectrum 
is related to incommensurability, the triplet shape of this spectrum raises 
further questions. First, we note that a simple sinusoidal modulation (plane 
wave limit [1]) should give rise to a specific spectral shape with two edge 
singularities, i.e., to a doublet. Indeed, such a doublet spectrum was observed in 
2H NMR experiments for deuterated biphenyl in both IC II and IC III phases 
[37]. A certain increase in the relative intensities of these two edge singularities 
as compared to the central part of the NMR spectrum, observed by lowering the 
temperature [37], is much in line with what one would expect as a consequence 
of “squaring up” of the modulation wave [28]. On the contrary, for 
phenanthrene probe molecules in IC II and IC III phases of biphenyl, studied 
by EPR spectroscopy, it was noticed that introduction of a middle 
(“commensurate”) component was needed for proper description of the spectra 
[39]. Such a triplet spectrum can originate from a variety of different 
mechanisms:

(i) It may arise from the situation where almost commensurate regions 
with constant <p (the twist of either phenyl ring from the planar, on average, 
configuration of the biphenyl molecule) alternate with the incommensurate 
regions (discommensurations) where q> is changing. Such a situation is also 
called the broad soliton case [1] and it is intermediate between the narrow 
soliton (domain wall) and plane wave (sinusoidal modulation) regimes. The 
middle peak in the spectra is then due to the dopant molecules located in the 
commensurate regions and the two other (outermost) peaks arise from the edge 
singularities in the energy distribution due to incommensurate modulation



inside discommensurations. The above-discussed NMR data and other 
evidence on the harmonic (plane wave) modulation in biphenyl seem, however, 
to rule out this possibility.

(ii) An alternative explanation for the triplet formation assumes sites 
being equivalent in the high-temperature structure with lattice constant a and 
becoming non-equivalent in the low-temperature higher-order commensurate 
structure with a' = 3a. Such an effect was theoretically treated in [1] and 
observed for Rb2ZnCl4 in nuclear quadrupole resonance experiments [60]. For 
biphenyl, however, the wave vector of the incommensurate modulation 
(~0.46b* [41,45]) is quite different from the value b*/3 needed in the above 
model [1,60] (here b* denotes the reciprocal lattice vector).

(iii) Still another possibility may be the pinning of the modulation 
wave by dopant molecules. As far as the probe-host interaction energy depends 
on (p, the phase distribution at the probe location is not uniform even in the 
plane wave limit, but is weighted by the respective Boltzmann factor. Such a 
possibility was discussed in the above-cited work on EPR [39] where the 
phenanthrene probe apparently introduced quite a strong perturbation. Such a 
mechanism may likely explain our results as well. The view that the middle 
peak may be a dopant-dependent feature is further supported by our results on 
Zn-chlorin dopant in biphenyl, where only a doublet structure in the spectra is 
observed [61].

(iv) Formally, additional spectral peaks may also arise from a non- 
monotonous dependence of the frequency v of an electronic transition in the 
probe molecule on the twist angle cp. However, owing to the small amplitude of 
9  variation (2cp does not exceed -10° [37]) this seems to be rather unlikely 
(some further counterevidence can be found in Subsection 3.3).

(v) When comparing the overall shape of the experimental spectrum 
to that predicted by theory [1], one must in addition keep in mind that the 
experimental spectrum is in fact a convolution of the inhomogeneous site 
distribution function with the single-site profile which includes a rather 
intensive phonon sideband [62].

3.2. Pressure tuning o f  spectral holes

Spectral hole burning was carried out in all three lines studied (peaks 
1-3). The recorded hole shifts with pressure for these lines are depicted in Fig.
4. A surprising observation is a positive (to higher frequencies, or blue) shift 
detected for holes burned in peak 1 (15 829 crrf'), i.e. for the most red line, in 
contrast to negative or red shifts of holes burned in more blue peaks 2 and 3. 
The pressure coefficients for these three lines turned out to be rather diverse: 
+2.71 GHz/MPa or about +9 cnfVkbar (1 cm-1 = 3 0  GHz) for peak 1, -0.94 
GHz/MPa for peak 2 and -1.74 GHz/MPa for peak 3.
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A simple model for pressure tuning of spectral holes (see, e.g., [13]) 
treats the pressure shift as a small addition to the solvent shift. The frequency 
of electronic transition in an impurity molecule doped into a solid matrix 
differs from that in the vacuum due to interactions of that molecule with 
neighbouring host molecules. This frequency difference is just a quantity called 
the solvent (or gas-to-solid) shift. We can consider a molecule in the vacuum as 
having its surroundings moved off to an infinitely large distance. Then the 
effect of environment can be simulated by gradually reducing this distance 
down to the equilibrium spacings in the real host matrix. The applied external 
pressure further decreases distances between the probe and host molecules, and 
thus the additional frequency shift induced by this pressure should change the 
electronic transition frequency in the same direction as does the solvent shift. 
More quantitatively such an approach relates the pressure shift dv/dP to the 
solvent shift vj, -  v0 (where vt and v0 are the hole burning frequency and the 
transition frequency in a free molecule, respectively) via a simple relation 
[13,63]

dv/dP ~ 2 k (h  -  Vo),
( 1)

where k  = (~\/V)(dV/dP)T is the local volume compressibility, so that the 
larger the solvent shift, the larger also the pressure shift in the system under 
study. This simple linear relation holds surprisingly well for glasses [8,63] and, 
as a tendency, characterizes the pressure shifts for different discrete sites in 
crystalline samples as well [8].

Usually the solvent shift is negative (vt -  vQ < 0) and hence the 
pressure shift is also negative, i.e. to the red. Only in a few cases blue pressure 
shifts have been observed, e.g., for protoporphyrin IX substituted myoglobin in 
water/glycerol glass and for protoporphyrin IX in dimethyiformamide/glycerol 
glass [64]. In these cases, however, they occurred for dopant molecules 
exhibiting an unusual positive solvent shift vj, -  Vo > 0. For chlorin in biphenyl, 
as mentioned above, a positive pressure shift was detected for the line with the 
lowest peak frequency and hence with the largest negative solvent shift (remind 
that Vq for chlorin molecule is equal to 15 912 cm-1 [59]), although according to 
Eq. (1), the largest (by absolute value) negative pressure shift should be 
expected for this line.

It is interesting to note that if one makes a linear extrapolation of the 
shifts of spectral holes burned in peaks 1 and 3 from the used low-pressure 
range to much higher pressures, the corresponding lines should merge at 15 
848 cm"1 under a pressure of 216 MPa. The latter value is close to the pressure 
of phase transition between high-pressure commensurate C I and the 
intermediate incommensurate IC II phases (see Fig. 1). This result 
(complemented by direct high-pressure measurements described below) gives 
us a strong support to the idea that the shape of the chlorin impurity spectrum



in biphenyl is determined by influence of the incommensurate modulation 
wave. Indeed, the splitting between edge singularities depends on the order 
parameter variation. In the case of biphenyl this is the twist angle between two 
phenyl rings in the molecule, which may change with pressure.

3.3. The high-pressure spectra

Finally, we discuss the measured high-pressure spectra [Fig. 2(c,d) and 
Fig. 5], which give a direct confirmation to the extrapolations based on low- 
pressure tuning of spectral holes. Figure 5 depicts a sequence of luminescence 
emission spectra of chlorin-doped biphenyl taken at several pressures (at 
20 MPa in the incommensurate phase IC III, at 100 MPa in the other 
incommensurate phase IC II, at 180 MPa in the region of the incommensurate- 
commensurate phase transition IC II -  C I, and at 260 MPa in the high-pressure 
low-temperature commensurate phase C I). A transformation from the triplet 
(incommensurate) to singlet (commensurate) shape of the spectrum is well 
observable. Indeed, at 180 MPa as well as at a higher pressure of 260 MPa (i.e. 
undoubtedly in the commensurate phase), we see [Fig. 5(c) and (d)] only one 
peak at about 15 850 cmf1 which, as we think, originates from peaks 1 and 3 in 
the lower-pressure incommensurate phases. A broader feature at about 20 cm-1 
to lower frequencies is the phonon sideband (see also Fig. 2(c) and (d) where 
the same phonon sideband is observed in the emission and excitation spectra, 
respectively). It should also be noted that the value of 15 850 cm"1 practically 
coincides with that of 15 848 cm""1 obtained from extrapolation of pressure 
shifts for the spectral holes burned in peaks 1 and 3.

Quite an interesting picture opens, when one plots the distance 
(spectral splitting) A v between peaks 1 and 3 as a function of pressure (Fig. 6). 
The pressure dependence turns out to be of a widely known nonlinear critical 
character. From the fit to a theoretical curve

AvOP) = Ao(l - P / P tTy ,  (2)

where A0 is the distance A v at ambient pressure and Ptv is the incommensurate- 
to-commensurate (IC II -  C I) phase transition pressure of about 180 MPa at 
4.2 K, one obtains the value n = 0.39 for the critical exponent. Excitingly 
enough, very close values for the critical exponent, characterizing the same 
phase transition, were obtained in the aforementioned NMR [37] and EPR [39] 
studies in the temperature domain (n = 0.35±0.03 and n = 0.4, respectively). 
Accordance with some theoretical models should also be mentioned (first of 
all, with a non-classical 3D.Y7-model [65]). The fact of the critical behavior of 
the maximal twist angle 2q> (treated as the order parameter) in incommensurate 
biphenyl, unambiguously established by means of NMR spectroscopy [37],
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may be regarded as the most decisive evidence that the chlorin spectrum in 
phases IC II and IC III is governed by the incommensurate modulation and that 
the observed splitting A v  is proportional to the magnitude of the maximal 2cp 
value varying with pressure.

On closer inspection, one can find that the value of the derivative 
dA v/dP from Eq. (2) in the zero-pressure limit, dA v/dP\F=0 = -n  Ao/ZV = -1.82 
GHz/MPa (obtained by using for A0 a value of about 28 cm-1 or 840 GHz from 
Fig. 6), does not coincide with the value resulting from SHB measurements, 
-4.45 GHz/MPa (following from Fig. 4). This is not surprising, since Eq. (2) is 
expected to describe the situation in the phase IC II, near the incommensurate- 
commensurate phase boundary, and not in the low-pressure IC III phase. This 
circumstance and nonlinearity of Eq. (2) are also the reasons why the 
extrapolated SHB data yield somewhat higher zero-splitting pressure (216 
MPa) than the critical pressure of phase transition (Ptr =180 MPa). Still the 
low-pressure SHB data indicate quite correctly that something unusual is 
happening at higher pressures.

In the spectra of Fig. 5 a weaker feature at somewhat lower energies 
from the main lines 1-3 (in the region of about 15 760-15 780 cm '1) can be 
seen, showing in the incommensurate phases a doublet structure [66] with a 
decreasing splitting under growing pressure and converting to a singlet in the 
commensurate phase. We attribute these lines tentatively to another 
substitutional site of chlorin, most probably having a different orientation in the 
biphenyl crystal a,b plane shown in Fig. 3. It also exhibits an incommensurate 
splitting and behaves qualitatively in a similar manner as the main site (peaks 
1-3). A markedly smaller splitting points to a weaker interaction with the 
modulation wave. This, on the other hand, may be the reason, why this wave is 
more weakly pinned by the dopant molecules in this site and the corresponding 
spectrum exhibits a “classical” doublet structure, thus giving some additional 
support to a possible mechanism of the main triplet formation discussed in 
point (iii) of Subsection 3.1.

4. Conclusions

The observed quite uncommon pressure behaviour of inhomogeneous 
spectra and spectral holes in chlorin-doped biphenyl is qualitatively explained 
by the interaction of the dopant electronic transition with the incommensurate 
modulation wave. Drastic changes of spectra with pressure are related to 
reduction (disappearance) of this modulation when approaching (crossing) the 
incommensurate-commensurate phase boundary'. From the pressure 
dependence of spectra a critical exponent describing this transition (n = 0.39) 
was obtained. This value matches well the earlier NMR and EPR data derived 
for the temperature domain. Comparative hole burning measurements in
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different crystal phases may shed further light on dynamics and transformations 
of incommensurate systems. In general, the obtained results demonstrate 
capabilities of optical molecular probe spectroscopy to tackle such interesting 
and challenging problems of condensed matter physics as structure and 
dynamics of partially ordered systems, phase transitions and related issues.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Phase diagram of biphenyl.
Deuterated compound Ci2Dj0 (filled symbols): A [32,33,42,45,47]; ♦ 
[44,51,52] ( J  —» 0 K, P ~ 170 MPa); ■  [49,53]; ▼ [48] (T —> 0 K, P ~ 40 
MPa).
Hydrogenated compound C12H10 (open symbols): O [32] {T ~ 40 K and 17 K, 
P = 1 atm); □ [49,53]; V [48] (T->  OK, P ~ 20 MPa).
Corrected melting line of 4He (replacing the respective curve in Fig. 2 of Ref. 
[32]): .... [54,55].

Fig. 2. Photoluminescence emission (a, c) and excitation (b, d) spectra of 
chlorin impurity molecules in biphenyl at T=  4.2 K under ambient pressure (a, 
b), at 260 MPa (c) and at 270 MPa (d).

Fig. 3. A schematic view of the incommensurate biphenyl lattice with four unit 
cells in the a, b plane. The guest molecule of chlorin is shown to substitute two 
adjacent host molecules of biphenyl.

Fig. 4. Pressure-induced shifts at T =  2.0 K for spectral holes burned in the 
absorption lines of chlorin-doped biphenyl at the peaks 1-3. Straight solid lines 
are the linear least-squares fits to the data points obtained for these peaks; the 
respective numerical values of the shift rates (pressure coefficients) dv/dP are 
also denoted. Insert shows extrapolation of the peak positions of lines 1 and 3 
to much higher pressures. Note that lines 1 and 3 should merge at a pressure of 
about 216 MPa.

Fig. 5. Emission spectra of chlorin molecules in biphenyl recorded at T=  4.2 K 
and various pressures indicated.

Fig. 6. Pressure dependence of the distance (spectral splitting) Av  between 
lines 1 and 3 in the emission spectrum of chlorin-doped biphenyl at T — 4.2 K. 
Circles show the experimental points; solid curve indicates the nonlinear least- 
squares fit to the data points according to Eq. (2) (see the text). Dashed line 
illustrates the linear extrapolation using the low-pressure spectral hole shift 
data for lines 1 and 3 (see inset of Fig. 4).
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Abstract

Broadening and shifts o f spectral holes with changing the hydrostatic pressure at
2 K were measured for dimethyl-s-tetrazine (DMST) probe molecules in durene crystals, 
in both pure and doped with hexachlorobenzene (HCB) at 2 mol%. The HBC molecules 
act as elastic defects and cause increase in inhomogeneous broadening as well as in the 
pressure-induced broadening o f spectral holes. However, the relative pressure 
broadening (scaled to the inhomogeneous linewidth) decreases with pressure. The HCB 
concentration affects also the color effect in pressure broadening, i.e. its dependence on 
the spectral position. The observations are qualitatively interpreted proceeding from the 
diaelastic model [J. Kikas and K. Leiger, J. Chem. Phys. 104 (1996) 5384],

PACS: 62.20.Dc; 61.72.Ji; 78.40.Me
Keywords: spectral hole burning; pressure tuning; molecular crystals; point 
defects; durene; dimethyl-s-tetrazine

1. Introduction

Pressure tuning of spectral holes [1-11] is an informative tool for 
studying local interactions and dynamics in doped solids. Based on a stochastic 
theory of inhomogeneous broadening by Stoneham [12] and its 
multidimensional extension by Kikas and Rätsep [13], theoretical models have 
been worked out to describe the pressure behavior of spectral holes for various 
types of solids, such as glassy and polymeric systems [1], Shpol’skii systems [2], 
and molecular crystals [3]. This paper is aimed at testing some aspects of our 
theoretical model [3] for pressure broadening of spectral holes in crystalline 
solids. In crystals, the inhomogeneous effects are governed by long-range 
interactions between probe dye molecules and defects present in the crystal 
lattice (internal structural defects, guest molecules). In order to describe the
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dependence of such an interaction on the external hydrostatic pressure, we 
proceeded from the so-called diaelastic effect. The diaelastic effect is a parallel 
to the diamagnetic effect, where internal magnetic field in solid is generated as a 
response to the applied external field. In diaelasticity the spatially varying strain 
field, generated by the size mismatch between the defect (guest molecule) and 
host particles is modified by the external pressure. According to this model, no 
pressure broadening is predicted for spectral holes if all the defects are similar. 
In this case the subensemble of the dopants selected by hole burning holds no 
hidden degeneracy that could be lifted away by pressure. Notice that 
experiments performed on durene [2, 4] and bensophenone [5] still show some 
pressure broadening of spectral holes even in such well-ordered crystalline 
matrices.

A deeper insight into the inhomogeneous pressure effects could be 
obtained by introducing additional (controlled) defects into the lattice. Such 
defects can be, for instance, guest molecules. When selecting proper dopants, 
one has to keep in mind the solubility: if too different from the host molecules in 
size and shape, the guest molecules may be rejected from the host structure.

Proceeding from these considerations we chose durene (1,2,4,5- 
tetramethylbenzene) for the host matrix and enhanced inhomogeneity by mixing 
a small amount (about 2 mol. %) of hexachlorobenzene (HCB) into some 
samples. As the probe dye molecule, we used dimethyl-s-tetrazine (DMST). In 
durene, the zero-phonon line of DMST Sq-S] transition is peaked at 17 020 cm'1. 
The system durene : DMST has been studied by hole burning before [4, 2, 14], 
the main hole burning mechanism ascribed to methyl group tunneling [15, 16].

2. Experimental

The samples were prepared by dissolving DMST and, for mixed 
samples, also hexachlorobenzene in melted durene (m.p. 82 °C). The 
concentration of DMST was about 0.01 mol% and that of HCB about 2 mol%. A 
polycrystalline sample was obtained by slow cooling through the melting point. 
The sample was kept inside a small two-window pressure cell, which used 
helium as a pressure transmitter. The cell was kept inside a He-flow cryostat for 
cooling. The temperature was stabilized at 2.0±0.2K. The range of available 
pressures was limited by the pressure regulator to about 1..13 bar. However, this 
was sufficient to measure the shift and broadening of spectral holes.

Holes were burnt and measured with COHERENT 699-29 single
frequency dye laser with the linewidth of about 1 MHz. For burning the power 
density at the sample was about 200 |iW/cm2, for recording it was reduced about 
20 times. Burning times were in the order of 100 s. Also the inhomogeneous line 
was narrow enough to be measured with the same laser. Transmission spectra
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were recorded that were later converted to optical density. The holes were fitted 
to Lorentzian curves with a possibly sloped baseline. Note that the theory does 
not predict the pressure-broadened holes to be exactly Lorentzian in shape. 
However, for the hole widths (FWHM) and baseline characteristics the results 
should be quantitatively correct.

3. Results and discussion

We first measured the effect of introducing guest HCB molecules on the 
inhomogeneous broadening of the absorption line. As seen from Fig. 1, the 
modification is quite large: in pure samples the linewidth is about 2.4 cm'1, but 
reaches a value of 9.6 cm"1 in mixed samples. This gives us an increase of about 
4 times. “Pure” here and in what follows means “without HCB dopant”, all the 
samples contained, naturally, a small amount of DMST probe molecules.

We then made several pressure series with spectral holes burnt at 
different frequencies within the inhomogeneous line, to measure pressure effects 
on the holes, especially broadening. We chose 6 series (2 for pure and 4 for 
mixed samples) for closer examination. The locations where the series were 
taken are denoted by arrows in Fig. 1. For both pure and mixed samples one of 
the series was located near the center of the inhomogeneous line which was 
determined to be 17019.8 cm'1 for pure samples (burning position 17020 cm'1) 
and 17020.9 cm'1 for mixed samples (burning position 17020.5 cm'1). In what 
follows, we will refer to these series and the corresponding pressure quantities as 
“central”. Fig. 2 shows the pressure dependence of the holewidth within the 
central series. The broadening values are 9.0 MHz/bar for the pure sample and 
18.8 MHz/bar for the mixed sample.

The pressure broadening of spectral holes can be understood as 
originating from the dispersion of the pressure derivatives of interactions 
between single defect-probe pairs, keeping in mind that with the applied 
pressures we are well within the limits of applicability of the linear theory of 
elasticity. Such interactions typically have a form

£- = C<Dr"”. (1)
Here r is the defect-probe distance, n is a constant specifying the interaction 
type. 0  is an angular factor whose pressure dependence can be left out of 
consideration here. Assuming that all the defects are of the same type (a proper 
assumption for fixed «), 0  also does not depend on defect. Possible variations 
in the ensemble of defects are described by variations of the coefficient C that 
can be called the defect strength. In Eq. (1) we have two factors that can



contribute to the pressure derivative ds/dp: the distance and the defect strength. 
In case of polymers and glassy materials where nearby molecules are regarded 
as perturbers, the local values of the relative pressure derivative of distance, or 
the volume compressibility, can have a significant dispersion. In crystals the 
interaction is of long-range type and local compressibility variations should not 
play a major role. In this case, given the observable pressure broadening, we 
have to conclude that the pressure derivatives of the defect strengths have a 
remarkable dispersion, too. By analogy with the electric and magnetic 
phenomena, we might call the corresponding relative value (with the opposite 
sign) the mechanical polarizability of defect.

The situation is analyzed in [3] within the frame of so-called diaelastic 
model, where point defects are qualitatively described by misfitting spheres of 
different compressibility within the continuously treated host material. Elastic 
interaction of such defects with probes is shown to have the form (1) with n=3. 
Defects modelled this way generally possess a finite mechanical polarizability.

The inhomogeneous pressure effects within the diaelastic model are 
governed by the weighted distribution of the defects’ mechanical polarizabilities, 
with their absolute strengths as weighting factors. It can be shown that the hole 
broadening in the center of the inhomogeneous line is given by the product 
aK-rih, where aK is the standard deviation of the weighted mechanical 
polarizability distribution and is the zero-pressure width of the 
inhomogeneous line. According to this, the hole broadening should scale with 
the inhomogeneous linewidth on modification of the inhomogeneity by changing 
the defect concentration if aK is unchanged.

We see, however, that in our case the pressure broadening in mixed 
system is about 2 times too low to scale with the controlled broadening of the 
inhomogeneous line: the increase in broadening for central holes as a result of 
mixing is only 2.1 times while inhomogeneous linewidth increased 4 times. We 
therefore have to conclude that the dispersion of the weighted mechanical 
polarizability distribution has decreased correspondingly. This does not seem 
unreasonable. As far as the introduced HCB guest molecules are all similar and 
occupy preferably similar sites in the crystal, an effective narrowing the 
otherwise perhaps more diverse distribution of defects may occur. At the same 
time the inhomogeneous width, which, above all, is linear in the defect density, 
is still increased.

Next, let us analyze the situation on the wings of the inhomogeneous 
line. We found rather strong dependence of the pressure behavior parameters of 
the hole on the burning frequency (the so-called “color effect”). Such 
dependence for pressure shift is well known and has been observed before (see
[6], for example). Its qualitative explanation is simple: each line originating from 
a single probe has a pressure shift that scales with its previous solvent shift 
(detuning from the transition frequency of the probe molecule in vacuum), 
which itself can be viewed as arising from pressure exerted by the crystal field,
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varying from probe to probe. In case of crystals we have to split the solvent shift 
in two parts: the constant part, equal for all probes, arising mainly from the 
surrounding crystal cage and representing the situation in a perfect crystal, and 
the varying part, responsible for the inhomogeneous broadening. The pressure 
dependences of these two parts need not to be equal and this could be the main 
reason that prevents the pressure shift coefficient from extrapolating to zero at 
the vacuum frequency. In our case, the zero-extrapolated frequency is around 
17 100 cm'1, indicating that the constant part accounts for at least 4/5 of the total 
solvent shift [8].

The color effect for the hole broadening has deserved less attention. For 
glasses such a possibility has been pointed out [17,18] as arising formally from 
the breakdown of the so-called Gaussian approximation valid for high defect 
densities. This, however, leads to a broadening wavelength-dependence that is of 
the same type as that of the pressure coefficient for spectral shifts, i.e. decreasing 
monotonically towards the vacuum frequency and giving a larger broadening 
value on the red wing than on the blue. The dependence is not linear, though, but 
of the shape (A+Bv)12 in the first approximation.

The diaelastic model includes the color effect for pressure broadening 
intrinsically. It can be seen from following considerations. Due to the specific 
nature of n -  3 interaction the situation on the wings of the inhomogeneous line 
is governed by the interaction with one nearby defect [1]. This is in a very 
contrast to the situation we have for the Gaussian broadening, where a large 
number of perturbers contribute comparably. If there is any dispersion of 
mechanical polarizabilities then, far on the wings, the associated pressure 
broadening is amplified by smaller distance to defect (and thus stronger 
interaction). Also the shape of the pressure-broadened hole (the pressure kernel) 
is more pronouncedly determined by the distribution of mechanical 
polarizabilities. The pressure kernel is symmetrical with respect to the center of 
the inhomogeneous line, i.e. the pressure kernel at a given detuning is a mirror 
image of that at an opposite detuning of the same magnitude. Its width acquires a 
proportional dependence on the absolute detuning from the center. In the center 
of the inhomogeneous line, the pressure kernel retains a non-zero width 
(contributions from a larger number of independent defects become important). 
Here the pressure kernel is always symmetrical but, depending on the 
distribution of mechanical polarizabilities, it can become asymmetric on the 
wings. The following general relation between the standard deviation of 
mechanical polarizabilities uK and that of the local pressure kernel at a frequency 
v, oa(v) holds:

M= Vr * 2 + (v ~ v o Y > (2)
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where v0 and are the peak frequency and FWHM of the inhomogeneous line, 
correspondingly. Eq. (2) can be shown to hold whenever oK exists, irrespective 
of the particular shape of the mechanical polarizability distribution, i.e. there 
exists a simple relation between the spectroscopic (measurable) parameters 
(Ta{ v), v0, r ,h and an internal characteristic of the system oK. It can be rewritten as 
follows:

In Fig.3 the relative pressure broadening for all non-central holes scaled 
to that of the central holes are shown as a function of the burning position. As a 
guideline, also the corresponding theoretical value for the standard deviation, as 
given by (3), is plotted. The seeming discrepancy between the experimental 
results and the theoretical curve can be readily explained by variance between 
the FWHM (obtained from experiment) and the standard deviation as different 
measures of the width of distribution. Let us have a closer look at the issue. Let 
r a denote the FWHM of the pressure kernel. The ratio Fu/aa remains constant as 
far as the shape of the distribution does not change. According to theory, the 
shape of the central pressure kernel is of the type (A+Bof+a4) '1, having a 
FWHM to standard deviation ratio typically about unity. At large detunings from 
the center of the inhomogeneous line, as discussed earlier, the kernel shape 
approaches the shape of the weighted mechanical polarizability distribution, 
which is most likely a Gaussian or other function falling steeply on the wings. 
For such functions the FWHM to standard deviation ratio is generally higher 
(2.36 for a Gaussian). This can well explain the difference by a factor of 1.5 
between the most detuned from the line maximum data point for the pure crystal 
(square 2a in Fig. 3) and the corresponding theoretical standard deviation of the 
pressure kernel. In fact, the discussed seeming discrepancy between the 
experiment and theory supports the idea, that not only the width but also the 
shape of the pressure kernel may depend on the spectral position within the 
inhomogeneous line.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated, that disorder in a mixed molecular crystal, 
introduced by guest molecules and revealed in inhomogeneous broadening of 
probe dye spectra affects broadening of spectral holes in pressure tuning 
experiments. Main characteristics of the phenomenon (dependence on 
concentration of controlled defects, color effect in broadening) qualitatively 
match the conclusions from diaelastic model [11] with deviations ascribed to

(3)
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uncontrolled defects. Thus, beside of probing the local elastic properties, the 
pressure tuning can yield valuable information on the matrix defects, 
particularly, on the homogeneity / inhomogeneity of the defect ensemble (one 
prevailing type of defects vs. broad distribution of defect characteristics).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Absorption spectra of the DMST S0-S] transition in pure durene (a) 
and durene mixed with 2 mol. % of hexachlorobenzene (b). Arrows 
indicate the positions of spectral holes.

Figure 2. Pressure dependence of the width of spectral holes burnt in the center 
of the inhomogeneous line in pure (rectangles, postion la  in Fig. 1) 
and mixed (circles, postion 2b in Fig. 1) crystal. The solid lines 
indicate the least-squares linear fits. The slopes are 9.0 MHz/bar for 
pure and 18.8 MHz/bar for mixed crystals.

Figure 3. Relative pressure broadenings of non-central holes with respect to the 
central holes in pure (rectangles) and mixed (circle) crystal as a 
function of the burning position. The line represents the 
corresponding theoretical relative value for the standard deviation 
(Eq. (3)). The frequency axis is scaled to inhomogeneous linewidth 
and uses the line maximum as the origin.
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Storage density as a function of a tolerable level of the cross-talking Fm is calculated for different packing geometries in spectral- 
hole-buramg-based frequency-selective 2 + 1-dimensional (2 spatial + 1 frequency dimension) optical memories. Spatial inter
calation of adjacent isofrequency layers is demonstrated to increase the storage density, the highest density obtained for the 
rhombohedric 3D memory lattice.

1. Introduction

Persistent spectral hole burning [ 1,2 ] (see also re
views [ 3.4 J and monographs [ 5,6 ] )  has been pro
posed as a method for high-density optica! infor
mation storage [7,8]. An additional frequency 
dimension is used to encode the information by 
burning spectral holes at a set of fixed frequencies 
within the imhomogeneously broadened impurity ab
sorption band [7 ]. A rough estimate for the storage 
density increase, compared with conventional bi
nary optical memories, is given by the ratio o f the 
inhomogeneous width o f the impurity absorption 
band and the minimum tolerable spectral distance 
between the adjacent holes. The latter in its turn is 
limited by the tolerable level of cross-talking (mu
tual influence o f holes burnt at different frequen
cies). A more thorough consideration, however, 
forces one to take into account the cross-talking in 
both spectral and spatial dimensions and gives rise 
to the problem of the optimal storage geometry in a 
2 +  1-dimensional (2 spatial +1 frequency dimen
sion) recording medium.

2. Model

We suppose that the information is recorded by 
burning spectral holes at different spatial-spectral

locations characterized by the spatial coordinates x, 
v and the frequency v. In vector notations for the 3D 
memory space r ~  (x, y, v).  In what follows we pro
pose that the set o f all r forms a regular translation 
lattice: r=r( i , j ,  k) ,  where i , j s k  are integrals. Note 
that it remains an open question whether the densest 
packing really lies in this class of packings: to  out 
knowledge the similar question is yet open for the 
packing of 3D hard spheres where some non-regular 
packings have been demonstrated to have the same 
density as the densest regular packing (FCC lattice) 
has [ 9 ]. According to our proposal

r(i , j ,  fc) =  /«, +ja2 + kai ,  (1 )

where the vectors au a2, a} form a basis for the lat
tice. 3D storage density is then given by

/> = [de t(aw) ] - ' , (2 )

where au  is the matrix o f the basis vectors.
The obtainable storage density is limited by the 

demand that at an arbitrary storage position the in
fluence of all recordings from other positions (cross- 
talking) does not exceed a given fraction Fm o f  the 
signal amplitude. For the maximum value o f cross- 
talking (all positions bum t-in)

r - i m m  r{i , j ,  k ) ] j j jXQ,  0) - 1  <.Fm . (3 )
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In principle, Fm may be of an arbitrary positive 
value, but for Fm> 1 a complicated non-local decod
ing algorithm is needed for the read-out. Using N  
different intensity (signal amplitude) levels for en
coding, Fm< l / N for a simple read-out scheme.

The function of cross-talking, f,  was chosen as 
follows

J \ r u  r2) =exp{ -  [ (jc2 - x , ) 2 +  (y2 - y ,  )2] In 2 / R 2} 

x r V I / V j - * ) 2] ,  (4)

basing on the assumptions of a lorentzian shape o f 
the homogeneous absorption lines and a gaussian 
spatial intensity distribution o f the burning and the 
recording beams. Note the normalization/ ( 0 , 0 )  =  1 
and that 2R and I P  x t t  the fwhm o f the correspond
ing {spatial and spectral) intensity distributions. In 
what follows, we use R and F  to scale the corre
sponding dimensions, i.e. 1. Note that the 3D 
density/) scales as R  ~ 2F~  ‘. The behavior off  (ru r2) 
is essentially different in spatial and frequency di
mensions (fig. 1): a fast gaussian cut-off in space and 
slow a lorentzian tailing in spectrum. This means, 
particularly, that in numerical calculations a large 
num ber o f neighboring recordings lying in the “fre
quency direction” (more than 1000 in our calcula
tions) have to be taken into account, while in “spa

tial directions” an account o f a few neighboring 
recordings is sufficient. The general problem of op
timizing the information packing geometry is a 9D 
problem of optimizing the matrix au  to maximize 
the storage density (2 ) in case o f constraint (3 ). The 
dimensionality of the problem is reduced to 8D by 
taking into account the invariance o f eq. (4 ) on ro
tations in the (x , y )-p h n e . Instead o f  solving this 
general problem we calculated the dependences of 
the maximum density on the level o f the tolerable 
cross-talking for some given symmetries o f the mem
ory lattice (fig. 2): primitive tetragonal (P T ), prim
itive hexagonal (PH ), volume-centered tetragonal 
(V CT), and rhombohedric (R , fig. 2d). These lat
tices are characterized by the following basis vectors:

PT

q---- q----o
PH

Fig. 2. Memory lattices: primitive tetragonal (PT), primitive 
hexagonal (PH), volume-centered tetragonal (VCT), and rhom
bohedric (R). Empty circles denote the recordings in (x , y, 0)- 
plane, dashed circles in (x, y, d)-plane, and filled circles in (x, y, 
2J)-plane. D is the distance between the adjacent recordings in 
the same spatial plane. The spatial structure for PT and PH lat
tices is the same for all (jc, y, n^)-pianes, for VCT and R lattices 
the spatial structure has the frequency period of 2A and 3A, 
respectively.

Fig. 1. Isoinfluence curves for a single recording at the origin of 
space-frequency plane for the values of cross-talking F-= 0.5 (1) 
and 0.1 (2).
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PT: a, =  (D,  0 ,0 ) ,  a2 =  ( 0 ,D ,0 ) ,

a3 =  (0, 0, A ) \  (5a)

PH: a, =  (D, 0 .0 ) ,  e2 =  (D/2,  y/3D/2,  0) ,

•s =  ( 0 ,0 ,4 ) ;  (5b)

VCT: a, ~ ( D ,  0 ,0 ) ,  a2 =  (0 ,D , 0 ) ,

^  = ( D / 2 , D / 2 , A ) ;  (5c)

R: a, = (D,  0 ,0 ) ,  a2 = (D/2,  J ^ D / 2 , 0 ) ,

a 3 =  (D/2,  V 3 Z > /6 ,J ) . (5d}

All these bases depend only on two variable param 
eters that enables us to reduce essentially the di
mensionality o f the maximization problem.

Note that PT and PH lattices have identical struc
ture for ail spatial layers, while in VCT and R lattices 
the spatial structure of the adjacent isofrequency lay
ers is intercalated and is repeated over ^-periods o f 
2A and 3J, respectively.

3. Resalts and discussion

The maximum packing densities for the lattices 
( 5 a -d ) were calculated numerically by maximizing 
eq. (2 ) at the constraint

F = F ( D , A ) ^ F m .

The results are depicted in figs. 3, 4.
For ID  (spectral or spatial) memories the value

Fig. 3. The dependence* of the stores*: density p  on the tolerable 
level of the cross talking for PT, PH, VCT, and R memory 
lattices (see fig. 2).

Fig. 4. The dependences of the distance D  between the adjacent 
recordings in the same spatial plane (a ) and the spectral distance 
& between the neighboring spatial planes (b) on the tolerable level 
of the cross-talking Fm for the densest information packing ge
ometries for PT, PH, VCT, and R memory lattices.

o f cross-talking from the nearest-neighbor recordings 
equals 1, when one chooses the unit distance be
tween the adjacent recordings:

/ ( l , 0 , 0 ) + / ( - l , 0 , 0 )  =  l ,

/(0, h0)+f(0,  - 1 , 0 )  = I ,

/(o,o, n + m o , - D = l  •

The corresponding ID  density is 1. For 3D memory 
the calculated density (fig. 3) is essentially smaller 
than the rough estim ate by the product o f  ID  den
sities. The reason for this is quite obvious: a large 
num ber o f neighbors in 3D lattice forces on to in
crease the distances for the same value o f cross- 
talking.

Another interesting observation from the calcu
lation is that the spatial intercalation o f the record
ings at neighboring frequencies increases, to a cer
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tain extent, the maximum storage density. In the 
considered range o f cross-talking Q . K F m^  0.9, P p t  

< P v h < P v c t< P k -  The difference o f densities for spa
tially intercalated and non-intercalated cases is es
sentially larger than that for different spatial geom
etries (PT  and PH lattices). Its relative value 
increases with decreasing the level of cross-talking: 
pKJpPT= 1.14 for .Fm=0.9  and />r//>pt= 1.65 for 
Fm=0.1 . The reason for this is the qualitatively dif
ferent behavior of /  (eq. ( 3 ) )  in spatial and fre
quency dimensions. This is also reflected in fig. 4: 
the decrease o f storage density at lower values of 
cross-talking is related mainly to the increase o f the 
spectral distance A.
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